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When priests dine together, let the words of 
God be read. It is fitting on such occasions 
to listen to a reader, not a harper, to the 
discourses ofthe Fathers, not the poems of 
the heathen. 

Aleuin 
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FOREWORD 


As is suggested in the foregoing epigraph and in the title of this study, 
the purpose of the ensuing pages is to deal with problems of the relationship 
between what have been called "orality" and "literacy" as modes of both 
language use and cultural organization. Precisely what aspects we shall focus 
on and the nature of their invocation by the text that we shall be examining are 
the topics of these prefatory remarks. It is, of course, a problem area much 
discussed today, with literally thousands of books and articles dedicated to it 
in fields as widely divergent as philosophy, linguistics, anthropology, so
called "Third World literature," medieval studies, classics, and history. What 
we propose to take up is an area of inquiry within that problematic that, after 
having been the focus of much early work, has for many years now received 
comparatively little critical attention. As our title suggests, we have an interest 
in what we can learn from and about the working of texts that partake of both 
cultures-as any "text" responsibly said to have something to do with "orality" 
obviously must (the extent to which we see the metaphoricity in our use of 
such terminology will become increasingly explicit as we proceed). 

Our interests are, moreover, quite specific. They are not the primarily 
literary-and therefore in the last analysis thoroughly literate-concerns of such 
earlier students of the question as Milman Parry and Albert Lord and of their 
current followers. Our interests are, rather, cultural ones, though it is our 
sense-which we expect to substantiate in the following pages-that we can 
approach them only through close "textual" work and analysis of its 
implications. By contrast, the language theorists of today, from whom we 
have taken considerable guidance-just as we have from the Parry-Lord oralists 
and their followers-, have chosen to work in a much wider frame, that of a 
broad cultural criticism, and that endeavor has regularly eschewed close textual 
work. 

Through examination of one problematic text we wish to see what 
such texts can be made to say about the circumstances from which they arose, 
circumstances clearly very different from our own precisely as regards oral 
and literate language use. Conversely, we wish to see what they can be made 
to say about our own circumstances as readers of such texts. Moreover, the 
latter goal has the obvious but seldom-mentioned corollary of trying to see 
what we, as textual critics from the side of literate language use, cannot make 
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such texts say to us. (As will become obvious, we have strong doubts about 
some of the premises that underlie the oralists' work; we note issues in several 
places in the ensuing pages but do not develop them here.) And, finally, as 
our ultimate goal, we wish to see if such analysis, oscillating between critical 
awareness of our own boundedness in literacy and an attempt to see what that 
critical awareness enables us to say about such marginal texts, will help us to 
understand, however distantly and indirectly, important aspects of the 
behavior and functioning of language in circumstances other than our own. 
By use of the term "language functioning," we mean to raise the multifaceted 
question of how language that partakes of "oral culture" works as a vehicle of 
social cohesion-a function often asserted for it but, to our knowledge, in some 
important ways not demonstrated-without being able to rely on the verbatim 
II storage " function of written language use. The key issue for us in that 
question is the matter of such language's adaptation to changes in social 
circumstance-changes that our Portuguese-American poem, through its 
obvious bicultural status, problematizes in equally obvious ways. 

We wish, then, in immediate, working terms, to try to see what sort 
of "reading" (the metaphoricity continues) such texts expected of their 
projected audience, by contrast, what sorts of challenges they pose for our 
literate readerly expectations, and ultimately how those two "readings" can be 
worked with methodologically to ask some specific questions about the very 
notions of "orality" and "literacy." It is our intent too, in looking at the one 
specific example that will provide the material for our study, to try to derive 
conclusions, where such are possible, about the Portuguese-language cultural 
traditions in which it is grounded. In sum, we wish to invert Bishop A1cuin's 
terms. We are not interested in listening, as the literate establishment of our 
own time, correlative to A1cuin's "priests, II now to the (read) words of God (a 
written language use despite the power of the concept of the verbum Dei) and 
now to the words of the harper entoning the IIpoems of the heathen. II We are 
instead interested in the problems, inherent in literacy's look toward orality, 
that come with the reading now of the (literate) "words of Godll-Le., literacy
and now the "poems of the heathenll--or, at least, one such "poem." 1 

The vehicle of this exploration of such questions is an extraordinary 
poetic text, which will subsequently appear reproduced both in edited form 
and in facsimile. We shall analyze and treat it as regards its many far-reaching 
implications for understanding the relationships of which we speak, as well as 
the specific cultural matrixes involved-Portuguese, Island Portuguese, and 
Luso-American. It may be well to mention parenthetically at the outset that the 
Portuguese-and most specifically, Island Portuguese-have proved, after the 
Serbians of Yugoslavia, perhaps the greatest European source for the 
gathering of oral-cultural materials of various sorts. The culture of literacy 
came late to that distant corner of Portugal, and too the Islands provided more 
than their proportional share of the Portuguese immigration to the New' 
World.2 
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The printed original of the poem with which we shall be working is to 
be found at the Bancroft Library-in effect, the Rare Books Collection-of the 
University of California at Berkeley. It has no title page and thus is titleless. 
The label that functions as title for the library's cataloguing purposes, taken 
from an early librarian's handwritten note on what corresponds to a title page, 
is "Anonymous Poem by a Portuguese Laborer. Printed at Niles, California, 
1901" (see the facsimile reproduction in this volume; we discuss immediately 
below the implications of that informal yet highly revealing title). It is a small 
pamphlet, 15 x 7 cms., with sixteen page faces made up of four doubled 
sheets of paper. The librarian's annotation indicates as well that only fifty 
copies were printed. Our researches have led us to the tentative conclusion 
that the Bancroft Library copy is the only one extant. 

* * * 
We would like to thank the Bancroft Library of the University of 

California at Berkeley for permission to edit and reproduce the poem as well as 
for technical and bibliographical assistance. 

All translations in the ensuing pages not otherwise indicated are our 
own. 
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On Reading the Harper 

1. "An Anonymous Poem" by a "Portuguese Laborer" 

While the Bancroft Library volume has no title page, there are two 
factors which make it quite likely that the pamphlet did originally have such a 
page. The preciseness of the handwritten notation, especially of the date of 
publication, suggests an equal preciseness of knowledge, probably from a title 
page composed of a doubled sheet of paper outside those now remaining, 
which presumably loosened at some point and was either kept separate or 
eventually discarded. A more compelling second bit of evidence is derived 
from the handwritten title itself, for in that context the terms "poem" and 
"laborer," coupled with the notion of anonymity, suggest a well-known figure 
in Portuguese culture, the "poeta-cavador," or 'poet-laborer.' In fact, there is 
in Portuguese tradition a long list of popular-level figures, usualll illiterate or 
semi-literate, not the least of which were Manuel Alves (d. 1901) and AntOnio 
Aleixo (1899-1949). They have been the bearers of a folk music/poetry 
tradition both in Portugal and in the Islands. 

For present purposes the individuals and their specific music/poetry 
are not as important as is the stereotyped figure of the "poeta-cavador." 
Obviously, a "workman"-Le., a member of the popular classes of society
who could compose verse that appealed to a significant portion of the 
community was a quantity sufficiently recognized and prized in the culture to 
be given a generic name and through it an iconic status. In fact, the name of 
such a person often appears rendered in a specific sequence that includes his 
home town or village; examples: "Manuel Alves, poeta-cavador de Vale do 
Boi" and "Jose Fernandes, poeta-cavador do Mucifal." Such formulations 
clearly indicate an established place in the social-symbolic system for the 
figure of the "poeta-cavador." That iconic status has suggested, among other 
qualities, virtuosity, exceptionality, folk prosody, and, possibly, power to 
extemporize. It has also usually suggested some mixture of what literate 
culture would call "music" and "poetry" in oral performance. 

The last person, to our knowledge, to use the rubric was the 
aforementioned Jose Fernandes, who in 1984 put out a record of songs simply 
titled Jose Fernandes: Poeta Cavador do Mucifal. 4 The twelve "songs" on the 
phonodisc are all "poems" by Fernandes, and all save two had their music 
composed by him as well. By and large, the poetry, especially in the early 
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works (the songs date from 1934 to 1983), is based on the same seven
syllable line that provides the metrical foundation for our "Anonymous Poem 
by a Portuguese Laborer". The songs generally glorify, in a very conscious 
way, simple life close to the land, and they implicitly advise patience and the 
cultivation of a sense of community as a solution to the problems of society 
and of the world (on the record, the works of later date become more media
oriented, even referring to the pressures placed on the individual by 
international television news). Fernandes is literate. 

What is most fascinating as regards Jose Fernandes, beyond the 
profIle of this one "poeta-cavador" and his evolution, is the sense of what the 
icon of the "poet-laborer" implies as we see it depicted on the record jacket: 

Who is Jose Fernandes? 

Many people who recall the old broadcasts of J. O. Cosme 
will fondly remember the modest, pleasant young man with 
the clear, melodic voice. Born sixty-three years ago to 
peasant parents in a village that at that time was essentially 
agricultural, Jose Fernandes has so allowed himself to be 
attracted to the rural life that not even Art, with all its appeal, 
could separate him from his native Mucifal. He has given 
himself completely over to the countryside and its magic. 
May he ever, in his poems and the melodies that embrace and 
cradle them like a mother, present the simple, pure, honorable 
life of the Laborer, his central poem, his eternal poem, his 
banner, his hymn, his sun, down to the last day. 

(emphases in the original) 

It thus would seem from this example that, by the time of its 
application to our contemporary Jose Fernandes, the rubric "poet-laborer" has 
come to imply a type of bucolism as opposed to "modern" life, though of 
course this may represent an idiosyncratic example. 

The case of Manuel Alves seems to have been far different. Regularly 
referred to as a cantador, 'singer', and said to "sing" his compositions, he in 
fact apparently recited verses of his own composition, which were often 
composed spontaneously-while Fernandes, by contrast, is referred to as a 
"poet," despite the fact that he sings his compositions to a relatively 
sophisticated several-piece musical accompaniment. Alves was apparently a 
sort of small-town Bohemian figure who frequented the popular versification 
contests that still took place at the time when he lived. 5 According to testimony 
of the time, he was completely illiterate. A tiny man, usually raggedy and 
barefoot, he was noted for biting sarcasm and for defense of his life of labor in 
opposition to the more arty Bohemianism of the fado singers. He was, 
nonetheless, something of a wanderer and in fact once went to Brazil in an 
unsuccessful attempt to make his fortune. While his versification was 
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generally realized in the same popular forms as are our "Anonymous Poem!! 
and Jose Fernandes' songs, he-puzzlingly-exhibits a repertoire including very 
complex metric forms, some of them resembling upper-class literary forms of 
the classical periods of Portuguese literature. 

Thomaz da Fonseca analyzes his impact as follows: 

He knows by heart all the verses he has made: he 
improvises and then fixes them in his memory. 

His simple, natural style, the true popular style, is 
well suited for that. 

Because his poems are not the product of artistic 
elaboration: they come naturally like water from a stream ... 

His verses move the multitudes, making them love 
virtue. He is not only the Poet of belly laugh and tumult, he 
is also the evangelist of the People. He does not sing only to 
please; he sings to moralize as well. 

("Poeta e Cavador," 55) 

Fonseca's view of the "poet-laborer" icon seems, then, to have much in 
common with the outlook of the author of the dust jacket prose for Fernandes' 
record, but it clearly participates as well in a late-nineteenth-century sense of 
popular culture-especially in the notion of the popular poet as somehow the 
"voice of the people." Contemporary thinking has fashioned a different, more 
individualistic notion of that figure, one that includes the sharing of a cultural 
language and a compositional grammar, as we shall amply exemplifY in the 
succeeding pages. 

In any case, the general contours of the figure of the "poeta-cavador," 
the figure that underlies the "Portuguese laborer" formula of our handwritten 
title notation, are clear. They imply a figure who works within popular 
folkways and traditional popular prosody for a performance that partakes to 
some degree of both poetry and song and who is accorded his status because 
of his ability to articulate popular wisdom-though the notion of what that 
wisdom consists of, at least according to those of its arbiters whom we have 
just heard, seems to have changed considerably through the years from 
Manuel Alves' time to Jose Fernandes'. 

It is, then, fair to say that it is extremely unlikely that the author of our 
poem is merely a Portuguese laborer in California who happened to compose a 
poem; he is, rather, all but surely a specific social figure from whom the poem 
was an expectable product, or, inversely, a figure who is claiming or being 
assigned that iconic status. The poem's very title, albeit one that we can no 
longer read directly because of the his tory of this particular copy of the text, 
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indicates prior validation of that status by a community. It was most likely a 
functioning Portuguese-speaking community in the California of our 
anonymous poet's time, though it is possible to imagine that poet-laborer as an 
immigrant who simply brought that sense of community with him as, so to 
speak, cultural baggage. 

2. The Text: An Initial Overview 

"Anonymous Poem by a Portuguese Laborer" is basically narrative 
and therefore logically should be looked at ftrst from the point of view of 
"plot," loosely conceived. Initially read that way, however, it takes on for us 
a curious configuration: it is not the expectable linear narrative-Le., it does not 
proceed as we might expect. It does not-{)r at least not only-begin with a set 
of elements that are then modifted in the telling until the story reaches a 
conclusion that arranges those elements, or extensions and implications of 
them, in a new manner corresponding to, and in some way relevant for, the set 
of elements with which it began. fustead the structure of the poem is roughly 
episodic-Le., it manifests passages serially arranged that seem to constitute 
self-contained sequences. To be sure, there is considerable interconnectedness 
between passages, indeed throughout the poem; and there is something akin to 
expectable plot movement produced in that interconnectedness. Nevertheless, 
the individual passages seem, with respect to motif and development, to be 
ftrst and foremost consistent within their own boundaries, interconnectedness 
with the rest of the poem apparently constituting a secondary issue. That 
configuration is confirmed by the fact that there are instances in which 
elements of one passage are inapposite to those that have gone before in other 
passages and other instances in which elements of a given passage enter into 
overt contradiction with elements elsewhere in the text. At times the narrative 
voice itself in effect openly proclaims that contiguous passages are not 
consecutively related or indeed are contradictory-Le., verses 66 and 435 (here 
and henceforth, verse numbers refer to those of our edited version of the text). 

The order of the more-or-less discrete passages of the text as we 
analyze them (we shall henceforth use "episodes" to designate those units) 
follows. The exact location of boundaries between episodes is sometimes 
problematic because of transitional andlor explanatory material. Also,· some of 
our "episodes" clearly have sub-units within them, especially 2, below, which 
structurally speaking is a complete mini-poem in itself; the fourth, ftfth, and 
eighth episodes, to a lesser extent, have similar dimensions. That fact causes 
us to claim for their designation as units a procedural rather than a descriptive 
validity. (fudeed, as we shall see later in this study, the entire notion that the 
episodes should have any similarity, save in the sense that· they probably take 
up a measured amount of reception time per verse, is an unwarranted 
assumption deriving from our own cultural expectations.) Our division into 
episodes is: 
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1. 	 futroduction of the subject to be dealt with and 
purposes of narration; identification of the narrative 
voice as that of the protagonist of the narration 
(versesl-8) 

2. 	 Transport of the narrator-protagonist to the island of 
Pico (9-52) 

3. 	 His reaction on arrival (flIst Pico episode) (53-64) 
4. 	 The reception by his parents; their changed attitudes 

toward him (second Pico episode) (65-124) 
5. 	 Hisnanwrada and his parent's reaction (125-152) 
6. 	 The incident of the festa (153-256), including a series 

of stanzas ao desafio between the lovers (177-252) 
7. 	 The negative outcome of the courtship (253-268) 
8. 	 Conflict between the narrator-protagonist and his 

mother about marriage, which includes stanzas in 
dialogue form (269-344) 

9. 	 Moral of the story, with specific reference to the nature 
of Island Portuguese society (the moral corresponds to 
the proclaimed purpose for the composing of the poem 
mentioned in verses 3-4) (345-376) 

10. 	 Explicit, containing a stereotyped description of the 
narrator-protagonist (377 -400) 

11. 	 Exposition of the results for him of his failure to marry, 
a failure said to be caused by women and their attitudes 
toward marriage (401-432) 

12. 	 Declaration that the story is true (in affirmation of truth, 
verse 433 is the same as verse 5) and that in his case it 
came about because of his personal destiny (433-448) 

Needless to say, the last note struck in the poem, the notion that all the 
protagonist's misfortune has ultimately derived from an adverse personal 
destiny, wholly undercuts the expressed purpose of the narration, as well as 
the corresponding conclusions emanating from that purpose expounded in 
episodes 9, 10, and parts of 11. The last of these episodes is problematic in 
itself, since it seems to move from the initial matter of a mother's attitude 
toward her son's marriage to a more nearly general development of the theme 
of women's attitudes toward marriage, which then comes to set forth material 
inapposite to the declared purposes of narration. That the poet himself 
recognizes the very basic divergence between the import of the last episode 
and what came before seems underscored by line 435; that recognition does 
not dissuade him, however, from developing the last episode-grounded in the 
frequently-treated motif of the malladado or mal-nascid()-{)ver four entire 
stanzas. 

If nothing else, such relationships between episodes indicate that we 
are not simply confronted by a "bad" narrative poet, for he (given the 
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conflation of narrative voice and the protagonist as a ma1e figure and fue 
autobiographical cast of this and other immigrant poems, we have to assume 
that the poet was a1so ma1e) obviously recognizes an implicit demand for linear 
consistency. We are instead obviously in the presence of a poet whose poetics 
gives preference both to the modification of what has gone before by fue 
addition of new, potentia1ly either consecutive or reactive materia1 and a1so 
simultaneously to the following out of the developmenta1 possibilities in such 
additiona1 episodes as those possibilities arise. He is a1so a poet for whom 
episodic integrity is ultimately more important than inter-episodic coherency. 

The first issue that we must come to grips with-clearly-involves a 
method of reading this episodic text. Indeed, "reading" in the two separable 
senses we a1lude to in our "Forword". First, we must be able to decide how 
to accommodate a literate, exegetic reading to this idiosyncratic text-Le., we 
must create an interpretative system that will a1low us to account, within our 
own ana1ytica1 practice, for the features, such as we discuss above, of this text 
which does not even approach the norms of texts with which we are familiar. 
Second, we must ask ourselves about the reader implied by the work: what 
sort of reception is programmed into the text, as suggested by that text itself? 
Moreover, as a corollary to that question, we must ask ourselves what sort of 
shared cultura1 va1ues mediating between poet and reader functions, va1ues 
which foreground the reception aimed at by the text, are to be seen in our 
poem. It will tum out, as we move along, that the two different sorts of 
reading, an exegetic one and a sympathetic, cultura1istic one, are far from 
mutua1ly exclusive. Indeed, the endeavor of each will provide direction for the 
other, illuminating its task. The exegetic one will formulate questions for us, 
from our own cultura1 perspective, to which we can glimpse possible answers, 
at least in our own, literate terms, by reliance on the findings of work in the 
culture of orality and an attempt to see aspects of that culture informing the 
poem's projected readership. We shall, in effect, be engaging in an elaborate 
translation, from a medium that we can do no more than translate into our own 
cu1tura1 system. That translation, however, seems the only operation open to 
us. The modes of reading-and the questions. to which they lead and the 
difficulties that they make manifest-constitute a huge problem area, one that in 
essence demands an at least partia1 theory of the text. We shall return to this 
complex of questions in the next section of this study. 

The second immediately-obvious feature of the text, after its episodic 
narrative status, is its incorporation of the language and prosody of popular 
adages, refrains, and lyric quadras. The last of those items are the short, 
popular metric phrases usua1ly rendered, in written form, in four-line 
sequences that are a distinctive part of Portuguese popular culture. 
Musicologist Fernando Lopes Gra9a has ca1led the quadra "that genuine 
product of our popular lyricism which not infrequently attains a synthetic 
power and a grandeur in which a1l the experience, a1l the emotive capacity, and 
even all the philosophy of [the] people crysta1lizes.,,6 The poem is, then, 
composed in the verse diction characteristic of the popular level of Portuguese 
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society; it is, indeed, in this sense too a "popular poem." Stanzas are 
composed of four verses of irregular scansion, which can usually be read to 
resolve to seven-syllable lines; the rhyme scheme is based on simple 
assonance between the end vowel sound or vowel sounds of the second and 
fourth lines of each stanza. It is the basic prosodic structure of the simplest of 
the Iberian romances, 'ballads,' though like the individual quadras and unlike 
traditional romance prosody, the rhyme sounds often change from stanza to 
stanza-as though the poem were a series of individual quadras or quadra-like 
units. That rhyme scheme is, to be sure, found in some ballad texts. 7 

Conversely, in our poem the same rhyme sounds sometimes continue on for 
several stanzas-e.g., the fITst three stanzas. While use of set lines, set 
phrases, and aphorisms from popular poetic practice is apparent from 
beginning to end, there are two episodes in which well-known language 
abounds. One is episode 8, in the sectors in which mother and son enter into 
dialogue. The second, and by far most obvious, instance is to be found in 
episode 6, which in essence is a narratively-framed cantiga ao desafio between 
the two lovers (more will be said about that popular poetic practice in ensuing 
sections of this study), incorporating verbatim (again, a metaphor from literate 
cultural expectations) versions of many entire quadras from the popular 
tradition. In our notes we reproduce some parallel, or similar, passages to be 
found in collections of popular verse made in various parts of Portugal, the 
adjacent Islands, and Luso-America as well as other sources, and we touch on 
studies of culturally-bound motifs that manifest themselves in the poem even 
where there are no extended verbal parallels to be found. 

The presence of popular material so distributed in the poem raises 
another set of questions: "How does one explain the overwhelming presence 
of extended parallel passages in only two areas of the poem?," and, "If this is 
a popular poetic practice, what traditional collection practices would call a 
poetic 'form,' why is it not represented in the literature on Portuguese popular 
culture?" 

A third set of questions that immediately corne to mind involve the 
locale of the poem: it was (presumably) composed and, what is much more 
fascinating, subsequently printed in California at the tum of the century. It 
should be noted too that the typesetter was undoubtedly not Portuguese, for he 
or she consistently makes minor misreadings of what can be deduced to have 
been a script original, most notably reading 'z' for what was surely a 
Portuguese script 'g,' as, for example, in "gente" of verse 156. Indeed, given 
the commonness of the words in which such errors occur-gente, agora, etc.-it 
seems unlikely that the typesetter could have been the speaker of any Latinate 
language. 

Further, the poem deals with the contrast between life for Portuguese 
immigrants in California and life in the Azores Islands from which they came. 
Lines 2 through 4, especially in the light of other Luso-American popular 
poetry which repeatedly treats that contrast, g must be read as introducing 
precisely that question as the proposed core of the poem-though, as we have 
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seen, it is a purpose that is adhered to narratively in what are quite often only 
the loosest of terms. In the poem, the contrast between immigrant life in 
America and life in the Azores is carried out based on representation of a 
biographical or imagined return to the island of Pico by the poet-narrator
protagonist, who uses that return to point out the drawbacks of culture in the 
Portuguese Islands that might dissuade others from similarly returning. Or, 
rather, since that problematic is absent from the text as much as it is present, it 
may be more accurate to say that to the extent that there is a central narrative 
argument to the poem that problem is its primary organizing force. From the 
few other examples of Portuguese popular narrative poetry composed in the 
United States that have been collected, we know that this is a common subject 
matter, obviously reflecting the fact that it constitutes a cultural problem 
acutely felt by the Portuguese immigrant. In no other collected case, however, 
is the theme of return used to illuminate the contrast. Indeed, no other poem 
that we know of takes the position taken in this poem; the others that deal with 
the question are composed from the point of view of the America-bound 
individual and treat island culture as positive, American culture as negative, or 
at least less desirable with respect to the issues adduced in the poem, and long 
for an often-impossible return.9 

These facts lead to yet another series of questions, some of which are 
obviously, here at their very formulation, almost surely unanswerable, others 
at best possible objects of specUlation and inference. What is the history of the 
text? Why did it emerge from the Portuguese community into, presumably, 
the dominant culture to be published-some seventy-seven years before any 
other such poem saw publication.1O How can its American problematic and 
Old-World poetics be reconciled? Our bipartite reading will, we hope, allow at 
least partial answers to some of the many questions enunciated in this initial 
overview. 

3. Oral Composition and the "Anonymous Poem" 

Before we enter into our analysis of the poem from our two prescribed 
perspectives, however, it will be necessary to look at the relationship between 
the observations contained in the foregoing initial overview and current 
thinking about oral-cultural production, specifically oral-poetic composition. 
For, as we have already suggested, our poem presents features that we :fuel 
can be approached through recourse to such considerations~though, as will be 
amply demonstrated in what follows, we use them for general orientation 
only, and sometimes our ensuing development in fact raises questions about 
them. 

The concept of oral poetic composition was, of course, developed 
primarily as an exegetic system for Homer studies and has some peculiar 
llliteraryll premises attached to it that to our minds have much more to do with 
literate language expectations than with oral ones. We shall invest the concept 
with a set of additional notions and modifications derived from general theory 
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of criticism and studies in orality. Some of the major presumptions that 
underline the concept of oral composition as we shall be using it are as 
follows. 

First, the culture in which that compositional technique is excercised 
fosters it, for it is a culture whose cohesion is effected through oral language 
use: social practices and observances, group identity and attitudes are 
socialized and passed down through the generations orally. This is not to say 
that oral language use may not be accompanied by such other social 
observances as dance, procession, festival, council, etc.; indeed, such 
combinations are clearly the rule. The point is, rather, that language use-and 
therefore the functional patterns within language itself-are not grounded in the 
conceptual framework that we for whom writing is the basis of the social 
dimension of language generally think universal. 

Socialization through oral language use is carried out by "repetition" 
of phrases, long or short, of song sequences, narrative sequences, and other 
such performance practices, as well as by routing between such repetitions. 
We must be careful to emphasize, however, that when we use the term 
"repetition" in this application we are not invoking verbatim repetition such as 
would be presumed by our literate culture. In an oral culture with no concept 
of literacy whatsoever-we here invoke, for momentary heuristic purposes, the 
concept of a pre-literate "primary orality" 11_, such a practice would be 
impossible, since there would be no language function from which it could be 
derived. That is to say, until language could be written down and then 
subsequently referred to, no "original" could be at hand to defmitively 
stabilize "repetitions." Under such circumstances, "repetition" would amount 
to 1he utterance of verbal elements probably very similar to those used in the 
last utterance in which 1he issue at hand was touched on in a comparable way, 
in, probably, similar formulaic deployment. From our literate point of view, 
however, that new utterance would likely vary from 1he prior formulation in 
the sense that the "repetition" would not be verbally exact. Indeed the entire 

. topic dealt with in that language use and reuse might well be seen to evolve 
over time, either verbally or conceptually or in both dimensions 
simultaneously-perhaps even to cross with and subsume, or be subsumed by, 
other topics, in an ever-changing network of interrelated verbal productions. 
For the oral culture, however, in the absence of what we would see as a 
stabilizing written model from which to judge, the effect would be one of 
"repetition." The oral "memory" that is so much discussed, while it may of 
course at times replicate our verbatim literate "memory," ultimately, then, 
corresponds to expectations quite different from those that our concept 
implies. 

The presentation of the folkways of a culture grounded in such 
language use, then, retains the claims-and functional cohesiveness-of 
permanence while in fact being free to evolve jn ways that are potentially much 
more rapid than in cultures based on writing, and that rapidity is sometimes 
realized. An uncharacteristically blatant example of this phenomenon of great 
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changeability within functional "repetitiveness" is to be seen in an example told 
by British anthropologist Jack Goody in an essay co-authored with literary 
scholar Ian Watt: 

The state of Gonja in northern Ghana is divided into a number 
of divisional chiefdoms, certain of which are recognized as 
providing in turn the ruler of the whole nation. When asked 
to explain their system the Gonja recount how the founder of 
the state, N dewura J akpa, came down from the Niger Bend in 
search of gold, conquered the indigenous inhabitants of the 
area and enthroned himself as chief of state and his sons as 
rulers of its territorial divisions. At his death the divisional 
chiefs succeeded to the paramountcy in turn. When the details 
of this story were fIrst recorded at the turn of the present 
century, at the time the British were extending their control 
over the area, Jakpa was said to have begotten seven sons, 
this corresponding to the number of divisions whose heads 
were eligible for the supreme office by virtue of their descent 
from the founder of the particular chiefdom. But at the same 
time as the British had arrived, two of the seven divisions 
disappeared, one being deliberately incorporated in a 
neighboring division because its rulers had supported a 
Mandingo invader, Samori, and another because of some 
boundary changes introduced by the British administration. 
Sixty years later, when the myths of state were again 
recorded, Jakpa was credited with only fIve sons and no 
mention was made of the founders of the two divisions which 
had since disappeared from the political map.12 

Goody and Watt use the borrowed phrase "structural amnesia" (ibid., 32-33) 
to characterize the phenomenon. As we shall see as this essay progresses, 
such lIamnesia" is indeed an integral part of oral language functionality in ways 
even wider than Goody and Watt suggest in connection with the above 
example. 

Perhaps it is here that we should clarify the point that we have 
heretofore continually begged via parenthetical references to a procedural 
metaphoricity on our part. Because oral language functionality is so different 
from ours, it defIes use of many-probably most-of our literate critical terms. 
The best example that we can offer in illustration of the point involves return to 
our title. For a culture grounded in literate language use, the concept of 
"reading" that we play upon in our title and Foreward involves an activity 
clearly demarcated in multiple ways that reach far beyond the mere opposition 
between seeing a written text and hearing an oral one. For literate culture, 
"reading" presupposes notions of conceptual stability, verbatim repeatability, 
and a kind of objective status for the text read, not to. mention for the reader, 
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all of which, of course, derive from our understanding of what written form 
implies for language function-and, more basically, from the concept of 
language itself that the understanding of written "fIXity" brings with it. That is 
to say, the implications of our conceptualization of writing lead us to objectify 
language, both oral and written-though to be sure, not in precisely the same 
ways-, and as a part of that objectification to ascribe to it many kinds of 
stability that oral language use could never presuppose. Moreover, those 
presumed qualities of fixity, in their implicit guarantee that all instances of 
language use are regulated alike, enable comparison and transposition between 
such instances. Ultimately supposed, then, are a symbolic universe and a 
mode of language functionality quite different from any that oral language use 
could possibly rest upon. Our critical terminology derives from the 
expectations associated with literate culture, and such critical and analytical 
terms as "reading," "verbatim repetition," and others yet to come become little 
more than procedural metaphors when we use them in analysis of such texts as 
this one. They are, however, all that we have to work with; hence the ultimate 
disjunction that we have heretofore frequently commented on and indeed point 
to in our title. We shall let this explanation remain as a standing disclaimer and 
henceforth use such "metaphors" from literate critical practice without further 
explanation. 

A second notion involved in the concept of oral composition is that 
there is a "grammar" of oral composition practice that is transmitted 
simultaneously with transmission of content-Le., members of the society 
recognize certain modes of language use (always based on rhythmic principles 
of some sort, in Western tradition usually musical) as the vehicle(s) of that 
transmission. Some members may employ that grammar in iunovative ways, 
while others do little more than receive it and participate; presumably, there are 
gradations between the two extremes. "Innovation," as used above, must be 
understood to indicate a process relatively closely bound by the cultural matrix 
and compositional grammar within which the oral poet works and thus to refer· 
to a process of variation much more closely aligned with modes of received 
culture than we in literate societies would designate with the term 
"iunovation." M. aM Ngal, in an enlightening essay on the problem, uses the 
notion of a continuous "re-reading" to describe the poet's interaction with 
received traditional material-though, of course, the concept, taken strictly, 
would be a perilous one, since the lanrmge involved is not likely to be 
susceptible to "reading" in the frrst place. 1 

Third, "oral poets"-i.e., iunovators in this cultural practice-therefore 
have at their disposal both accumulated content, to be sure in a continuous 
evolution, as we suggest above, and also the ability to use a rhythmic grammar 
relatively spontaneously. Their "performance," then, regularly mixes these 
two elements: the IIgrammar" provides the prosodic basis for their poem/song; 
received language, varied according to circumstance, some of the content. 

Fourth, the poet/singer who so works is not an lIartist" in the sense 
that we use the term within our literate culture, nor, correspondingly, is the 
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poem/song an "aesthetic object." Instead, the poet/singer is a recognized 
figure within the labor division in the society (see our remarks on the "poeta
cavador," above) who is in effect exercising a social function that resides 
within the socialization mechanisms of the group in which he or she exists. 
Correspondingly, the text produced is both an agent and a reproduction of 
social practice rather than the "art object" characteristic of learned culture. This 
is not to say that the poet/singer might not violate expectations by "over
innovation" in some manner or other-to, presumably, in the majority of cases, 
negative consequences. It is merely to say that his or her activity is rather 
strictly circumscribed by cultural expectations and that by and large those 
expectations are met. Rather than the creation of the "art object" of literate 
culture, the oral poet's goal is the undertaking of a socially-meaningful verbal 
process that is considered valuable both as performance-i.e., the very fact of 
his or her so doing is a process of central importance for cultural 
cohesiveness-and also as socialization, through verbal contact with and 
inculcation, via "repetition," of the traditions and folkways of society. It is 
now posited that Homer, in his relatively "pure" oral culture, in fact carried ,out 
the role of "tribal encyclopedist," bearer of the identity patterns, history, 
folkways and day-to-day practices of his social group.14 

Now, we shall not claim here that the anonymous composer of our 
"Poem by a Portuguese Laborer" is in any way correlative to a Homer. It is 
clear that in his society the oral bases of culture were organized in different 
ways and obviously-to a degree impossible to specify precisely-circumscribed 
by the dominant cultural mode of the Portuguese society of the time, which 
was literate. He thus existed in, or, rather, came from, a social group of 
mixed mode, as, probably, did the poet of the Cantarde Mio Cid. 15 Indeed, it 
is a commonplace-though one often either overlooked or understood in a 
much reduced significance-to say that any "oral text" proceeds from a society 
of either mixed or literate mode since it could not have reached us otherwise. 
Moreover, the very concepts of "pure" oral culture and of "oral composition" 
within it remain at the fringes of our understanding and presumably always 
shall, for, save very rare cases, societies do not exist outside the influence 
sphere of writing, and, even if such societies were to be found, our attempt to 
understand them almost certainly would unconsciously bring with it elements 
of literacy-a condition that we here acknowledge methodologically. 

When we refer above to the Portuguese society of our poet's time, we 
refer to the Portuguese society of the late nineteenth century, albeit to a remote 
corner of that society, the Azores Islands, which public education-and with it 
the learned cultural mode-had not yet fully penetrated. To be sure, 
maintenance of the history and identity of that society was a function by then 
taken over by the literate mode emanating from the civil state located on the 
mainland and represented by literate local civil authorities, as were notorial and 
actuarial functions. Integrative social functions and promulgation of folkways 
and methods of day-to-day practice among the common people of the Islands
and, surely, elsewhere in peripheral areas of Portugal as well-were, however, 
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still carried out in some considerable part by oral means. Oral grammar and 
much accumulated traditional material were, then, still active elements in the 
functioning of that society but were no longer the sole element and were 
decidedly not the authoritative means of social cohesion. 

What does all this mean for a reading of our text? First, it helps to 
explain the very texture of the poem. We need not presume that our poet 
performed his poem spontaneously, or, for that matter, that he performed it at 
all. Such audience-reactive verbal gestures as the Itvou contar se tiver tempo" 
with which he begins the poem, his addressing of the presumed audience as 
"meus senhores" (line 91), and other such touches had almost surely become 
parts of the technique of this verbal practice, reflecting its roots in some sort of 
oral performance but not necessarily reflecting the compositional and/or 
presentational mode of the text at hand. To be sure, their presence does 
suggest a situation in which the poet/voice/protagonist of the poem 
personalizes himself and in effect shares "his story" in a mode of 
communication that is in some senses still a latent person-to-person or person
to-group one, with all the vicissitudes and direct emotionality therein involved. 
(This is but one aspect of the "dialogicl1 nature of the poem, of which we shall 
speak several times in subsequent pages.) Nor must we presume that he was 
the combination of oral poet and singer that presumably lies at the heart of the 
tradition, nor, for that matter, that he was incapable of the basics of literate 
culture-i.e., reading and writing-, though all of those possibilities are more 
than thinkable and the last is in fact quite likely. All that we must affirm is 
that this poet worked primarily within the grammar and conventions of 
Portuguese oral poetry as he, in his mixed-mode culture, inherited and 
embodied them, however he actually created the poem. That is, the medium 
has at its core a grounding in personal verbal exchange in sound, rather than in 
the impersonalized, objectifying sight that is the basis of literacy. 

Second, in a narrative poem of any great length done according to 
oral-compositional techniques, episodic structure seems inevitable, and there is 
an observable tendency for the episode being carried out at the moment to be 
the almost sole object of attention. Let us recall that there is a sense that the 
performance per se is a central part of the communication; thus is emphasis 
placed on the immediate process of language production-as though an 
audience were present if in fact one is not-in contrast to the language being 
produced, which is the emphasis in learned poetics. It is therefore easy to see 
how interconnectedness of the episode within the larger narrative can be 
conceived as a matter to be accomplished through serializing transitions and 
rough thematic continuity and can otherwise remain a secondary concern. 

In fact, as studies of Homer suggest, a significant portion of the 
compositional method of this sort of poetry involves, on the one hand, the 
rearticulating, in variant verbal forms, of "set" (that is, presumably, 
normatized but ever-evolving) morphological patterns, and, on the other hand, 
a textual progress that has a great deal of associativeness to it.16 Perhaps the 
clearest example of the working of these two elements in concert is to be seen 
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in the fact that, in the Odyssey, after his return to his palace, Homer's 
Odysseus, against all verisimilitude, eats several meals in the same evening as 
he wanders among the suitors who have overrun his land.17 Now, in 
Homer's composition, eating would seem to have been a multi-faceted 
representation. Generally speaking, it is linked to the status of a vigorous 
manhood in a highly-stratified society (cf. Nimis, 23-42). In the scenes in 
question, that association provides the basis for a contrastive representation of 
Odysseus on the one hand-the vigorous leader, albeit still in disguise-and on 
the other hand the suitors-slothful, parasitic consumers of another's. food. In 
its role as indicator of manhood, however, eating also fits in a morphological 
pattern, as a ritual act prior to battle-that is, in the economy of the Homeric 
work, battle scenes are often preceded by feasting scenes, or at least by 
references to eating. It is likely the case, then, that for Homer's audience it 
was clear, by direct association and by association with a known 
morphological pattern, both that Odysseus was about to enter into battle 
against the suitors and that the suitors were less than heroic opponents. 

The two factors there present are morphological patterning and 
associativeness. The former, a structural concept, denotes a pre-held general 
sequencing of linguistic events within a composition-for our purposes, a 
poem-or within an episode or episodes in such a poem; the specific realization 
of those events is not prescribed. The latter concept points to various possible 
lateral linkings, from, say, one realization of a morphological pattern to 
another or from one instance of a motif to another across episode or other 
boundaries. The two can often be seen operating independently of each other 
in oral poetics; or the latter articulates, or triggers, an instance of the former, or 
they may even enter into conflict. 

There can be little doubt that aspects of the same two factors enter into 
conflict toward the end of our text. A normal overall morphological pattern for 
short narration in this form involves some sort of authoriaVprotagonist 
biography or purported personal experience made up of narrative episodes 
arranged in several possible ways, followed, as we have seen, by an explicit 
stating who it was who had that experience and related it in this form, usually 
by way of reenforcing claims of authenticity and reliability. In fact, many 
Portuguese-American poems-which tend toward the testimonial, possibly 
because of the new cultural experience which they reflect upon-follow 
precisely that format. ls Our text at first seems to fall into that category.as well, 
for on line 377 the poet begins an explicit, a stereotyped and impersonal one 
that partakes of other motifs at the same time (see note 44 to the text). Toward 
the end of that schematic explicit, however, he hits on the theme of the homem 
de pouca barba (see note 45 to the text), a widely-developed motif of folk 
culture. Apparently in part as a result of that crossing and its useful 
implications, he goes on to the entire subsequent episode involving his 
deviance and women's causing of it. To that deviance the culminating episode 
involving a personal mau fOOo is then associatively linked perhaps by way of a 
palliative for the categorical-sounding condemnation of womankind contained 
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in the immediately prior episode. What is more, the transition between the last 
two episodes is effected precisely through the use of the affirmation of 
reliability (line 433) that is often a part of the explicit. Thus the poet seems to 
have twice started to conclude his poem using the morphologically-indicated 
route of some sort of explicit, only to have been attracted to go on either by an 
associative linking opportunity or as a result of problems resulting from such 
linking. Moreover, as a result of that process, the closing 104 lines of the 
poem, taken together as a composite conclusion, end up introducing a number 
of issues that are not prepared for earlier in the poem. 

Indeed, it is observable that endings are problem-filled in such poetry 
and frequently display the same feature as our poem, namely the tendency to 
introduce new and inapposite items as a part of the "conclusion." What often 
is actually happening is that material marked in recognized morphological 
patterns as fitting for a conclusion is being adduced, regardless of whether or 
not it fits the circumstances at hand. In effect, the "audience" (culturally 
speaking) of this sort of composition has present a "lateral fullness" quite 
different from that presumed in the learned literary forms-a "lateral" sense of 
associated morphological patterns and some of their specific rea1izations
whose adducement that audience accepts even though the actual realizations do 
not necessarily fit the specific text.19 In our poem that process has merely been 
magnified because the "conclusion" itself is broken down into contrapuntal 
sectors. 

Such concepts as these will, then, help us to carry out at least some 
principal aspects of the two reading tasks outlined above. 

4. The Readings and Their hnplications 

It is clear from the foregoing that creation of such basic notions about 
oral poetry and poetics, and about the culture from which they derive, will 
allow us to accomplish the fITst mode of reading, the literate exegesis that we 
propose above. 

With such notions in mind we can explain, at least in good proportion, 
the mixture of set phrases and apparently "new" verbal creation, the linear 
movement of the poem both as a whole and within specific episodes, the 
function of a specific episode-Le., whether it functions as an introduction, 
moral, explicit, conclusion, etc.-, the interrelations between specific episodes, 
the contradictions in the poem, and so on. And too the oral-performance 
paradigm that the medium relies upon, whether or not it was actually present in 
the making of this particular text, allows us to see that a number of different 
people speak in the text, people whose voices were conceived differently by 
the poet-i.e., either voiced in the actual performance(s) from which our text 
directly or more remotely originated (though sometimes performers do not 
make such distinctions orally even when the opportunity is available) or 
subvocalized as a part of a grammar of composition still rooted in an oral 
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mode. As a result we can suggest such features of the text through our . literate 
mechanism of complex notati anal punctuation and through commentary and 
footnotes; hence much of the work of our edition. Indeed, we shall not take 
the time to work through the poem in a literate exegetic manner, for much of 
what such work would reveal will be obvious as a consequence of a reading of 
our edition and apparatus in the light of this introductory study. 

With our second type of reading-one involving projected audience 
reception of the poem-, however, we shall have to engage in a wholly 
different line of analysis. For us, residing as we do within the conceptual 
confines of literate culture, the text is flawed: it wanders back and forth, seems 
aimless in the middle, and is internally contradictory. Our first mode of 
reading can explain these features but still cannot make the poem communicate 
to us as if it were our own. Yet that very poem was published-an act which, 
we shall later argue, is probably quite indicative of the prestige in which it was 
held. 

It may be valuable here to take brief refuge in Albert Lord's much
debated work with. the oral narrative poets of Yugoslavia and recall that when 
he had finished recording for the second time Avdo Mededovic's "Smailagic 
Meho," he asked that poet what the differences were between the second text 
and the fust, recorded some fifteen years before. Avdo Mededovic replied 
that he had "not added anything to the song" as sung befon~, "nor left anything 
out, except perhaps in the listings of the agas or beys. . ." but that he "had not 
wanted this text to be as good as the old one." 20 When we read A vdo's two 
poems, however, we discover that while most of the basic elements appear in 
both, they are often ordered differently and that, if we look at "text" in our 
sense of the term-that is, the sequence of the words themselves-, A vdo's two 
texts are very dissimilar; indeed, the second version is less than two thirds the 
length of the fust. It cannot be the case that the time difference between 
recordings led to a "textual evolution" that explains the divergence. What 
seems more likely, and is fitting with the basis of oral composition, is that for 
oral poets and their audiences "text" is not the precise sequencing of words, as 
it is for us, but rather the rough interrelating· of basic CUlturally-important 
motifs, thematically realized in morphologically-patterned episodes, as borne 
by words and, on a larger scale, by recognizable morphological patterns. It 
follows, then, that what for us could amount to huge surface inconsistencies in 
a poem might well have been little more than incidentals for its author and 
intended audience, who were looking to the social value of the perfonnance 
itself, to the traditional material incorporated, and to the basic communication 
transmitted by the interrelating of motifs and episodes. 

Our poem's ending, for. example, may have been totally acceptable 
because of its tone and. content-and because of the fact that roughly similar 
material ended other such poems. In short, linear narrative logic was likely 
not the highest-priority element in the reception of the text. In our poem the 
import of the various episodes themSelves is clear and consistent, save a few 
lines whose meaning is lost upon us-almost all of which, incidentally, 
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apparently result from the notational and/or printing process,. from, then, 
precisely the points of transition between cultural-linguistic modes. And their 
sequencing is unmistakable. The inconsistencies between them may have 
represented minor disjunctions that were deliberately overlooked. Indeed, in 
so far as we can attempt a sympathetic reading/analysis of a text that will 
doubtless never be wholly retrievable by us, we suggest that our poem may 
well have communicated in the following manner (episodes are parallel to 
those in our plot elucidation above, and verse numbers correspond): 

1. 	 Introduction and purposes 
2. 	 Beginning of narrative demonstrative of "purposes" 

with an episode of transport to Pico 
3. 	 First Pico passage, which begins as an implicit negative 

contrast with the size and state of development of 
America, but which does not lead where the overall 
pattern aims and is openly abandoned 

4. 	 Second Pico passage, which successfully permits 
examination of Island mores, and which is therefore an 
acceptable development of 1 and 2 

5. 	 The question of the namorada, which is linked to the 
examination of Island mores in 4 

6. 	 The festa and stanzas Of) desafio, linked to the issue of 
the namorada 

7. 	 Negative outcome of the courtship 
8. 	 Resulting conflict between protagonist and mother 
9. 	 Concluding moral 

10. 	 Explicit 
11. 	 Associated with the explicit, the narrator/protagonist's 

statement of his present situation (in explanation of 
which the negative influence that women exert was 
probably one of the possible textual routes but is the 
one chosen) 

12. 	 Restatement of reliability and development of the motif 
of the ill-omened individual, the latter being associative
ly linked to the statement of the narrator/protagonist's 
present status and being another of the possible textual 
developments in explanation of his present situation. It 
may be included to counterbalance the overly-generaliz
ed attack on women in 11. 

On balance, the last four episodes would seem 
to reduce to two concluding elements: moral and 
explicit. They alternate development in the text, each, 
when it appears, generating a countering development 
of the other. The result likely had the primary effect 
upon the audience of reinforcing the moralistic and 
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summary nature of the moral expressed in 9 and giving 
it testimonial value. 

It should be noted that the verbal vestiges of mistaken or abandoned 
directions are not removed in any way; they are merely considered a part of the 
overall directions of textual economy, as is the case with the entire episode 3. 
Verses 65 and 66, however, the transition lines between the abandoned 
episode 3 and the accepted episode 4, present an interesting problem, for they 
imply more than the mere leaving of the abandoned material. They imply a 
kind of oral "erasure" (cf. cng, 104) that attacks the presence of the 
abandoned material while not going so far as to engage in the literate practice 
of actual erasure. Clearly, those two verses bespeak a problem between 
episodic structure and demand for overall narrative coherence. While that 
demand is not wholly absent in the oral economy, it is certainly not as strong 
as it is in the literate economy, and the verses here may even have resulted 
from a conflict between the procedures of oral economy and an understanding 
of narrative coherence coming from literate economy. We shall return to the 
matter of "oral erasure," along with other features of the text, in the following 
section of this essay. 

Our perception of such problem areas, however, is, at least in part, the 
result of our literate reading mode. It is very likely that, despite their presence, 
the poem's basic message is successfully borne by the overall pattern-that is, 
by the roughly seriatim sequencing of 1) purpose, 2) story, 3) moral, and 4) 
explicit-and quite likely was satisfactorily received as such despite the 
contradictions. Further, as we mention above, lines 65 and 435 are openly 
transitional in nature; we can now see clearly that they in fact attempt to 
enforce this sort of communication by simultaneously presuming and 
propounding a reception based on general directions only. That is, in effect 
this oral poetic practice presumes within its self-presentation an equally Iloral" 
reception-i.e., one not given to a weighing of every word in its concentration 
on surface consistency but rather one attuned to overall movement/structure 
and general implications in the articulation of issues. 

A reading so structured in effect reduces the poem to a basic 
morphological pattern involving introduction of a problem, a story involving 
that problem, statement of a result, consequent moralization, and claims of 
reliability. With that structure in mind, it will be illustrative to look to the 
oralist scholar Michael Nagler on correlative aspects of Homeric poetics: 

A pattern is an expression of the poet's conscious or 
unconscious purpose; it is part of the Ilsemiotic system" and 
one can learn to read it. This part of his system lies below the 
surface of the narrative, which itself is often inconsistent and 
illogical; superficial illogicality was a natural part of the oral 
composition situation and certainly did not cause Homer's 
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audience any grief, although it dropped out of fashion with 
the introduction of composition by writing. 21 

We have amended that analysis in our practice to assert that Nagler's 
"reading" of the patterns is by and large an academic one more or less 
corresponding to our fIrst mode of reading and that it in all probability is 
modally different from the reading on the part of Homer's audience. That 
reading mode nonetheless points out aspects of the work that likely were a part 
of the basis of the audience's reading and too it pinpoints other features that 
may help us to glimpse that audience's culturally-based reception and thus 1he 
compositional expectations linked with it-may help us, that is, to carry out our 
second reading project. 

What is of greater importance in Nagler's statement is his observation 
about surface inconsistency versus underlying pattern. We would amend his 
words slightly to assert that far from merely avoiding the "grief" caused by 
surface inconsistencies-which, by the logic of Naglds own analysis, would 
have to be a literate-culture concern-an oral-composition audience's reception 
may in fact largely have simply bypassed them through implicit concentration 
on the construction of morphologically-recognizable episodes and their 
underlying patterning to form the basis of the narrative. Ours is, then, the 
assertion that oral reception and the performance attuned to and interacting 
with that reception could assume quite different proportions from the reception 
that we understand-thus adding yet a third dimension to the "reading" in our 
title. We are not even in a position to assume that reception was the same 
throughout the "oral world"; individual traditions may well have been 
grounded in divergent production and reception expectations. We are, 
however, prepared to argue that our poem is grounded in a variety of oral 
reception expectations as a part of the oral composition grammar that it 
employs-to be sure, as we have already suggested, a grammar that at the same 
time may show signs of adaptation to at least some of the general lineaments if 
not specific features of literate culture. It is, however, a reception that we, 
from our position in literate culture, can do little more than guess at. 

What does this sort of reception indicate about the audience-poet 
relationship? It manifests the fact that the communication between poet and 
audience is grounded in very specifIc cultural sharing. It is for that reason that 
we who do not participate in that sharing cannot wholly recapitulate the 
reception of such poetry that comes implicit in that poetry itself. Moreover, as 
we shall yet see, the shared cultural presumptions that come together in the 
author's coding and audience's actualizing of the text may well reach beyond 
even these wide text-constitutive bounds. 

Let us now tum to some of the questions about traditional language 
that we raised in the second section of this essay. We have pretty thoroughly 
examined what IIpopular poetry" might imply in this regard, in effect 
substituting for that term the term "oral poetryll as a more nearly adequate 
technical formulation in regard to the tradition with which we are dealing. For 
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such works as our "Anonymous Poem" the more accurate term might be 
"semi-oral poetry". 

The question of the relatively segregated appearance of extended 
passages roughly parallel to identifiable popular poetic language has not yet 
been dealt with. As was noted above, the bulk of the parallels or near-parallels 
come in the two episodes in which considerable dialogue takes place. That 
fact is not surprising, for most of the popular formulae that are re-used until 
they become routinized are either openly conversational or potentially so. The 
Portuguese tradition does not seem to have developed elaborate compositional 
techniques for narrative/2 so it follows that more easily-recognizable set 
phrases will be available to the poet for the conversational sectors of his poem 
than for the narrative sectors. That is, in all probability, the most immediate 
explanation for the passages in, for example, lines 305-308 or 349-364. That 
explanation, however, rests upon a series of prior postulates that must 
themselves be examined, and that examination will constitute an inquiry into 
the nature of dialogue and its place in oral-cultural language use. 

The work of the Classical scholar Eric Havelock on the beginnings of 
institutionalized literacy in Athens opens doors to the question. In his Preface 
to Plato he analyzes dialogue as one of the bases of oral and mixed-mode 
cultures, the primary means of what we would call "abstraction" in a cultural 
practice that has no developed, fixed conceptual/referential system to bear that 
function.23 The argument is that in that type of culture such generalizing 
techniques as existed were couched in concrete language used dialogically; 
discussion in effect produced a scene of "abstraction" within depiction of 
concrete situations or circumstances. Moreover, such dialogic use of 
language-in scenes in which people literally dialogue, in language that in its 
structuring invokes or presumes an interlocutor even if none is actually 
thematized, or in references to others' impingement upon an utterance that is 
otherwise in our sense monological-is a primary mode of language's reflection 
upon itself and upon the role that it plays. This in fact should not be 
surprising, for, since the propagation of the folkways of such a culture depend 
wholly on oral "repetition," the language of that culture is basically dialogical 
in its very nature-i.e., it can only be grounded in continuous interaction and 
therefore is always necessarily dialogically. structured in the most basic of 

24 senses. 
This most general-level notion of the "dialogic" character of this 

language can be seen in another light as well: one that suggests that such 
language use has at its very core an unrootedness that is very different from 
the view that we in literate society have of our language. That is, we wish to 
think of language as having an external original source or authorization that 
gives rise to it while, in this language, formulae are accepted and varied, 
recombined and revised in new contexts or for changed purposes, all without 
any concern for linguistic "property" in the sense of literate "authorship" and 
without any worry about authentic repetition or originality-i.e., without any 
concern about the presence of an indicated original reference or conceptual 
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source. In terms of observed behavior, such language recalls the use and 
reuse of the floating "lines" that circulate through American blues: for 
example, the line about the blues itself, "The blues ain't nothinglBut a good 
woman on your mind, II to be heard from Blind Lemon Jefferson to Brownie 
McGhee.25 

The overtly dialogic interchange between eu and eJa in verses 177
252, at the very heart of our poem, however, while to be sure answering to the 
general logic of dialogue in this sort of language use, requires even more 
specific examination. The reasons are several: ftrst, the passage is a 
generically marked one, being, wholly and completely, a cantiga ao desafio, a 
very recognizable dialogical fonn from the Portuguese Island oral tradition, 
still existing vestigially today.26 It is a complex form in which a male and a 
female exchange quadras on love in the process of courting. Sometimes it has 
a poetic-contest implication, in which the speaker who goes second must 
answer the claims of the fIrst using the same concepts, images, or rhyme 
sounds and the tone is one of mutual deftance.27 It thus has about it aspects of 
the exchange of puzzle language and of what is generically called "flyting" by 
ethnographers, after the specifically Scots practice. "Flyting" involves a poetic 
contest in which the contestants abuse each other verbally and is related to 
verbal gamesmanship or verbal trickery. Odysseus' verbal battle with the 
Kyklops Polyphemos is probably the fIrst recorded instance of that practice in 
Western literature (Odyssey, book 9). 

A second factor to be noted is that the quadras that are said in tum by 
the two lovers are, in the main, apparently very common ones within the 
popular " genre." (We ground that statement in frequency of appearance in 
collections of quadras, a practice that is, of course, open to challenge but 
which in effect represents the only way we have to derive a sense of the degree 
of commonness of a given verbal unit.) The examples employed virtually all 
in themselves treat a love thematic-or at least a relationship-between-the-sexes 
thematic-and in the context of the poem come to form a bitter and elusive 
lovers' debate on the subject of love. That debate moves from general 
posturing to the two participants' confession of love for each other in the 
paired stanzas of lines 245-248 and 249-252, the last of which has the 
implications that it would have if independently uttered, adroitly redirected to 
that end by its location in that context. The stanza in verses 249-252 would 
appear to be one of the more "familiar" of the quadras in the episode, 
appearing as it does-in varying forms, as is to be expected given the oral 
medium-literally dozens of times in quadra collections from all over the 
Portuguese-speaking world. The quadra of lines 221-224 is even more 
common, having a huge number of recorded variants and syntactically allied 
sequences appearing in those collections. Several other stanzas in the episode 
are almost equally as recognizable. 

The fIrst analytical step that we must take is obvious: to recognize that 
this episode of the poem performs multiple functions. Indeed, while our entire 

. poem is "narrative," this more than one-sixth of it, located almost precisely at 
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the poem's center, might be called "lyric" as well. This is the only example 
that we know of of such a mixed-mode poem composed in treatment of the 
Luso-American immigrant experience. 28 And that mixed nature, which is 
centered on the sixth episode, has a great number of implications. 

Consequent questions are several. Do the "lyric" stanzas appear there 
simply within the logic of the "narrative" sequencing, thus demonstrating once 
again the relative autonomy of the individual episode and too the various 
possible means by which a narrative unit can be developed, or is there more to 
it than that? If the latter, then what is those stanzas' contribution to the text? 
Is the apparent commonness of the quadras presented a part of that 
contribution? Let us take the questions in turn. 

Despite their non-narrative nature, the quadras do exercise a narrative 
function: they constitute a "dramatic" wooing scene culminating in a 
declaration, which moves the overall pattern forward. The episode so 
structured, while hardly the only possible route to that end, is successful 
within that scope. It clearly, however, has other communicative resonances, 
especially when we attempt to read it in sympathy with what we presume 
about its audience's expectations and mode of reception. Indeed, the narrative 
function alone would not seem in and of itself to have required an episode of 
such length-the longest of those of which the poem is composed. 
Furthennore, the poet/narrator/protagonist, on introducing the episode, seems 
not to contemplate that great extension, for he refers to "a seguinte quadrat Que 
agora vou repetir" (emphasis ours). The singular noun suggests, at very 
least, a short development, though it is certainly arguable that that initial 
reference is one to the fIrst quadra or quadra pair only. In either case, it is 
quite likely that the possibilities and/or necessities of this most dialogic of 
episodes kept multiplying for the poet until he brought it to a close only after a 
total of nineteen quadras, 76 of the episode's 104 verses and the entire poem's 
448. 

The cultural implications of that episode, seen in our sympathetic 
perspective, would seem to take on an import all their own. The mere 
touching on culturally-shared language, as we observe above, carries out an 
important socializing function in oral poetic communication. It invokes an 
entire cultural milieu and mode of language function within that milieu, as well 
as specifIc notions allied to specifIc features-in this case, to the familiar fonn 
of the cantiga GO desafio. And it would have been so especially for our poet 
composing in California (as was almost surely the case, though other 
remotely-possible scenarios can be constructed) and doing so for what we can 
presume was an audience of similarly expatriated Portuguese and Island 
Portuguese. In that de-cultured situation, the repetition of the known material 
of a familiar fonn (the lyric quadra), within a known fonnat (the cantiga GO 

desafio) represents a massive verbal touching of the distant home culture-and 
presumably the more precisely "parallel" (i.e., recognizable) that material the 
greater its effectiveness to that end. It is all but impossible to know if that 
underlying logic for the episode would require features of a "literate" sense of 
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text for its conceptualization or not. In sum, it would seem to represent a very 
powerful cultural act, one with very positive implications for cultural "return." 
It therefore strongly underscores the bi-cultural problematic that lies at the 
heart of the poem-indeed, at the heart of much Portuguese-American popular 
poetry-and is inscribed in the very conflict between Old World forms and 
New World subject matter. That underscoring of the bi-cultural problematic 
is, however, carried out in an unusual way, for, unlike any other such poems, 
here that act contradicts the main message of the poem, which is that return to 
the home culture is not an answer to the problems of bi-cultural status, that 
Island culture has its negative elements and they outweigh any negatives 
present in the American context. Thus we have what could be called 
"narrative"l"lyric" conflict in the poem, in which the narrative argument leads 
to one set of conclusions and the emotive, lyric element to another. rvve shall 
see in later sections of this essay that this ambiguity is far from exhausted by 
this brief treatment.) And, from an analytical point of view, it should be noted 
that the "lyricll ingredient in that conflict is contained within a single "episodell 

; 

thus is the sense that episodic integrity comes first even further accentuated. 
In material to our knowledge not yet published, Eric Havelock has 

spoken of a type of performance shift characteristic of verbal interaction in oral 
cultures. In certain instances of difference of opinion, he says, a point is 
reached where there is a tacit agreement made to switch from "individual 
discourse" to "collective discourse." rvve presume that those terms are 
defmable in a way consistent with the critique that we have developed thus far, 
amounting, then, to designations of language use within a system that is 
already much more "collectivized" than is the case in contemporary literate 
practice.) In the latter discourse system, the disputants use language that is 
marked as part of the collective language of the society, a usage which 
apparently is felt to impart a greater gravity to the argument. Havelock 
observes, however, that at the same time, because of the limitations imposed 
by the need to use "collective discourse," the langIage often becomes 
increasingly metaphorized as the disputation goes on. It may well be that, 
similarly, the desafio in our poem, composed as it is of abstracting, 
philosophizing quadras, is culturally marked as an important passage and thus 
is more heavily weiBhted in the poem's encoding and reception than other 
passages would be, a factor that would further strengthen the sense of 
conflict between sectors of the poem. In other respects too-namely, its 
progressive metaphorization-the desafio of our poem behaves in ways 
consonant with Havelock's thesis. Similarly, Walter Ong speaks of the role of 
the judge in oral culture: 

A judge . . . is often called on to articulate sets of relevant 
proverbs out of which he can produce equitable decisions ... 

(Ong, 35) 
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All this brings up yet another question: to what extent is the conflict 
really one between different elements? While we have no doubt that the love 
quafiras, the adages, and other "lyric" practices on the one hand and narrative 
versification on the other hand were differentiated in performative practice and 
in reception-indeed, the separate distinctive characters of our discrete episodes 
suggest as much-, our poem also suggests in various of its sectors that in very 
substantial ways they flow into one another. It is noteworthy that one of the 
parallel stanzas we record for our text (see note 21 to the text) comes from a 
Luso-American narrative poem which has in it a short lover's interview that 
takes the fonn of a desafio (though it is not marked by the IIeu/ela II alternation 
of our text). It is likely that several other stanzas in the desafio of that text too 
would be found to have IIparallel passages" in the quadra collections-would, 
then, have probably represented recognizable "collective" language in the 
sense developed above. What that situation reveals, to our minds, is that the 
actual process of oral-poetic creation/performance/reception within a society is 
much more fluid than is reflected in critical and collection practices-which tend 
to cultivate the normative generic compartmentalization characteristic of 
literacy31 -and that what such normative terminology would call "lyric" or 
mixed-mode development of narrative episodes was quite possible in the 
culture that produced our poem. 

The cultural conflict observed in connection with the desafio episode 
suggests a key overarching question-one that we posed schematically at the 
outset of this study: how can we reconcile a fonn taken from one culture with 
the fact that the subject matter comes partially from another-that is, treats 
bicultural status itself as a problem? It is the case, as we now see, that they do 
not come together easily but rather enter into conflict. The form of the poem 
and its traditional verbal material, traditionally articulated, betoken the 
relatively traditionalistic culture of Island Portugal-which is narratively 
condemned as a part of the poem's message-, while the content must 
somehow deal with a huge problematic created by the actual presence of 
another sort of culture, in many ways markedly different from that of Island 
Portugal, within which the Portuguese constituted a small and relatively lowly 
immigrant group. That socio-psychological conflict can now be seen to have 
engendered the structure as well as the complex texture of our poem, the latter 
aptly summed up in the conflict between the narrative "moral, II however 
contradictory it may seem to our learned· reading, and the verbal touching of 
the home culture that is one of the implications of the desafio episode. The 
poem expresses the dilemma of immigration: in going to a new culture one 
may find it difficult to adjust culturally and at least as difficult to go back. In 
our poem, the clash between the narrative and lyric modes virtually marks that 
cultural problematic. 

With this analysis in mind, we can now turn to some of the questions 
we posed earlier about the history of the text itself. There is little chance, of 
course, that we shall ever know who composed it. It seems all but certain that 
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it was composed in California for a Portuguese-immigrant public (singular or, 
most likely, plural) in a mode impossible to specify but grounded in something 
like oral-compositional principles, modified, as we have shown them to have 
been, by some of the cultural effects of literacy, though exactly how the two 
modes interrelate within the text may be impossible to tell precisely. 
Moreover, the poem was then taken into the dominant culture-so definable in 
terms of ethnicity (Le., non-Portuguese) and of cultural mode (Le., marked by 
literate culture )-to be memorialized by a key element of that culture, namely 
print. Both the format and the fifty-copy print run testify that commercial ends 
were not involved-Le., we are not dealing with literatura de cordel but in all 
probability simply with an impulse to memorialization. That impulse makes 
two statements: first, that the cultural hierarchy is correctly perceived (Le., the 
literate medium is seen as culturally more powerful than the oral medium and 
its mode of memorialization is therefore appealed to) and, second, that the 
poem, treating as it does-to be sure, with great compexity-the key problem of 
immigrant Portuguese society, was so highly regarded that such 
memorialization was chosen for it. Thus-while such speculation cannot in the 
last analysis be verified-what emerges as most likely is first of all that there 
existed a Portuguese-immigrant culture of some size in which traditional oral 
performance, however modified and carried out, circulated in some form and 
to one degree or another (it is conceivable but extremely unlikely that a poem 
structured as this one is was the only one in circulation in its society). It is 
quite possible that the author of our poem was a known figure within the 
division oflabor in that community-i.e., apoeta-cavador; at very minimum he 
would seem to have been someone who aspired to that status and/or was being 
accorded it by others. That society certainly lived the bi-cultural problematic 
that the poem in various ways inscribes in its process. This poem circulated in 
that society-whether it was strictly oral or whether it was recited from the 
"storage" of literate modes of transcription, likely in slightly variant forms 
each time it was performed-and was deemed so important to that society that it 
was decided to perpetuate it by recourse to the print medium. It may, of 
course, not have been the only piece to have been thus memorialized, but it is 
the only one remaining as far as we can discern. 

For the reasons enumerated in the foregoing paragraphs of this 
analysis, our poem stands out as unique-and very meaningful. Indeed, it 
stands out from other formally-similar Luso-American narrative poems dealing 
with the bi-cultural problematic. None of the others was published at the time 
of composition as far as we know until Jorge Caires' poem of 1978, which, as 
we have observed (see note 10),32 has significantly different purposes and 
compositional bases, thus in fact falling somewhat outside the ambit of which 
we speak. It is likely that the bulk of such poems composed according to oral 
principles were never written down and are now lost. A few, usually because 
they represented personal testimonies, were kept in handwritten form by the 
composer, or a relative or friend, most of them for many years, until finally 
being unearthed and published by professional researchers. Most of those 
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poems do not evidence the complexity of episodic· structure that our poem 
demonstrates, in part because they either are confessional-autobiographical 
throughout or because they concentrate on a single incident, but primarily, ~ 
suspect, because their authors, being at least a generation younger than the 
composer of our poem, were already culturally more "literate" in their sense of 
text. (It is one of the paradoxes of orality that only when it approaches literacy 
can it be perpetuated in our sense of the term so that we can carry out such 
"literate" analyses of it as this one.) Thus our poem would seem to model 
some of the processes and patterns of Portuguese/Luso-American oral 
composition better than any other document of which we are aware. In fact, 
we have used it in the classroom as in effect a "grammar" from: which to read 
some of the subsequently-composed narrative poems. Hence, to our minds, 
its great cnltural and literary-historical value for Portuguese studies. Its value 
for oral-cultural theory, and especially for the question. of change in that 
medium, is yet to be explored. 

5. Association, Oral Erasure, Folk Etymology, and Networking As They 
Appear in the "Anonymous Poem" 

The foregoing sections of this study have endeavored to propound a 
theory of the text with which we are working by cultivating two interrelated 
modes of reading. Reading, however, is by no means the only way to 
approach questions about the text, nor is it in fact always the most interesting 
for some of the culturological questions that we wish to ask. This section will 
return to four of the key issues pinpointed in the discussion of reading and 
explore their implications in greater detail as another route toward an 
understanding of the text before us. Since other issues might have been 
chosen, .. the development that follows is to some extent exemplary and is 
certainly not intended to be exhaustive of the features of language use in this 
text; conversely, however, we do feel that they are among the most prominant 
of the issues that arise in our text. In the subsequent section we shall then 
return to something more akin to a reading procedure in order to pose more 
general questions than We have heretofore. 

5.1 Association 

We previously dealt with this matter in advancing our exegetic 
reading. There, however, it is an interrelational concept that remains 
simultaneously both mechanical and somewhat vague. Since understanding of 
the relationships between the episodes of our poem, most especially between 
episodes 2-4 and 9-12, invokes the concept and it thus is central to our 
analysis, we shall here explore it further from another point of view. 
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The American blues and folk singer Leadbelly, referred to above (note 
25), has a series of recordings that will help us illustrate some of the problems 
involved with certain major aspects of the notion of association. His song 
"Poor Howard," about the death of a fellow popular musician, provides one 
example. It could be sung separately, in combination with another song, 
which apparently was Leadbelly's usual practice, or in combination with two 
other songs. 

fu his most often reproduced version,33 which includes both additional 
songs, the key lines are as follows: 

Old Howard's dead and gone, 

Left me here to sin g this song. 


The singing voice (hereafter, "he") is thus given two options: going 
on with the song about Poor Howard (which would in effect make the "song" 
referred to in the above verses the current song about that singer), or singing 
another song that would represent "this song." fu the case of this version he 
takes the second option. The lines that follow those above are, accordingly: 

Put me here, he's dead and gone, 

"Pretty little gal with the red dress on. II 


He then continues on to sing the short song "Pretty Little Gal With the Red 
Dress On," which involves a tone change and a change in guitar 
accompaniment. When the song is over, he returns directly to "Poor 
Howard," as though it were clear all along that it represented the line that 
would be central to the performance, and carries it to its conclusion. 

What has happened is that the two options that were available at the 
end of the ftrst two-line set reproduced above have different developments 
attached to them-each, then, in this context, has a morphological pattern 
implicitly linked to it. Since combination is impossible, either one must be 
abandoned or else each must be carried out separately and therefore more or 
less serially. The nexus represented by those frrst two lines in effect, then, 
bears a double inflection which the discourse can resolve only by choice or by 
serial development. 

A second, slightly different associative nexus occurs later in this 
particular song as well, this one linked to a variant of the second line in our 
initial pair. Leadbelly is fInishing the "Poor Howard" sequence and reaches a 
summary by returning to variants of the two lines that constituted our initial 
doubly-inflected nexus: 

Old Howard, he was a poor boy, 

God knows, 

Left me here to shout withjoy. 
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This could represent the end of the performance-and sometimes did. 
In this case, however, the last line again has its potential double inflection 
acted upon, for since it ends "Poor Howard" by suggesting that singer's 
legacy to the singing voice of our song, it enables that voice to choose to take 
up that legacy, and the voice does exactly that. He moves to a rhythmic 
shuffle or guitar-tap as a transition from the mournful tone of "Poor Howard" 
to the upbeat nature of the song that will correspond to "shouting with joy," 
and then sings the party song "Green Com," which he also was in the practice 
of singing as a separate performance. 34 "Green Com" thus exists in a complex 
set of relationships to Poor Howard's death and our singer's commemoration 
of that fact and simultaneous receiving of his legacy. After "Green Com" 
there are no further associative nexuses, and the chain ends. 

While the cases are not similar in every respect, the two types of 
association in the song sequence from Leadbelly are to be seen in 
schematically similar forms in our poem. The second mode of association, the 
ending of one episode that simultaneously contains a second inflection, 
implicit or textualized, that enables transition to a subsequent episode, occurs 
rather :frequently, though in some surprisingly varied ways. Such a 
transitional vehicle is used between episodes 1 and 2, through the prolepsis of 
lines 7-8, which actually introduces episode 2 by fore grounding a major part 
of its thematic development. It is thus in a rhetorical sense the precise opposite 
of the Leadbelly example while at the same time functioning in a manner much 
like it: while "Green Com" comes to instantiate the prior "shout[ing] with 
joy," that is, works regressively, the detail of 9-52 is in fact instantiated in 7
8, which precede them. 

The transition between episodes 5 and 6 can be seen to use a similar 
vehicle effected quite literally by a bridge between the word "festa" in line 151, 
where it appears quite abstractly in what seems to be a set phrase, and that 
word's reiteration in 153, where it is much more a concrete introducer of the 
festa!courtship/ desafio sequence. Were this episode not so key to the narrative 
movement of the poem, however, that transition might well seem to 
correspond to the ftrst of our two types, as an illustration of the "festa" of 151, 
after which the poem would be seen as returning to the prior narrative line. In 
fact, it partakes somewhat of both sets of logic. 

The transition between episodes 6 and 7 is a simple one in which lines 
253-256 summarize the desafio and set up a series of expectations, and lines 
257-260 reiterate those expectations in such a way as to enable episode 7 to 
treat their subsequent frustration. The transition between 7 and 8 is similar to 
that between 1 and 2, with 267-268 functioning proleptically-indeed, to the 
point of introducing the tone of what is to follow in the interconnected 
episodes 9-12, especially 12. Between 8 and 9 the transition is effected by 
means of lines 341-344, which summarize the scene of dialogue between 
mother and son and also introduce the passage of time and the consequent 
frustrations that lead associatively to episode 9. The transition between 10 and 
11 is carried out in lines 397-400, which summarize the description of episode 
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10 and introduce the notion of deviance that will be the initial note touched on 
in episode 11. 

A major difference betwen our poem and the Leadbelly song sequence 
is that the poem clearly has as a part of its projected communication a much 
more elaborate sense of overall morphological patterning, begun with its 
introduction and thereafter carried out, albeit, in the development of the 
various episodes, in ways that could not always be expected in advance. 'The 
presence of that very general guiding sense dictates that when, for example, 
action ends, moral begins. And, as we have seen in several of the cases dealt 
with above, that morphology participates in the process of inflecting 
transitions. Leadbelly's implicit morphology is much simpler: 'singer's 
death'>'legacy' simultaneous with 'singer's death'>'song.' In its most 
compound rendering, however, it is relied upon more than once and thus 
comes to produce a sequence that is more than a simple, two- or three-step 
linear one. 

The transitions between episodes 9 and 10, 10 and 11, and 11 and 12 
are in various ways varieties of the doubly-inflected transitional nexus as welL 
Their double inflection comes, however, primarily from a complex interplay 
between association and morphology that does not always reveal itself in 
transitional language. Indeed, as we have just seen above, those transitions 
are regularly simple ones. We have already looked at the process of· 
interrelated association and morphology in relation to slightly different 
concerns, in the third section, above. 

A clearer variation on the doubly-inflected transitional nexus is to be 
seen at the end of our episode 2. After the stanza of lines 49-52, the poet 
wishes to engage in two separate continuations, a description/evaluation of the 
island of Pico's appearance on his return and a narrative of what happens to 
him when he returns. The frrst is the likely beginning-place, so he undertakes 
it. As our note 4 to the text suggests, the route that he chooses is strongly 
marked rhetorically, and it carries him to a certain point: 

Tudo 0 que alli se encontra 

Tudo tern abatimento 

Umas coisas pelas outras 

Mais de vinte emcada sento. 


where he has carried out his purposes. Nevertheless, presumably because of 
the specificity and the rhetorical power of the episode he is concluding, he has 
no good nexus by means of which to transfer directly to the narrative 
continuation that he also wishes to engage in. It may also be the case that, like 
the situation that obtains with the second mode of association in the Leadbelly 
song, the relationships are quite complex. He may be preparing for the 
display of tenderness that characterizes the outset of episode 4, which is, after 
all, one pole in the attraction/rejection of the Islands around which the poem is 
built, at least as far as thematics go, and he may feel that he has no clear 
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transition to that tone from such oppositely charged lines as those re roduced 
above. Unlike Leadbelly, who simply assumes that the narrative' 'on is 
still operative (the difference being, of course, that he has already begun to 
textualize it before the nexus arose), our poet/singer engages in a very simple 
but very curious maneuver. He merely declares to his readerlhearer that he 
and that audience (his use of the plural to characterize that audience suggesting 
again the oral nature of the communication, or at very least the oral residual in 
it) should "put aside what I have just been saying here. 11 He then goes on in 
lines 67-68 to replicate the arrival in the Azores flrst suggested schematically in 
54 and then to use that replicated arrival reference to initiate an entire parallel 
narrative development. It is structurally somewhat like Leadbelly's maneuver 
in that two motivations coincide at the nexus: one the motivation to continue 
the narrative, the second to say something additionaJ/different about the 
arrival. The former motivation could have been handled by a simple 
transitional device; the latter, however, creates a conflict. While it may seem 
to us that episode 4 could have succeeded 3 with little transition at all, the poet 
clearly did not feel that way. This is almost surely because the two 
developments present the return to Pico in very different affective tones: 3 
treats the Islands as small and shabby-presumably in contrast to California-, 
while 4 starts in with a very positive social scene, which in fact picks up the 
tone from the end of episode 2 that 3 had suspended. 

All of this, of course, is part and parcel of the complex of 
contradictory attitudes that characterize the whole poem. Moreover we must 
again recall that the language has about it a great deal of morphological 
overdetermination that makes quite literally unthinkable certain literate-type 
maneuvers that might occur to us in resolution of a conflict such as appears in 
this case. Be this as it may, our poet chooses a way out of the conflict that is 
unreproducible in terms of the culture of literacy, a device that, following 
Walter Ong's lead alluded to above, we shall call oral "erasure," though our 
analysis of it as regards our poem will vary considerably from his. 

5.2 Oral Erasure 

It is a curious gesture for our poet-or, for that matter, anyone-to say 
"leave aside what I have just been saying here." In literate rhetoric, it is not an 
unknown device, of course, but there it is used with the complete assurance 
that such will not, and cannot, be done-often precisely to make certain that it is 
not done while enabling disavowal of the material supposedly "left aside." 
But how does that gesture function in our poem? 

First of all, it functions as perhaps the clearest indication of all that the 
poem has about it that is oral-performative. The act to be expected of a literate 
poet faced with the conflict between episodes 3 and 4 (the latter, of course, at 
this point existing only in generalized intent) would doubtless be revision. But 
revision is unthinkable in an oral grammar, for the direction initially taken 
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already exists in a way that is uncancellable: as far as that grammar is 
concerned, it has already been uttered to the audience-even if, in the specific 
circumstances of, say, this poem, there is no real audience and no actual oral
performance. The best that can be done is to add on to what has been 
produced in such a way as to redirect the poem's development and perhaps 
mitigate the conflictive situation. At the same time, however, the conflict is 
pointed out and admitted; in this sense the gesture constitutes the very opposite 
of the literate parallel outlined above. Also, as we have seen, the conflict 
would very likely have been felt much less than might be the case with literate 
expectations and would to some extent have been bypassed in reception. 
Indeed, our sympathetic reading mode suggests that, in the poet-audience 
interaction presumed by the poem, the poet is assuming that this gesture will 
be understood as a normal result of the shared grammar, that it will be 
accepted as such, and that it will have no negative effect on his credibility with 
his audience. 

Finally, there is the fascinating question of the boundaries of this "oral 
erasure." What, in effect, does the "herell refer to? Surely not to the whole 
poem up to the point where the admonition occurs but likely back to line 53. 
There is, then, between poet and audience some shared functional sense of the 
episodic structure of the work itself and some sense of episode boundaries. 
Nothing else explains the textual phenomena satisfactorily. 

5.3 Folk Etymology 

While it is clear that its great number of print anomalies is due to both 
low (or non-existent) education levels and non-Portuguese-speaking 
influences, our text nonetheless contains several non-standard Portuguese 
articulations that seem to bespeak other forces at work, these within its 
language. Most specific among them would seem to be the process of folk 
etymology: that is, from a literate point of view, the transformation of words 
to suggest their relationship to other words as an explanatory or clarificatory 
procedure (the defInition, to be sure, relies on literate language presumptions). 

One likely-and fascinating-instance of the process is to be found in 
line 118 of our poem: in the word(s) "do brado. 1I The immediate reaction 
from the viewpoint of literacy is simply to declare "do brado," meaning 'twice 
as much' (literally, 'doubled') to be either misspelled or misset, to recast it in a 
"correct" one-word form, 'dobrado,' and to be done with the case. And there 
is no way, save reference to the presence of other roughly comparable 
instances in the text, to prove that approach incorrect. Nevertheless, we must 
recall that for individuals who operate in a primarily oral medium, language is, 
formally speaking-and only formally speaking-, an inflected stream of sound 
rather than the product of sets of abstractable grammatical and other structuring 
principles that literacy proposes. Consequently, various types of inter
relationships between language segments can be posited and acted upon. 

http:brado.1I
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In this case, "trabalho do brado," 'twice the work' or 'twice the effort,' could 
as easily be seen as 'work of the shout'-Le., 'do brado,' from the root 
"bradar," 'to shout'-that is, as relying on energy expenditure, and the verbal 
release that often accompanies such expenditure, to accomplish the "work," as 
it could as "double the work." It is a kind of force at work in language that 
literacy attempts to control in the name of univocity, for an example such as 
this one ultimately works toward localism within what literacy wants to be a 
universal language. That is, the "of the shout" reading of the term would 
presumably not function as easily with all syntagrns in which 'do 
brado'/'dobrado' appears, for the analysis that underlies it is immeshed with 
the notion of "trabalho" or some similar notion. Thus this reading would 
probably not be applicable to the item "do brado" in all cases. Inversely, of 
course, this argument might well seem irrelevant to someone for whom the 
concept of language systematicity is not a part of culture. 

A less questionable example is to be seen in the word(s) "enter 
passados" in line 52. The standard "antepassados," 'parents,' 'ancestors' is a 
prefix-plus-root lexical item, and the creator of our term has sensed the 
division. But the prefix "ante" has been transformed into "enter"; the phonetic 
distance is not as great as it might seem graphically, for "ante" would likely 
have been rendered orally as something like "dntd" by a speaker of Island 
Portuguese-perhaps even with a semi-vocalic 'r' vibration at the end if the 
speaker were from the island of Sao Miguel-though, if we can believe the 
references in the text, he was not. The motivation for the transformation to 
include the sequence "ter," the last phone likely being a semi-vowel, is almost 
surely folk-etymological, for the sequence suggests such words as Itterno" and 
"ternura," 'tender' and 'tenderness' respectively. The sequence "enter 
passados," then, probably includes a note of endearment, suggesting all at one 
time something like 'dear forebears.' Unlike "do brado," this term could 
easily be universalizable within a language community. 

There are other likely examples of folk etymologies of various sorts in 
lines 160, 194, 272, 281, 290, 316, 384, and 442. Some of those instances 
involve merely the location of word boundaries in a specific way apparently as 
the result of folk-etymological analysis. 

Furthermore, there are many cases totally apart from folk etymology 
where, seen from a literate point of view, word boundaries are located 
erroneously_ Nevertheless, in most instances the resulting divisions are too 
clearly meaningful to support the proposition that non-Portuguese typesetting 
or random chance is involved. What we clearly have is semi-literacy at work 
in word division, though often in ways all but impossible to specify. 

5.4 Networking 

While we shall speak more of this concept to other ends in section 7 
below and have in fact introduced some aspects of it in our treatment of 
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dialogism, it will be useful to say a few words about it here. As the aspect of 
folk etymology makes clear-and the chains of linkages and original-less set 
phrases do as well-, one of the hallmarks of the language of this text is its 
routing of referentiality. We literates-at least up to the inception of the post
World-War II electronic-medium age of language processing-have presumed 
that language ultimately has correspondence with something outside of itself, 
be that something a stable phenomenal 11 reality, II a point of originl1egitimation 
in the human mind, or some transcendental guarantor. In our poem, 
everywhere we look we see language only as performance, quite often in very 
limited, non-universalizable-literally ad-hoe-ways; the only references we see 
are ones to more and still more language. What results, be it in the area of the 
written encoding of our text or in the area of a quadra variant that leads away 
from the text and into the wider cultural language, is a profile of language in a 
dynamic and ungoverned flux principled only by that internal reference 
practice-that is, only by the fact that it seemingly must refer to prior instances 
of language culturally similar to itself. The result is a view of language as a 
vast network of entangled chains of "repetition" that is not repetition in our 
sense of the term. 

6. What Is in the· "Dialogue"?: The Social Dimension 

Up to now we have concentrated our double-focussed reading almost 
totally on issues of communication, our exegetic reading mode alternating with 
our culturalistic one to attempt to reveal the structuring of a message. In this 
section, we shall be adding another element to the mix: we shall be attempting 
to see what the accumulated features heretofore revealed in that reading 
process enable us to conclude about the modes of social organization and 
sense of cultural status inscribed in the poem. 

A key passage in the poem in this regard is episode 8, which is in 
great part a dialogue between the protagonist and his mother; indeed, that 
episode is one of the poem's two major dialogue sequences, the other being 
the lovers' desafio, and it is no less central to the poem than the desafio. 
Indeed, as we shall show, it is in many ways even more important. A useful 
way to begin this examination into social and cultural questions that reach 
beyond the bounds of the poem's message itself will, then, involve further 
analysis of episode 8. 

The poem's avowed intent is to show "what happens to young men 
who leave here and go back to the Islands" (lines 3-4). Since the poem was 
composed and memorialized in print in California (presumably, the "here" of 
line 4), its basic cultural import, one of cultural contrast, is clear. The poem 
must be seen as speaking to an issue of importance for a California 
Portuguese-speaking community or group of some indetehninate size, and the 
obvious central point of that contrast is evaluation of Island Portuguese versus 
New World mores. The scene of confrontation between the protagonist and 
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his mother in episode 8-albeit a somewhat diffuse one in terms both of 
preciseness of the conflict and specificity of time reference-not only lays out 
most clearly the crux of the conflict but also stands as the most obvious 
referent for the summary conclusion, in lines 401-404 of episode 11, about the 
protagonist's "deviant" status as a result of the narrowness of the Island mores 
imposed upon him. 

The scene in episode 8, which is thus the crux of much of what the 
poem will conclude-the notion of a "conclusion," like the notion of 
"reference" used above, it must be understood, are to be seen in adaptation to 
the very non-linear logic of this poetic medium-, in effect stages a conflict 
between parental authority and an offspring's challenge to that authority. The 
key issue involves the mores associated with relationships between the sexes. 
Indeed, the protagonist's ureturnu to the Islands is set almost totally in terms of 
return to familial authority over this area of behavior, a fact that may well have 
much to say about Island culture in a sociological sense but also has much 
about it that speaks to issues of oral-cultural practice, where aspects of the 
family pyschodrama and of basic relationships are often drawn on for 
language referring to authority issues without involving what would for us be 
the social-level functioning and the abstractions of hierarchy and law. It might 
be recalled here, too, as Michel Foucault has convincingly demonstrated, that 
control of sexuality is a key social issue35 and thus, in relation to a society such 
as we profile, highly susceptible to focus by the language of socialization. In 
this case, it is the mother-figure who is presented as the prime socializing 
force-a role that she is called on to play in most of Western culture.36 The 
scene between mother and son is thus the tenninus ad quem of the 
protagonist's "return," which is the basis of the poem's morphological 
structure. It also presents the incarnation of the social forces to be confronted 
in that return. In Freudian terms, the law of the father is being confronted; in 
this case, it is instrumentalized by the mother, and the entire interaction stands 
for a total-cultural confrontation that is more than likely totally imagined but 
imagined in the terms that the society in question uses to deal with such 
matters. Thus is it obvious, in the very terms of episode 8, how such 
language as this carries out a social function like that of abstract law in literate 
societies. 

Moreover, the return that is being carried out is more than just a 
return to the bases of socialization within this society, for, as we have seen, 
the problem that the return is supposed to speak to is a bicultural one; the 
return is promulgated not in the Azores or about the Azores but rather in 
California and about California. The implicit comparison between Island 
culture and California culture that it effects sees the Islands as cramped 
(episode 3), both physically and morally confining (5, 8), and ultimately 
deforming (9-12). We must presume, by the very logic of the poem, a reverse 
side of the contrast according to which California society would represent, if 
not the antithesis of those characteristics, at the very least an improvement 
upon them. 

http:culture.36
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In the light of that freighting, the acrual content of episode 8 may at 
first glance seem inappropriate. It is merely a somewhat diffuse dialogue 
between mother and son about his relationships with women. As is the case 
with the cantiga ao desafio of episode 6, several of the quadras, or at least 
verses from them, frequently recur in the collected literature. While some of 
those familiar sequences are quite general in nature, those that in the collected 
literature involve a parental figure as socializing force with regard to 
expectations having to do with relations between the sexes and with marriage 
seem to posit a daughter rather than a son as the offspring in question (see, 
e. g., line 333 and our note 35 to those lines; by contrast, however, see lines 
305-308 and note 31). The acrual content of episode 8, then, seems to involve 
as much an invocation of received language about the issues involved in 
relations between the sexes as a surface-level appeal to that language to 
adjudicate the specific case of our protagonist. Thus, according to a logic we 
have previously seen at work in other regards, the surface coherence of the 
episode, precarious though it often is, represents but one dimension of that 
episode's presence. And for our present purposes it is not as interesting as 
another dimension: the invocation of what we might call the site of language 
of authority and repetition of some examples of such language. 

Seen in this way, the langu of episode 8 takes on an almost 
allegorical character: what is at e in the episode is as much the 
summoning-up of the language of Island mores as it is the specific set of 
narrative interactions based on them. Moving to our sympathetic reading 
mode, we can posrulate with a great deal of surety, from what our exegetic 
mode has just revealed, that the specific plot is but one aspect of the episode's 
import and communication to its projected audience. What is also achieved in 
the sequence is the calling-up-under the sign of a question, to be sure-of 
Island mores in general, through the invocation of fiuniliar language in 
treatment of an area of social practice that can be taken as key to, if not 
paradigmatic for, much of that practice. (In this regard it must be noted that in 
the collected popular literature of the Islands the issues of love, relations 
between the sexes, and marriage constitute overwhelmingly the topics most 
frequently dealt with-in part, presumably, because, in contrast to other areas 
of social practice, those areas remain in the control of popular culture.) 

Moreover, consideration of this "allegory" suggests similar allegorical 
proportions for other episodes as well. The "erased" episode 3 pairs with 5 
and 8 to depict Azorean society as shabby, cramped, and confining, both 
physically and morally. Episode 6, our multiply-inflected cantiga ao desafio, 
seen in this light, takes on yet another dimension, now one as the establisher 
of the detail of the cultural/moral problem that the "return" is designed to reveal 
and deal with, introducer, that is, of the "material" presence of the relation
between-the-sexes language. Seen in this perspective-and despite its 
undeniable function as pleasant (though, to be sure, ultimately bittersweet) 
contact with the distant mother culture through invocation of familiar language 
and the form of the cantiga ao desafio--, it speaks as much for California 
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culture as it does for Island culture. It in effect introduces the key area of 
conflict of cultural values, presumably one that has been suggested because of 
the poet's and audience's bicultural status. It can thus be seen, indirectly, in its 
depiction of love relations, as the sign of possible, less-restrictive cultural 
mores than those inherited from Island culture. 

In effect, then, bicultural status is being dealt with quite forcefully in 
the poem but in the language of only one of the cultures in question, namely 
the basically oral-cultural language of Island Portugal. The "allegorical" 
implications of episode 8 are thus quite complex. Finally, the last four 
episodes, 9-12, must all be seen-in varying degrees and different ways 
individually, but relatively clearly as one compound unit-as an allegorical-level 
reaction to the response that episode 8 suggests to the open sign represented 
by episode 6. In effect, the result of the language of Island mores is the 
language of resigned deviance and cosmic ill-fatedness. Such, then, are the 
dynamics of the poem seen at this wide allegorical level. 

It would be useful, however, to look a little more closely at the figure 
of allegory itself in this context and to ask why it is an appropriate term, within 
our exegetic terminology, for analysis of the poem. What is in fact the basis 
of what we are calling an "allegorical" dimension in this poem? One aspect of 
the answer has already been dealt with on more than one occasion; it is the fact 
that within the oral-cultural medium any instance of language use seems to 
bring with it what, in literate terms, we have called both a general sense and 
also a lateral fullness. If, in oral-poetic diction, mention is made of a lovers' 
conflict, that mention suggests as well other codified language on the subject 
and other subjects associated with it and likewise the general contours of oral
cultural wisdom on the subject(s). All of the issues involved in those allusions 
are signalled by the initial mention. 

But there is clearly more to the "allegory" that we have observed and 
attempted to defme than simply this relationship between narrative specificity 
and general invocation. For we have seen it include as well a bicultural 
dimension that is not necessarily a part of that relationship. What seems to be 
the case is that this language, the language of a primarily-oral cultural unit with 
all that that fact implies about oral language use as the basis of socialization, 
represents the form in which the group consciousness differentially shared by 
poet and audience is expressed but not the "material," so to speak, of the 
cultural problematic being dealt with. The poem begins by making an implicit 
comparison between Island Portuguese culture and California culture and 
carries the conflict that that initial comparison bespeaks through to a 
conclusion in the last episodes of the poem. The problem is that, to our 
reading, in the body of the poem the comparison/conflict disappears from the 
center of matters-in the middle episodes it in fact disappears from the surface 
of the poem altogether-and is signalled there only in what we here call an 
allegorical way, though it is one that our reading suggests the culture would 
have felt much more clearly than a literate exegesis would indicate. In effect, 
this poem proclaims that the language of community socialization is still the 
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language of Island Portugal even though the problem dealt with is conflict 
between Island mores and New World mores, and as a result that problem is 
treated in a manner that would seem to us indirect but may we 11 have been the 
only way open to a culture grounded in such language use. 

Seen in this light, the poem's "return" is much more a "return" to the 
core of a language practice as it presents itself in connection with a key issue in 
Island mores than it is the representation of any real or imagined trip back to 
the island of Pico. Indeed, seen in this light any question about the latter issue 
becomes all but irrelevant. What is at stake is the language of socialization 
itself. 

The stanza of lines 337-340 is most revealing of this process. It 
comes at the end of episode 8, as in effect a summary of the process: 

a mae-Queria que fosses de vergonha 

Mais tu nao gostas de ser 

Gostava eu que ninguem 

Tivesse que te diser. 


The last line, of course, represents the mother's-and by extension within the 
contextual logic of the poem, the society's-investment in oral-language 
socialization. This is, however, a summary of a very specific sort, for it 
suggests that what the mother has been trying to do all along is to get the son 
to interiorize the language of which the dialogue is made and to live his life 
based on it. The socializing import of the dialogue is, then, clearly revealed. 
At the same time, however, that language has to be seen as what we would call 
lIironized" within the logic of the poem, for the statements of purpose in 
episode 1, the remarks of 5, and the upcoming representation of the outcome 
of this socializing in episodes 9-12 present the socialization in a negative light. 
What the mother says in lines 337-340 is too confining and is ultimately 
deforming. This is, then, a language in conflict; it is being adduced, from the 
memory bank of "repeatable" material dealing with the issue of relations 
between the sexes, marriage, and socially-dictated acceptability in such 
matters, precisely in order to be put into question. The same can be said, by 
extension, of the mother's entire part in episode 8, though the statements are 
generally not as universalizing as are lines 337-340 and therefore the irony 
implicitly attached to them is not as clear. 

This additional dimension of our "allegory," then, involves the 
deployment of a language of socialization in part for the purposes of 
questioning that language's very viability in the circumstances in which it is 
uttered. Simultaneously, however, it must be observed that this questioning is 
carried out through use of the logic underlying the regular use of that very 
language itself-i. e., it is adduced in relation to a problem that the cultural 
language must adjudicate. In effect, then, we have in our poem a bicultural 
problem being dealt with through the resources of only one of the cultures, the 
culture of the primary socialization of the poet and his audience. 
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This remarkable procedure has two important sets of implications for 
our poem and for other cultural creations like it. First, it suggests that the 
linguistic dimension of biculturalism is a much more complex phenomenon 
than is sometimes felt to be the case. It is usually seen, via a kind of 
topographical model, as a set of overlaps and/or voids in a person or 
community because of superposition and interference of two different 
culturalllinguistic maps. 37 While this is a reasonable model, it is one that in 
effect expects areas of biculturalism . to appear. clearly as a result of. the 
superposition, when, as our poem suggests, biculturalism can manifest itself 
wholly within the map of one of the cultures involved, the other's influence 
coming merely as a force leading to the reconfiguration of that map. 

Second, and more generally, our fmdings here go a long way toward 
addressing part of a question that has long bedevilled oral theory, in its 
modalities from literary scholarship to folklore study: namely, "what are the 
mechanisms for language change in oral culture?" What we see here is a 
process of radical challenge to the inherited language. It is the case that that 
challenge comes not from issues arising within the culture itself but rather 
from a bicultural experience in another part of the world and from a dominant 
culture that does not maintain itself according to primarily oral modes. Those 
facts, however, would not seem to be responsible for anything more than 
mounting the challenge; the method of dealing with the challenge is what is 
revealing. The challenge is registered via a process that goes back to the 
basics of oral language function and sets up the problem in terms that that 
language function trades upon-the family scene, the relations-between-the
sexes focus, the rehearsal-under-ques tion of the language of socialization, and 
the hesitating moral which actually reaches cosmic proportions in the final note 
involving the ill-starred individual. The step of rehearsal under question is the 
key one; all of episode 8 can be interpreted in that light, especially. the stanza of 
lines 337-340, which has summary value within the episode, in effect 
demonstrating the question mark that is implicitly attached to the entire 
episode. The effect of episode 8 is to attempt to have that implicit question 
mark become a part of the cultural language about the subject(s) there called 
into question, a procedure which would presumably, in the continuous 
associative process of language production in oral culture (or mixed-mode 
culture using primarily oral-cultural means in this area of socialization), 
engender new variation that would incorporate the implicit question mark 
while keeping the specific language itself relatively intact. Presumably only 
those areas directly connected, in the oral-cultural network, to the challenged 
one would be affected, the others remaining as they are. It is easy to posit the 
working of precisely such a process in the example that we cite from the Gonja 
in section 3, above. Presumably the version of the story with seven princes 
fell out of the language when the accuracy of its understood allusion to the 
number of division heads came under similar question, but the other areas of 
the story were not affected by the questioning and thus remained relatively 
static. 
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fu the case of our poem, of course, the almost wholly unspoken force 
involved has to do with attraction to aspects of another culture, namely, it 
would seem, to matters of personal freedom. What that attraction produces, 
however, is an appeal to the inherited language of socialization, and the appeal 
is, in effect, that that language reformulate itself in relevant areas to allow the 
community that receives cohesion through it greater freedom in response to 
that attraction. Implicit in that appeal, however, is the presumption that the 
inherited culture is the proper medium in which to carry out this activity and 
that it will be adequate to the task. 

What we see here, however, is likely only one part of a compound 
process, one involving pressure for change within the terms of the inherited 
language of socialization. We must presume as well another, parallel process 
involving movement toward the other culture, especially as it was undoubtedly 
in several important ways the more powerful culture. We see that pressure 
overtly registered in our poem only in miniscule ways if at all-for example, in 
the "aqui" of line 4 and the c1arificatory "isso sao carros de bois" of line 164, 
which suggest ongoing cultural comparison. Presumably, in socio-historical 
terms, as attraction to the dominant culture grew and possibilities for modes of 
acculturaltion increased, people like our poet-that is, Portuguese-speaking 
Island immigrants coming from a mixed-mode society, not to mention 
immigrants of later times when literacy was overtaking orality in the Islands as 
well as elsewhere in the Portuguese-speaking world-would come to abandon 
the inherited language of socialization for its analogue in the dominant culture, 
which would have been organized primarily on a literate basis. 

Thus do we see some of our poem's ultimate implications. The 
question mark attached to episode 8 in effect stands as a challenge to the 
inherited language of socialization itself. Even though its implicit promise is 
one of continued use of this language as the primary mode of cultural 
cohesion, there is another alternative suggested, one almost totally absent as 
far as direct textual realization is concerned. What is being challenged, aside 
from specific mores, is the mode of socialization itself. fu effect, the use of 
the scenario of relations between the sexes bespeaks a metaphoricity that 
works in both directions: just as it suggests, because of its centrality and 
commonness, a wider llretum"-to the very authority of the language in 
question-, so too does it suggest, for those very same reasons, a basic threat 
to that authority. Presumably, if the language-in its community usage, to be 
sure-does not prove sufficiently resilient to meet the challenge and yet is 
unable to persuade its users to abandon that challenge and return to the 
traditional mores, it will be deemed an inadequate cultural mode and be 
abandoned. fu historical terms, of course, this process was repeated with 
many immigrant groups as especially second-generation members of those 
communities acculturated to the primarily-litemte, usually much less tradition
bound dominant culture of America during the fIrst decades of the twentieth 
century. What sometimes goes without being noticed, however, and is surely 
the case with people who have the cultural profIle of our poet, is that 
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acculturation involved as well the abandonment of an entire mode of cultural 
cohesion, one organized primarily around oral-cultural usages. 

Our poem ultimately, then, involves one instance-albeit one imbedded 
in the complicating factor of a bicultural scenario-of the process by which 
literacy can be said to challenge the cultural centrality of orality. 

7. One Result of the Analysis: The Texture of the "Anonymous Poem" 

The poem that emerges from our analysis is a very different one from 
the poems to which we are accustomed. To use a descriptive image, it 
presents, for us, extremely "jagged contours" instead of the relatively "smooth 
surfaces" of literate poetry. That is, in contrast to literate poetry, in which 
each succeeding verse continues a language development in tenns by and large 
fitting with the language that goes before it, thus fulfIlling readerly 
expectations in a sequential manner (i. e., our "smooth surfaces"), our poem is 
composed of episodes that frustrate such expectations both by not flowing 
smoothly in a sequential sense-that is, of course, the feature that is most 
obvious about it on a first reading and the place from which we began this 
analysis-and also by, in its various inapposite episodes, engaging in a set of 
quite diverse gestures. 

Several areas of the poem are most obvious in this respect. The first 
involves the nexus between episodes 3 and 4, where the poetic voice breaks 
the relatively closed narrative continuity introduced in episode 1 and 
established in 2 and 3 to appeal to his audience to disregard 3 and concentrate 
on 4 alone. He thus establishes a moment of audience interaction that has a 
number of effects, principal among them being reinforcement of the identity 
between the poetic voice/protagonist and the poet who sees himself as present 
as the creator of the text. Thus is the poetic text energized: 

Deixemos isto de parte 

Tudo 0 que aqui tenho dito 

Na semana da trindade 

Foi quando cheguei ao Pico. 


(lines 65-68; our emphases) 

Episode 6, as we have seen, plays a multiple role in the poem; indeed, 
it achieves an effect that would be very difficult for sequentially-coherent 
literate poetry to duplicate: it is self-contradictory in multiple ways. It 
represents the very positive verbal "return" to Island culture via "repetition" of 
well-known language sequences within the highly recognizable candga ao 
desafio. Indeed, the language is so stereotyped that one can even speak: of an 
increasing metaphorization in it precisely as a result of its awareness of its 
status as a marked fonn. Another, simultaneous role played by this same 
episode, however, cuts in a completely opposite direction. Episode 6 also 
establishes the area of behavior, the moral ajudication of which-through such 
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language as this poem presents-will be put into question as the poem 
proceeds. The episode thus breaks the primarily narrative continuity 
previously established and punctuated only by the reversal and reenergizing 
accomplished by 3-4. Indeed, episode 6 relates to its audience in a completely 
different manner, one that likely involved a high degree of emotional appeal. 
At the same time it moves the narrative forward not only in terms of "smooth," 
"literate" continuity but also by in effect establishing its socially-marked 
language and ever-deepening metaphorizing as the site of future questioning. 
Episode 6 thus plays, all at the same time, the roles of hiatus and of continuity, 
of establisher of a very positive, even emotionally-charged cultural sharing that 
undercuts the avowed narrative purposes and of the basis for the subsequent 
continuation and evaluation of that narrative purpose-though, of course, this 
last feature is not realized until episode 8. And the emotionality that is on the 
one hand a part of the sharing on the other hand also marks the stakes that 
exist when the whole area is put into question. It thus, as a kind of set piece, 
appeals in very positive ways to cultural heritage and to the very fact of the 
sort of language use that it itself represents. Later, it will function retroactively 
as the site of contradiction of that very language use. 

It is in episode 8 that the questioning of the implications of 6 is carried 
out. Episode 8 is in effect the crux of the "return" around which the poem is 
constructed, a return that, we have argued, is a return simultaneously to the 
island of Pico, to the basis of socialization in the representation of the family 
psychodrama, and to both the specific language and the language functioning 
that is the basis of that socialization. It recites the language of socialization 
only to put it in question through contrastive reference to the narrative context 
in which it appears. The language that is proposed is, then, in its very 
proposition undercut and, if we extend our scope a bit, we can see that the 
undercutting represents a challenge to all such language and thus to the very 
existence of the poem itself. Obviously, that challenge is not accepted to that 
extent by poet, or presumably audience either, since the poem both exists and 
was memorialized in print. Nevertheless, episode 8 stands out as representing 
a point of conflict for its own language and the language of episode 6 in 
particular and for the language of the entire poem in general. It represents a 
gesture that is disruptive of the order of the work itself and of the very medium 
in which it is composed. Moreover, it too is likely emotionally charged in a 
way that is, to our literate sensibilities, not textualized at all. Not only is a 
frustration with the inherited language of socialization mixed with repetitions 
of such language, but male status is probably at stake as well: the inherited 
language is likely understood as primarily female in application, and there 
seem to be allusions to the effect that the location of a male figure as the 
referent of such language represents a threat to traditional maSCUlinity. That 
suggested threat is, of course, picked up, perhaps by association, in the final 
notes of deviation from prescribed norms of sexual behavior and, ultimately, 
cosmic ill-fatedness, which too are probably to be seen as more emotionally 
charged than our literate textual appreciation would suggest. 
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Finally, episodes 9-12 represent various attempts at conclusion via 
alternating explicit, moral, and claims of reliability. The poet ends up claiming 
deviant status for his protagonist/self as a cosmic-level posing of the stakes of 
the change called for in 8, thereby again reenergizing his position as 
foreground poet/singer to make those stakes more immediate. 

In summary, the poem's various sectors develop in quite different 
ways in relation to the language on which they rely and appeal to their 
projected audience in quite different ways. In some respects, their overall 
impact is more nearly akin to literate drama than to literate poetry, for the poem 
can dialogue with its audience rather directly and can move that audience in 
wildly different directions at different moments. Even the comparison with 
drama, however, does not do justice to the internal contradictions that our 
poem sets forth. 

Another set of features leading to a texture quite different from our 
expectations is to be seen in relation to what in literate analysis we would term 
the "persona" of the poem. As we observe above, the poem revolves around a 
relationship of identity between the textualized narrator/protagonist and the 
foreground poet/performer that we glimpse through the working of the 
grammar of the medium. That is, within that grammar, the poet can present 
himself as oral performer, whether or not he is in fact one, and simultaneously 
as subject of the represented events, again whether or not such is 
biographically the case. Indeed, given the stereotypical language of such 
episodes as the cantiga ao desafio and the ill-omened individual, and given the 
universalizing implications of the family psychodrama, as well as the 
improbabilities involved with real return to the Islands and the poem's 
subsequent publication in California, it is doubtful that much actual 
autobiography, in our sense of the term., is involved. It will, of course, be 
impossible ever to decide the question. Nevertheless, the poem's quite 
disparate discourse areas are. given considerable cohesiveness through the 
sense that the poet, the poem's voice, and the protagonist are all one. 

Unlike with literate expectations, however, that identity is extremely 
volatile. In part because of the strong stereotyping of the poem's various 
episodes, the multiply-inflected "I" is situated quite differently from sector to 
sector. Indeed, for most of episode 6, the textualized dimensions of that "1" 
disappear altogether in favor of a stereotyped label "eu"-in cantigas ao desafio 
not included in wider narrative formats usually textualized as third-person 
"ele"-played off against the female "ela." That "eu" is in effect the protagonist 
being represented by the poetic voice-that is, by other dimensions of the "1"
rather than being a part of it. A similar phenomenon is to be seen in episode 8 
as well. To be sure, there is some sense, derived from the overall pattern, that 
"ele" is still linked to the "I," but any sense of uniformity in that reference is 
completely lost. The phenomenon, of course, breaks down the sense of 
coherent representation that is one of the traditional tests of competent 
"literature. 11 
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Inversely, as we note above, in other passages of the text the "I" 
composite is overtly reenergized, and that drawing-together of its constituents 
informs the text for some verses thereafter. 

In summary, our poem seems to be constructed around a series of 
conflicts that would be quite bothersome in literate poetry. It simultaneously 
proposes itself as tradition and then recasts itself, embodies group language 
and then subverts that language, proposes a cultural-linguistic "return" and 
seeks liberation from some of the implications associated with that return, and 
projects the unifying feature of a poet/voice/protagonist composite and then 
cultivates that composite in terms ranging from almost total dissolution to overt 
reconstitution. 

8. Questions of Genre and of Collection and Research Practice 

One question out of those asked at the outset of this essay remains to 
be dealt with: "Why is the language practice that this poem represents not dealt 
with in work on Portuguese popular literature?" A part of the answer lies in 
the fact that only in the last forty years have we begun to glimpse, with respect 
to literature worldwide, how modally different from our own oral culture in 
fact is, and only very recently has concerted work on oral cultural dynamics 
been carried out. Work on such mixed-mode language as that of our poem is 
for the most part still lacking. Until the beginnings of work with oral cultures, 
if at fIrst glance a work did not "measure up" to the value of learned literature, 
it was simply dismissed outright as inferior. In various, less direct ways, that 
practice is still dominant today. 

That explanation goes only part way in answering our question, 
however, for other popular oral forms, notably the romance tradicional-i.e., 
the ballad-and several sub-genres of lyric, have long been collected, 
appreciated, and not infrequently imitated by literate writers. In fact the fIrst of 
the above-mentioned "forms" shares principal features of its compositional 
grammar with our text. Indeed, formally speaking, the two are one save for 
two factors: fIrst, in the romance tradiciona~ archaic content is employed and 
there is a concomitant, culturally-imposed effort toward uniformity of 
presentation in succeeding performances (i.e., something akin to, but not 
exactly like, memorized declamation is stressed in performance); and, second, 
since the Renaissance to some extent and defInitely since the early nineteenth 
century, scholars have consecrated the romance tradicional, studying topics, 
mapping overlaps in "motifs," classifying variants (until recently, without 
understanding that "variation" implies a working compositional grammar 
within the bearer and that pure "memory" in the literate sense is not what is 
primarily at stake in transmission). Indeed, our concluding bibliography 
contains many titles that represent just such studies carried out in 
contemporary Portuguese-speaking communities in Portugal, the Islands, and 
North America. The essentially taxonomic approach of those works, revealing 
the positivist mode under which nineteenth-century scholarship on the subject 
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was initiated, bypasses a number of the questions about cultural matrix and 
performance that we attempt to raise here. By contrast, our "text" (the lack of 
even a generic rubric confirms our argument), which, we may judge from the 
consistency of compositional grammar and the sophistication of the few that 
have found their way into collections, was certainly a form cultivated with 
some frequency, was not collected in the heyday of etbnoghraphic work in 
Portugal and the Portuguese Islands and has been collected more recently only 
incidentally by collectors with other purposes in mind, as our bibliography 
amply demonstrates. Furthermore, those who have collected examples of the 
form have generally treated them as inferior curiosities in contrast with, say, 
the romance tradicwnal and other "popular" forms, not to mention with regard 
to literate "literature." Moreover, they are treated taxonomically rather than as 
what they are: perhaps the most vital of available indicators of the bases of 
popular culture and, paradoxically, the popular form most open to the criterion 
of "authorial originality" that literate culture normally prizes. It would seem to 
us, then, that the presumptions underlying collection practices constitutive of 
the field of Portuguese (indeed, Iberian) popular literature study have led to a 
number of unfortunate problems.38 

By way of substantiation of that observation, let us look at two 
examples: Manuel da Costa Fontes' Romanceiro Portugues nos Estados 
Unidos, especially the volume on "Nova Inglaterra" and Francisco Carreiro da 
Costa's "A Emigra~ao no Cancioneiro Popular A~oriano." We should make it 
clear initially that both works are excellent within the critical tradition from 
which they arise, and we have profited greatly from them. Our difference 
from them does not have to do with either the two authors or their very 
positive contributions but only with the constitution of the field of study in 
which they operate, a constitution which they replicate in ways illustrative of 
our observations here and therefore relevant for our subject matter. 

Our poem finds one verbal parallel to a text reproduced in Fontes' 
"Nova Inglaterra" volume (see note 21 to the text). It is reproduced in a section 
of the book entitled "Romances de Cego Popularizados." Now, the standard 
critical term "romance de cego" that Fontes in fact inherits is at best a doubtful 
one in and of itself, since it refers first and foremost to songs that a blind 
peddlar either sells or himself sings and thus to a social division of labor in 
Western culture involving the role of blind people as poet/singers, from, 
presumably, Horner onward. In collection practice, an attempt such as 
Fontes' to hold together in that same term' such divergent issues as 
commercialistic cordel literature on the one hand and oral cultural practice not 
otherwise consecrated on the other is doomed to failure.39 But it does betray a 
regular popular-culture-and especially romance-studies characteristic of 
placing apriori taxonomic schemes before evaluation either of performance or 
of verbal material that in the fmal analysis can be seen to argue for its own 
status. Simply put, literatura de cordel can only be a functional term-Le., one 
referring to material printed to commercial ends-and not a taxonomically 
motivated one parallel to, for example, romance tradicional. Its inclusion 

http:failure.39
http:problems.38
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within a category labelled "Romances de Cego Popularizados" involves first of 
all a mixing of two incompatible taxonomic rationals-functional and 
commercial; second, it suggests the creation of an omnibus category for 
material not predicted by a priori collection-practice assumptions instead of 
analysis of the verbal material that presents itself. 

Carreiro da Costa approaches the question from the side of "lyric" 
production, as his title indicates. He soon falls prey to the same problem here 
noted, however, when he comes across obvious narrativization. He too 
attempts to [md an out in literatura de cor del , but refers to it simultaneously as 
"igualmente de origem popular" (p. 139), thus ending up again in the problem 
area designated for him by the constitution of his field of study. Ironically, on 
the next pages (140-141) he reproduces a forty-eight-line "carta" from 
"America" which is a perfect example in miniature of the emigrant travel 
poems in Cantares de Alem-Mar. That work, by contrast, much more 
monographic than the others, terms such work by Portuguese immigrants as 
"experiential poetri' (poesia vivencial) and does not attempt to deal critically 
with the texts it reproduces. 

In summary, collection practices emphasize exclusive categories of 
popular poetic production, though they do so in an inconsistent manner that 
suggests problems with the entire taxonomic model with which they work. 
Moreover, those practices implicitly posit as the basis of their taxonomic 
procedure discrete, self-sufficient texts that must ultimately [md their ground 
in something like literate memory rather than oral perfonnance procedures or 
some modification of those procedures. By contrast, we would posit a much 
more fluid language "network" from which individual poems arise and in 
relation to which, in many complex ways, they find their sense. 

We shall illustrate with a very obvious but not therefore 
uncharacteristic example chosen almost at random. Our example begins with a 
variant of a sequence in romance prosody labelled as "Essas meninas de 
agora": 

Essas meninas d'agora, essas qu'agora sao 
quando vao para a igreja co'a sua saia bern rodada, 
se fazendo que sao santinhas e elas diabos sao. 
Quando tomam agua benta, viradinhas para tras, 
dizem Iii do cora9ao: "-Quem visse seu bern agora!". 
Quando s'assentam co'as suas pemas encolhidas, 
se dizem -ua verdade, dizem duzentas mentiras. 
Vai 0 padre p'a'o altar fazer sua preg~ao; 
se alg-ua delas chora, mas nao edo cora9ao. 

(Fontes, sao Jorge, 290-291) 

The struggle depicted in the passage is obviously one between devotion and 
what is seen as a frivolousness in concentration on boyfriends, marriage, and 
so on. The above presentation can be read as ironic or not. 
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The very same general concentration is to be found in a whole family 
of quadras separately collected as a part of the "lyric" tradition. One example: 

Estas meninas d'agora, 

Quando vao de noite ao ter~o, 


Vao dizendo umas as outras: 

Eu se nao caso, endoide~o. 40 


In the quadra collections, however, the examples with similar initial 
lines form a network of wider thematic import. For example, several 
counterpose, negatively, youthful frivolousness not to devotion but rather to 
practical knowledge of work around the house: 

Estas meninas d'agora 

Nao querem senao casar, 

Se vao escaldar 0 pao, 

Nao no sabem amassar. 


(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 1, 383) 
And 

Estas meninas d'agora 

Tudo ecasar... casar. .. 

P6em a panela ao lume 

Sem na saber temperar. 


(Ibid., 1, 384) 

The latter is, of course, also metaphorical; the former may also be so 
with a much lighter touch. Other examples are more direct in one way or 
another: 

Estas meninas d'agora 

Estas que d'agora sao, 

Quando os rapazes lhes falam 

Cuidam que emanga~ao. 


(Ibid., 1, 383) 
And 

Estas meninas d'agora 

Sao como 0 plio bolorento; 

Mui burnidinhas por fora, 

Deus sabe 0 que vai por dentro. 


(Ibid., 1, 384) 

And some are so different that, in the thematic arrangement of the particular 
collection from which they come, they are not even located in the same area: 
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Estas meninas de agora 

Estas que de agora sao 

Quando passam para a missa, 

Levam 0 livro na mao. 


(Ibid., 3, 180) 

Then there is another series of quadras with similar ftrst words but a 
divergent second line; one example: 

Estas meninas nao cantam 

Porque tern avisamento: 

Cantem as meninas todas, 

Que nao perdem casamento. 


(Ibid., 3, 255) 

The entire network we have just seen can, then, be related thematically to 
others having to do with devotion, marriage, the role of young women, 
domestic labor, labor in general, and so on. If research to that end were 
carried out, some parallel phrasing would doubtless be found. Or, inversely, 
parallel phrasing could be followed out. Along those lines, 332 of our poem 
is very like the last line of the above quadra, though it is, of course, set in a 
wider and entirely different context and thus has different implications. An 
example produced by an obvious shift is: 

Estes rapazes d'agora 

Nao querem senao casar, 

Pegam no sacho pdt mao, 

Nem sequer sabem cavar. 


(Ibid., 1, 385) 

And one with a different set of concerns entirely: 

Estes senhores d'agora 

Sao todos, nao es6 urn: 

Todos querem c~oar 


Coas ftlhas de cada urn. 

(Ibid.) 

Thus it is clear that the "ballad," or at least narrative, form with which 
this brief illustrative investigation began is not separate thematically, 
formulaically, or prosodic ally , from the quadra tradition. . Indeed, both forms 
seem to participate in a network of associated and allied units. This particular 
example, then, could as easily be grouped with the quadra examples as with 
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other narrative sequences. Again, while it is an unusually clear example, it is 
by no means unusuaL 

In summary, it is our sense that colle.ction and research practices have 
consistently failed to understand the full implications of what we here have 
called "repetition" and "networking"-namely, that the various "popular" 
forms, while to be sure retaining distinctive features, nonetheless flow 
together in various ways and at various levels, from morphology to prosody to 
formula, rather than remaining separate, static types. The collectors have not 
understood that there is a practice, albeit perhaps a somewhat amorphous one 
(similarity of prosody among known examples, similarity of formulaic 
beginnings, and other features suggest that it was nonetheless widely 
practiced) that has almost wholly slipped through their grasp. Produced in 
what, from the viewpoint of traditional collection practices, can be called a 
loose version of r011U1J1Ce poetic grammar and quadra form, because of its 
openness and the very nature of episodic structure it is able to incorporate 
various other rhythmically-similar forms within itself. It is the officially 
nameless form that we work with here. Because of its ability to bring together 
language from a wide range of social-linguistic practice,. to deal with 
immediate concerns, to "repeat"-and, within the framework i~ describes, even 
to challenge-the inherited language of socialization, it may be the practice most 
directly sensitive of all to social pressures and shifts. Its value for a reading of 
cultural practices is immense. 

9. A Final Question: "What Has Been Lost?" 

This failure to recognize the value of material such as our poem and 
other material produced either orally or semi-orally has been costly. Save for 
instances of such curious circumstances as obtain with our poem, this practice 
has not been available in written or other perpetuated form, and, in the light of 
the near eradication of oral culture in recent decades, it has simply become 
unavailable in most areas of Western culture, Island Portugal and Portuguese 
America included. Thus the great part of a corpus that would have permitted 
insight into huge areas of folk culture and popular practice has quite literally 
slipped through our fingers. 

With regard to Portuguese-American culture, this loss is perhaps more 
acute than in Portugal or the Islands. First of all, because of its easy 
application to biography and changed existential circumstances, it seems to 
have been used with some frequency to explore the immigrant experience. 
Second, Portuguese Americans, looking for a sense of cultural identity and 
unity in North America, are traditionally told by historians, Portuguese as well 
as others, that the Portuguese immigrant "did not dedicate him or herself to 
cultural expression." It is at the very least a deflating remark. What has not 
been taken into account, in conjunction with the often-repeated statistics that 
between three of every four and five of every six "Portuguese" immigrants 
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were illiterate and that a significant portion of them came from the Azores or 
Madeiras-that is, from the peripheral area that was Island Portugal-, is that 
those observations relocate the probable bases of culture. Indeed, we know, 
from much evidence and the vestiges that remain today, that oral culture 
flourished in Island Portugal all during the periods of significant immigration 
up through the last "wave," of the late 1950's and 1960's. It is not at all 
difficult to assert that those people did indeed "produce culture" (obviously, 
here for the last time, we have to fall into metaphor again-and this time accede 
to prejudices deriving from written culture as well-in order even to repeat and 
answer the charge). 

It was, however, in the main, a "culture" produced from something 
like oral-compositional bases and at the same time was probably with some 
frequency set to treatment of the new experience being encountered and the 
social-mode conflict thus engendered. The overwhelming bulk of that 
"culture," however, being directly oral, could not have been perpetuated or, 
being orally-based, was seen as culturally ephemeral and was therefore not 
taken note of. Neither was (is) what was available deemed worthy of 
collection by literate society. As a result, most of it is now lost and what is left 
has in the main been selected in reference to the tastes of literate culture. 
Nonetheless, in the vestiges we have, such as the poem we present here, Ihe 
nature of the cultural-linguistic practice-its broad grammar ready, from within 
its own working, for adaptation to new content-testifies to the "cultured" 
status of the Portuguese immigrant. Much like the ways in which our 
"Anonymous Poem" means, however, it was a culture modally different from 
the one that dominated in society. 

M.A.D. 
R.W.S. 

1989-1991 
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NOTES 


(Note: short-form bibliography is used here in the fITst reference to each item; complete 
bibliographical information is to be found in the "Sources and Select Bibliography" 
section at the end of this volume.) 

1. 	 As for methodological grounding for our "reading," we see it as in several ways a sui 
generis one. Some of its basic presumptions derive from works such as Roman 
Jakobsen, "What Is Poetry," in Selected Writings, III, 740-750. More generally: 
Jakobsen, Six Lectures on Sound and Meaning, and A. J. Greimas, On Meaning: 
Selected Writings on Semiotic Theory. We are also indebted for methodological 
direction to a number of the titles on the orality/literacy question reproduced in our 
bibliography. Especially useful have been the Havelock, Nagler, Ong, and Peabody 
titles, the Ong most especially, because of its summary character. 

2. 	 On the immigration question, see J. Manuel Nazareth, "A Emigra~ao Portuguesa no 
Seculo XX-Urna Perspectiva Demognifica," unpublished paper presented to the 
International Conference on Modern Portugal, Durham, N. H., 1979. On Portuguese 
in the United States, see Adalino Cabral, "Odisseia Portuguesa Via Hudson, 
Massachusetts, U. S. A.," unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Massachusetts, 
Boston, 1983. 

3. 	 "Poeta e Cavador," in Seroes, 6 (1908), 53-61. The piece seems to have been 
organized by Thomaz da Fonseca upon Alves' death and has an elegaic tone about it 
that should be borne in mind by the reader. 

4. 	 Jose Fernandes, "Jose Fernandes: Poeta Cavador do Mudfal." Phonodisc. 

5 . 	 Those contests, which flourished in especially the South of Portugal well into the 
twentieth century (see the remarks by Fernando Laginha in Ant6nio Aleixo, Este 
Livro Que Vas Deixo ... , 223-224), amply attest to the vibrancy of popular poetics 
in Portuguese-language culture. 

6. 	 Fernando Lopes Gra~a, A Canfiio Popular Portuguesa, 2nd ed., rev., 32. 

7 . 	 Traditional ballad studies differentiate between the continuous rhyme of the Iberian 
ballad and "strophic" rhyme. See, as one example of many that could be cited, the 
apparatus of the Romanceiro da Ilha de S. Jorge, ed. Manuel da Costa Fontes, xv
xxviii. 

8 . 	 For example, a number of the poems collected in Cantares de Alem-Mar; Uma 
Colecttlnea de Poesia Vivencial Popular de Emigrantes Portugueses nos Estados 
Unidos, sel., pref. e notas de Eduardo Mayone Dias. Inversely, there is also material 
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from the Azores that deals with the emigration problem; see, for example, Francisco 
Carreiro da Costa, "A Emigra~ao no Cancioneiro Popular A~oriano," in Portuguese 
and Brazilian Oral Traditions in Verse Form, ed. Joanne B. Purcell, 128-146. It should 
be noted, however, that the Carreiro da Costa title does not treat narrative materiaL 
For more on that genre problem, see later in onr introductory study. 

9. 	 See, for example in Cantares de Alem-Mar, "Nesta Triste Ocasiao," by Manuel 
Cardoso; the anonymous "A Patria Natal"; "Resposta ao Pedido de uma Carta para 
Esplica~ao da America," by Maria Etelvina Azevedo Lima; and the anonymous "0 
Castigo." An outlook that has similarities but-written by a visitor to America who 
would subsequently leave-great differences as well is to be seen in Versos de Maria 
Augusta de Castro. 

10. 	We count the next publication date as 1978, year of the publication of Jorge Caires, 
"Vma Vida Perdida." It, however, despite its prosodic similarities to such poems as 
the one we edit here, is in many respects quite different. Versos de Maria Augusta de 
Castro is, of course, culturally different. The Caires poem is reproduced in Cantares de 
Alem-Mar, 135-222, where the date of its publication as a separate title is supplied; 
we are ourselves unaware of it as a separate publication. 

11. Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy; The Technologizing of the Word, 16-30. 

12. Jack Goody and Ian Watt, "The Consequences of Literacy," 	in Literacy in Traditional 
Societies, 27-68, at p. 33. 

13. 	M. aM Ngal, "Literary Creation in Oral Civilizations," New Literary History, 8, No. 
3 (Spring 1977), 335-344. 

14. See the index entry 'Encyclopedia, poetic,' in Eric A. Havelock, Preface to Plato. 

15. 	For a discussion of the Cid and oral composition, see A.D. Deyermond, "Tendencies 
in Mio Cid Scholarship, 1943-1973," in"Mio Cid" Studies, 13-47. On the question of 
episodic structure, Diego Catalan has remarked, with regard to romances tradicionais: 
"Provisionalmente, considerare esencial a los romances tradicionales el ser 
estructuras narrativas drarnatizadas (esto es, en que se reactualiza, ante el auditorio, una 
situaci6n 0 el paso de una situacion a otra) y cuya expresion discursiva tiene por 
norma la coincidencia entre las unidades fnisicas y las unidades ritmico-poeticas," "EI 
romancero luso-brasileiro y la Oitedra Menendez Pidal," in Portuguese and Brazilian 
Oral Tradition, 174. That defmition in no way conflicts either with our understanding 
of "episodic structure" (our "episode" being almost the same as Catalan's "situaci6n") 
or with the use we make of the concept in this introductory study. 

16. While he nowhere uses the term "association," Stephen A. Nirnis, Narrative Semiotic 
in the Epic Tradition: The Simile 23-33, esp. 32-33, analyzes, in greater detail than 
we allow ourselves, an example of some of the coding correlations that we refer to 
here. 

17. 	Odyssey, Books 17 and 18. 
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18. More than half of the poems in Cantares de Alem-Mar have an ending with some such 
ingredient, as does the poem of Versos de Maria Augusta de Castro. 

19. E.g., in his 	Native American Balladry, 29-31, G. Malcolm Laws, Jr. briefly treats 
what he calls, after a phrase used by a folk singer, "wamin' pieces" in English
language American balladry. By that term he means songs that end with an 
admonitory moralizing conclusion. He points out that in many "wamin' pieces" the 
conclusion is inapposite to the foregoing body of the text. The case of the one 
ballad, the famous "Wreck of Old 97," to which he refers in detail in illustration in 
fact provides a perfect example of the working of what we refer to as "lateral 
fullness." A version of the ballad is as follows: 

I was up on the mountain one cold frosty morning 

Just watching the smoke from below; 

It was whirling from a short, black smokestack 

Way down on the Southern Railroad. 


It was Old Ninety-Seven, the fastest mail train 

The South had ever seen, 

And it ran so fast on that fatal Sunday 

That death met fourteen. 


Now they gave him his orders in Monroe, Virginia, 

Saying 'Steve, you're way behind time; 

This is not Thirty-Eight, but it's old Ninety-Seven; 

And you put her in Spencer on time.' 


Now he looked around the bin and [to?] his black and greasy 

/fireman 

Said, 'Shovel in a little more coal, 
and when we cross that Whiteoak Mountain 
You can watch Ole Ninety-Seven roll.' 

Now it's a mighty rough road from Lynchburg to Danville 

With a line on three-mile grade. 

It was on that grade that he lost his average, 

And you see what a jump he made. 


He was going down grade making ninety miles an hour 

When the whistle broke into a scream. 

He was found in the wreck with his hand on the throttle, 

And was scalded to death by the steam. 


Now, ladies, you must take warning, 

From this time now and on; 

Never speak harsh words to your true-living husband; 

He may leave you and never return. 


Obviously, the last stanza depends wholly on recourse to a "lateral" morphological 
pattern and creates a curious effect in which the reader ends up wanting to go back and 
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see if he missed a "lady" and "harsh words" in his first hearing. The text is quoted 
from Folk Ballads from North Carolina, 519-520. Some variant versions of related 
ballad sequences as well as an account of the court cases that ensued from the 
"authorship" question are to be found on pp. 512-519. Laws refers also to work done 
on the text by Celestin Pierre Cambiaire, East Tennessee and Western Virginia 
Mountain Ballads, 97. 

20. 	Avdo Mededovic, The Wedding of Smailagic Meho, 298. 

21. 	Michael N. Nagler, Spontaneity and Tradition: A Study in the Oral Art of Homer, 
xxiv-xxv. 

22. 	"Elaborate" is the key term here. Gra<,;a, pp. 31-32, advances a common remark: that 
Portuguese culture has never with any great frequency cultivated an elaborate 
narrative-poetic grammar. While all evidence suggests that this is the case, we argue, 
at the end of this study, that in effect it is a relative infrequency and not an absence. 
Indeed, we suggest that collection practices have contributed to that appearance and 
that the presence of relatively uniform narrative features across the range of examples 
that are available indicates at very least the wide presence of an adequate narrative 
grammar. It is, however, as this study argues, one that incorporated other verbal 
practice within its general contours. 

23. 	 Relevant observations are to be found virtually throughout Havelock's Preface to 
Plato. 

24. 	 There is some common ground here with Mikhail M. Bakhtin's concept of "dialogue," 
but that concept presumes discourses that are fixed in literate ways entering into 
"dialogue." See, e.g., his The Dialogic Imagination. 

25. 	 lbis one example shows the networking involved. A line from Blind Lemon 
Jefferson's "Corinna Blues" runs as follows: 

Ain't no more potatoes; 
This frost has killed the vine. 
The blues ain't nothin' 
But a good woman on your mind. 
Well this blues ain't nothin' 
But a good woman on your mind. 
Well this blues ain't nothin' 
But a good woman on your mind. 

From Brownie McGhee's vocal version, with his partner Sonny Terry, of the 
traditional "Muddy Water": 

You know the blues ain't nothin' 
But a good woman on your mind. 
You know the blues ain't nothin' 
But a good woman on your mind. 
Well you got to treat'em right, 
'Cause good women are hard to fmd. 
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The Jefferson recordings date from the late 1920's, for Jefferson died in 1929 after 
beginning recording in 1925. This version of "Corinna Blues" comes from "The 
Immortal Blind Lemon Jefferson." The Terry-McGhee is from the recent "The Best of 
Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry," a reissue of material originally recorded in the 
1960's. The line "The blues ain't nothin'lBut a good woman on your mind" is 
"repeated" many times in music between those dates-and is unlikely to have 
originated with Jefferson anyway. Duke Ellington was presumably playing on it, in 
rhyme, with his famous quote: "The blues ain't nothin'lBut a dark cloud markin' time" 
(see, e.g., The History of the Blues.) 

It might be noted as well that Jefferson's "Corinna Blues" has several other such 
"dialogic" implications-indeed, except for the last few stanzas it seems to be little 
more than a catalogue of "blues lines," much like our cantiga ao desafio is a catalogue 
of quadras. Indeed, it begins with: 

See, see, rider, 

You see what you done done. 

You made me love you; 

Now your friend is come. 

You made me love you; 

Now your friend is come. 

Well, you made me love you; 

Now your friend is come. 


The lines are better known as the beginning of a very different song, popularized by 
Ruddie Ledbetter ["Leadbelly"], said to have once been Jefferson's companion, as 
"See, See, Rider" (sometimes rendered as "C. C. Rider") or, in a slightly different 
version, as "Easy Rider"; it has, of course, become a staple of American popular 
music and popular culture. (Jefferson, incidentally, did an entirely different song that 
he called "Easy Rider.") For Leadbelly versions of the songs "See, See, Rider" and 
"Easy Rider," see "Easy Rider," which is vol. 4 of Folkway Records' "The Leadbelly 
Legacy." It might be noted for accuracy's sake that, in the 1940's Leadbelly, Terry, 
and McGhee worked together. Jefferson's "Easy Rider Blues" appears on "Blind 
Lemon Jefferson: King of the Country Blues." Finally, it should be noted that a 
variety of "See, See, Rider," albeit one quite dissimilar to the above, has been 
recorded as the basis of a children's game (see "See, See, Rider [Ring Game]," "Negro 
Folk Music of Alabama"; also cf. a similar use for lines 336 of our text-see note 38 
to the text). It has also been recorded as part of a train song (see "C. C. Rider," The 
American Songbag, 246-247). Despite the title used in that collection, the verses 
usually associated with "See, See, Rider" appear late in the song, which is about a 
train called "The Sunshine Special." 

26. 	At least until quite recently, cantigas ao desafio were occasionally presented on radio 
in the Azores. Thus they seem to have largely bypassed the medium of classical 
literacy altogether and moved directly to the electronic age. It is something of a 
confirmation of Ong's concept of an electronic "secondary orality" (135-138), a 
concept which in great part derives from Marshall McLuhan-e.g., The Gutenberg 
Galaxy: The Making of Typographic Man. 
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27. 	One piece of classical Portuguese literature that incorporates the cantiga ao desafio, 
and in a very central way, is the nineteenth-century novel As Pupilas do Senhor 
Reitor by Julio Dinis. Indeed, in ch. 7, one of the novel's two pairs of young lovers 
are first attracted to each other via their singing, on first meeting, of a six-quadra 
cantiga ao desafio that is not procedurally dissimilar to ours. The narrative language 
surrounding those quadras makes it clear that the author was quite aware of the social 
functionality of what he calls popular "music." Indeed, other instances of such 
"music" run virtually from the beginning to the end of the novel in binding the more 
problematic pair of lovers together. 

28. There are, to be sure, other similarly "mixed" poems in this form; they do not directly 
treat the immigrant experience, however. See, e.g., our numbers 15 and 18. 

29. This phenomenon-if we take it in a wide sense-is not unfamiliar in formal literatures. 
For example, there is a passage in Plato's Republic in which, in response to a query, 
Socrates simply states that the form of that query imposes upon him the 
"requirement" that he answer "in a comparison [i. e., presumably, an analogy] or 
parable." (See The Collected Dialogues of Plato, 724.) Presumably the same 
requirement has led to many of the other "comparisons or parables" in the Republic 
and elsewhere in Plato's work. There is a great deal of irony in this circumstance, of 
course, since, despite his cultivation of the dialogic form, Plato's theory of 
knowledge is grounded in the fixities associated with literacy while his acknowledged 
enemies, the poets and the sophists, are rejected precisely because they do not 
cultivate those fixities. 

30. 	Almost needless to say, if Havelock's theory is both correct and applicable to 
Portuguese oral cultural practice, it may well be the case that the quadra andlor use of it 
in desafio is a form to be seen as more important than other forms of cultural-verbal 
expression-a possibility that should be borne in mind when their cultural role is 
evaluated. The question will obviously require considerable further investigation. 

31. 	One could cite a great number of works exemplary of this practice. Also, on the 
discrete nature of the lyric quadra, see, for example, Rodney Gallop, Portugal: A Boo k 
of Folk-Ways, 230-231, 242, although Gallop does suggest that the quadra is a 
development of the ballad and also points out the existence of a narrative element in 
many quadras. 

32. 	Of the small number of other publications before 1978, all that we know of are either 
commercial cordelliterature-most taken from the romanceiro tradicional-or else, like 
theVersos de Maria Augusta de Castro, produced by visiting Portuguese. For a list of 
some such titles, see Romanceiro Portugues dos Estados Unidos, "Nova Inglaterra," 
col. and ed. Manuel da Costa Fontes, xi-xiii. 

33. 	See "Leadbelly," Archive of Folk Music!Everest. 

34. See, e.g., "Take This Hammer," vol. 1 of Folkway Records' "Leadbelly Legacy"; there 
Leadbelly is accompanied in "Green Com" by Woody Guthrie and Cisco Houston. 

35. Michel Foucault, Histoire de la sexualite. 
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36. This process has, of course, been observed in 	many different areas of inquiry. A 
succinct treatment from a psychoanalytic point of view is to be seen in Kaja 
Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics, 190. It, in turn, is her development of a 
specific passage-and diagram-in Jacques Lacan, Ecrits, 200. 

37. 	A formulation of this concept of "mapping," complete with diagrams, is to be found, 
with reference to language use, in Eugene A. Nida and Charles R. Taber, The Theory 
and Practice of Translation, 19-20. There the description is in effect "monocultural"; 
in context, however, the implication is one of comparison, if not overlay, of "maps" 
to see language/cultural differences and, presumably, translate accordingly. 

38. 	This is not to single out that geographical-cultural area from amongst the others; it 
seems to us that European-language ballad study in general has long suffered from 
methodological weakness. 

39. 	For such an attempt, see, e.g., Romanceiro Portugues dos Estados Unidos, 1/2: 
California," ed. Manuel da Costa Fontes, xxvii. 

40. 	Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, ed. Armando Cortes-Rodrigues, 3 vols., 1,384. 
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The Text 
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On The Text 

Our goals in editing have been to produce a readable text while at 1he 
same time maintaining as many of the distinctive features of the original as 
possible. Since such formulations as "enter passados" (line 52) and "dever 
timentos" (line 160) may well have folk-etymological input, we feel that they 
should be left as they are. A number of other formulations present a similar 
need. Thus our two goals at times become contradictory. As a result, we 
have had to make subjective decisions about which will receive ftrst priority in 
a given instance. Therefore, we herewith acknowledge the lack of absolute, 
defmable consistency. We believe, however, that we have produced in the 
process a text that is both interesting and reasonable. 

Otherwise, as regards the more mechanical aspects of editing, we have 
followed a number of simple and consistent procedures. Those needing 
mention are as follows: we have normalized capitalization, which is erratic in 
the original, and we have added punctuation where we found it necessary-in 
the original, the initial effort to punctuate was soon abandoned, save for the 
period at the end of each stanza. Any further additions to the text on our part 
are indicated with brackets. 

As regards the writing of diacritical marks, we have added andlor 
suppressed orthographic accents and cedillas (those of the original were added 
by hand) only to achieve consistency. Our norms will soon become clear to 
the reader. Note that "a1l is the standard Portuguese word "ha" except in line 
257, where it reproduces the reading in the text. 

Areas where we either feel our editing is questionable or where we are 
unsure of the original are remarked on in the text or in footnotes. In any case, 
a reproduction of the original follows so that the reader who wishes to do so 
may make comparisons. 
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E que l'ecal'uacoes tao do (~e 

Que lemhrancu'l saud6sas 
Da que lIas trinlas alegres 
Da qllellas hora ditozas . 

.I!; II a Mai::; os homem ~ao tmloit falsos 
Sao encapazes de anHtr 
Ainda nao amao de veras 
Ja se querem hir gav<ir• 

.l!;u Fundamento llllnoa liz 
Em palavra de mulh6r 
Que ellas vinio como 0 vento 
J!'irme 86 emquanto quer. 

Quem desdobrn que" vender 
Quem desuanha ques compr:ir 
Quem nao 16gra 0 que dezej a 
Dezabtifa em falal'. 

Eu m quanta 1Il1wi 1iofri 
HU8pi 1'08 e ais e doreR 
Deixei de am:ir fni feliz 
Ja nao quem Ill:tis amore.;. 

Ella AquelJa R(lliem tll de::;pl'eza:5 
Ainua. te nma com temura 
Ainda te falla em seus ::;onho1:\ 
Na solidao da Cln.uzura. 

Eu Euanmnte e tll amante 
Qual de noz sed mais firtnn 
Eucomo 80ht bm;c!1l'-te 
Tu corno ~ombra a flljirme. 
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l!;lla, De que me servis ama,rte 

'frazer te no corac;ao 

Se tu vaz e viz deixarme 

Domunrl° l1a solidao. 


Eu voa yOU canarinho 

Gorza em maio tua edade 

Nito te queiras captivar 

Goza a tua liberdade. 


EUa Ninguem soletre feicf,(oe::; 

Que muito se hade enguamir 

De caras a cora~ao 


Vao muitas 'legual:! andir. 


Eu Dentro ammau peito venis 

No lugar mais delicado 

E que ten ho ° tau nome 

Com tanto mimQ gravado. 


Ella Na rna-is trist~ pedra do caml'() 

Dezejar vida eu queria 

Vivar mesmo It teu lidu 

l':l6 nn tua compalihia. 


Eu Apre!5~iar Illi!) sabia:; 

Quando eu te tinha amur 

1\le obriqas para que en seija. 

Contigo engrato 0 traidor. 


Ella meu bern nao seias engrato 

Que os engrato" tam rna fim 

Olba que do ceu Caiu 

Urn engrato serafim. 


~CIlJi, Lbc<II.lJ 

http:Lbc<II.lJ
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Vou contar se tiver tempo, 

Misterios com maravilhas, 1 

Que acontesse aos rapazes 

Que van d aqui para as Ilhas. 

5 Tudo isto coisas sertas 

Comigo acontecridas 

Sem dever, furtar nemmatar 

Abalei as escondidas. 

10 

Aqui atempos passados 

lliencra eu possuia 

Fui consultcir comomedico 

Ver elleoque me dissia. 

15 

-0 clima eencapaz 

De me obrigar a curarte 

Da maneira que tu estas 

Melhor fazias[?] mudarte. 

20 

Estava eu cego pelas llhas 

Cinco annos de la fora 

-Se para as llhas fosse born 

Eu hi-a-me ja embora. 

Disse me logo 0 douctor 

Quando lhe disse 0 Iogar 
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-Pode ser que tu milhores 

S6 em passando omar. 

25 Pensava que hia para 0 ceu2 

Mais apanhei uma peta 

Pensava eu que era do~e 

Tinha muita malagueta 

30 

Para ver se milhorava 

Da aquelle mal que possuia 

Taobem ver meu pae e mae 

Ha tempos que os nao via. 

35 

Tinha vinte cinco annos 

Quando a doen~a comessa 

Pronta acabar comigo 

De morrer nao tinha eupressa. 

40 

Mais alli em quinze dias 

De pois do que tenho dito 

Safd-me de California 

Efui aparcer no Pico. 

Euma quadra rizonha 

Uma a legria florida 

De ver aquellas montanhas ... 

6 nossa patria querida! 
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45 Abr~ar 0 1m- paterno 

Ver 6 ber~ da infancia 

De novo aprecssim--mos 

Onosso tempo de crean~a. 

50 

Ver os que nos dedio 0 ser3 

JIi da velhice sercados 

Alegrar mais uma vez 

os nossos enter passados. 

55 

Mais oh! que grande diferen~a 

Nos nossos olhos se encontra 

Para tudo se espIicar 

Ate noz causa afronta. 

60 

Cidades paressem villas 

Villas aldeias formadas· 

Ate os proprios caminhos 

So nos paressem canadas. 4 

Tudo 0 que alIi se encontra 

Tudo tern abatimento 

Umas coisas pelas outras 

Mais de vinte emcada sento. 

65 Deixemos isto de parte 

Tudo 0 que aqui tenho dito 

Na semana da Trindade 
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Poi quando cheguei ao Pico. 

Entrei do portao para dentro 

70 Logo rninha mm eu vi 

Cheguei sem ella saber 

Que eu andava por alii. 

Odepois chegou meu pae 

Poi chegando muita gente 

75 E tudo adernirados 

Eu por alli derepente. 

Com repeito a alegria 

Mais nao podia haver 

Qualquer em si faz edeia 

80 Segundo mequer par~er. 

Mais como eu fui com pressa 

E levava pouco dinheiro 

Entao taobem me esqueceu 

De levar agoa decheiro. 5 

85 Odepois arependi-me 

La n is so eu nao flz bern 

Tao bern nao ouzei a moda 

De seposto mais porem. 6 

Sem levar agoa decheiro 
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90 Nem estes uzos que e dado 

Meus senhores so parecia 

Amaricano 7 roubado. 

95 

Mais mesmo assim asim 

Com 0 meu piqueno aCgeio 

Os meus velhinhos cregerao 

Ainda mais de palma e meio. 

100 

-Olha 0 nosso Manoel 

Quem noz havia diser 

Que agente havia chegar 

A vello antes de morrer? 

-Poi Deus e que te mandou 

Por meio das suas guias 

Por a nos vires acompanhar 

No resto dos nossos dias. 

105 Levantavao-se de manhll 

E eu ficava deitado 

Gostava de estar na cama 

Mesmo assim acordado. 

110 

Mesmo venda ogeito d elles 

Pela casa devagar 

Todos na ponta do pe 

Para me nao acordar. 
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Eu a rir the disse entao: 

-6, que eu havia chegar 

us Aver 0 que eu estou vendo 

S6 para me nao acordar! 

-Antes eu sahir da aqui 

Era trabalho do brado 

Meu pae nao hia de casa 

120 	 Sem me deixar accordado. 

-Mais hoije e muito peior 

Isso ate faz rir gente 

Urn homem d'essa edade 

Uve que ninguem 0 sente8 

125 	 Em quanto eu nao sahla 

Muito lonje do portao 

Era de todo 0 respeito 

Emaior considera9ao. 

Commessa urn homem andar 

130 	 A fallar com raparigas: 

-Que e que tu foste fazer 

Deixa-te la de cantigas.9 

Eu tinha uma namorada 


Ainda da minha infanda 
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135 	 Com quem eu tinha conversas 

Quando ainda era creanS{a. 

Quando eu fallava com ella 

Brao elles de codilho: 

-Boniteza nao pOem meza 1 0 

140 	 Acautellate meu fJJho. 

Eu via de mez a mez 

Ella morava areva ared3.da 11 

Bra quan do acontecia 

Ella era desconfiada. 

145 	 Como eu nao hi-a hi 

S6 mesmo para aver 

Ella andava doente 

Semeu ca nada saber. 

La com as suas amigas 

150 	 Com suas conversas altas: 

-Eu ca es6 pelas festas 12 

Eu s6 sirvo para as faltas. 

Ravia hi uma festa 

Por Septembro a diente 

155 Festa muita conconida 

Vern de fora muita gente. 

http:ared3.da
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160 


165 

170 

175 

Vao carros com os remeiros 


A leguns levao instrumentos 


Euma festa animada 


De muitas dever timentos. 13 


Ella foi e eu taobem 


Calhou a hirmos osdois 


E formos ambos n urn carro 


Isto sao carros de bois. 14 


Eu levei uma viola 


Ella sabia cantar 


E por meio de cantiguinhas 


Sua paixao quiz mostrar.15 


Eu commessei a tocar 


Ella cantar derepente 


Pelo cantar bern se via 


Que ella que estava doente. 


Commessou por esta forma 


Bern a modo de se ovir 


Cantou a seguinte quadra 


Que agor a you repetir. 


Ella: -Dizme, engrato dos engratos, 


Disme, traidor dos traidores, 


Como e que pode haver 


http:mostrar.15
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180 	 Num cora,!ao dois amores?16 

Eu: - Tunao me chames engrato 

Engrata queres tu ser 

Amar a dois a urn tempo 

So tu 0 queres fazer. 17 

185 	 Ella: -Emquanto nao te entreguei 

Alma, vida e cora,!ao 

Eras manso corder rinho 

Agora es urn VilaO. 18 

Eu: -A mulher e comparada 

190 	 Malsa matreira mula 

Quem nao quizer 1evar coises 

Nas mataduras nao bulla. 

Ella: -Lembra-me 0 tempo pasado 

Ainda me nao esque ceu 

195 Que me disias sorrindo 

«0 meu cora,!ao e teu».19 

[Eu:] -e que recorda,!oes tao do ,!es 

Que lembran,!as saudosas 

Da que llas tardes alegres 

200 	 Da quellas horas ditozas. 

Ella: -Mais os homens sao todos fall 
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Sao encapazes de atruir 

Ainda nao amao de veras 

Ja se querem hi! gavar. 20 

205 	 Eu: -Fundamento nunc a tiz 

Em pahivra de mulher 

Que ellas viriio como 0 vento 

Finne so emquanto quer.21 

[Ela:] -Quem desdobra quer[?] vender 

210 	 Quem desdenha quer[?] comprar 

Quem nao 10gra 0 que dezeja 

Dezabafa em falar. 

Eu: -m quanta amei sofri 

Suspiros e ais e dores 

215 Deixei de atruir fui feliz 

Ja nao quero mais amores. 22 

Ella: -Aquella aquem tu desprezas 

Ainda te ama com temura 

Ainda te falla em seus sonhos 

220 	 Na solidao da c1auzura. 

Eu: -Euamante e tu amante 

Qual de noz sera mais tirme 

Eucomo sola buscar-te 

Tu como sombra a fujinne?23 
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225 	 Ella: -De que me servia amarte 24 

Trazer te no cora~ao 

Se tu vaz e vaz deixanne 

Domundo na solidao. 

Eu: - Voa yOU canarinho 

230 	 Gorza em maio tua edade25 

Nao te queiras captivar 

Goza a tua liberdade. 

Ella: -Ninguem soletre feic~s 

Que muito se hade enguanar 

235 De caras a cora~o 

Vao muitas 'leguas andar. 26 

Eu: -Dentro emmeu peito veras 

No logar mais delicado 

Eque ten ho 0 teu nome 

240 	 Com tanto mimo gravado. 27 

Ella: -Na mais triste pedra do campo28 

Dezejar vida eu queria 

Viver mesmo a teu lado 

S6 na tua companhia. 

245 	 Eu: -Apressiar nao sabias 

Quando eu te tinha amor 
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Me obrigas para que eu seija 


Contigo engrato 0 traidor. 29 


Ella: -Meu bem nao sejas engrato 

250 	 Que os engratos tem ma fim 

Olba que do ceu caiu 

Um engrato serafim. 3O 

Eformoscontinuando 

Assim por toda a viage 

255 Paracantar a rapariga 

Era mesmo d'avantage. 

Foi tanto que a espedida 

Ella hi-a toda ac~essa 

Pen~ando que aquella coiza 

260 	 Hi-a calhar com serteza. 

Nao calhou nem para hi perto 

Que eque se the hade fazer 

Morreu commo morre pinto 

Na casca antes de nas~er?1 

265 	 Ella esta milhor doque eu 

Ella hoje esta cazada 

Eu ainda estu solteiro 

Nao veijo eito[?] de nada. 
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Minha mae em agonias 

270 	 Are de n oite sonhava 

E por estas brincadeiras 

Andava sem pre zangada. 

[A mae:] -Ora com quem vruscazar? 

Aquill euma cabrita 

275 Ella tem so aquelle corpo 

Cazase epor serbonita. 

-Diabo leve boniteza 

Sem fazenda nem dinheiro 

«ScaminhO»32 hasde diser, 

280 	 «Quem se apanhasse solteiro!» 

-Quando [es]tiveres amar rado 

Sem te poderes botar fora 

Entao te hasde lembrar 

Do que eu te digo agora. 

285 	 Nao levou hi muito tempo 

Vao lhe diser som firmeza: 

-Agora vai ser com outra 

Vai ser com toda a serteza. 

La comessa minha mae: 

290 - Tu tens-me sem pre engando 

Jei me vierao diser 
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295 

300 

305 

310 

Que tu estas quaze cazado. 

- Ten-ho te sempre hido amao 

Mais agora ja nao posso 

Agora fico sabendo, 

Paciencia, nao es nosso. 

- Tu das cabo dos meus dias 

A conta esta quaze exzata 

Eu ja estou com os pez para cava 

Essa agora eque me mata. 

-Tu podias-te cazar 

Se tens isso na ten~ao 

Fosse com outra qualquer 

Mais com aquella e que naO?3 

[Eu:] -Minha miii nao quer a outra 

Aq uella nao pode ser 

Fica la a sua conta: 

Vma tern de me esc6lher.34 

[A mae:] -Tu estas-me a diser isso 

Mais isso nao me entra ca 

Ja quem te quer procurar 

Nao te concontra se nao Iii. 

-Anda Iii vai Iii andando 

http:esc6lher.34
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Que a minha ten~ao esti feita 

315 Orr clui-ai 1;1 urn filho 

Para dar aquella supeita. 35 

-Sempre eu me lembrei d'isso: 

Mais tu estis bern amanhado 

Agora eque vas saber 

320 	 Como a porca tor~ 0 rabo.36 

Vao-lhe outro dia diser 

Que me virao a falar 

Com uma senhora de moda 

Que nao sequeria cazar. 

325 	 "Que ja estavao a pe~ 

Ainda [es]tiverao depois 

Tinhao castanhas cozidas 

Estavao comendo os dois." 

La comes sa minha mae: 

330 	 -Atras de tempo vern tempo. 

[Eu?:] Tu pen~as s6 que as mulheres 

Eque perdem cazamento.37 

[Eu:] -Minha mm nao querque eu caze 

Para eu nao levar a croa; 

335 [A mae:] -Nao se empor te la com isso 

Deixe ca~ar a furoa.38 

http:furoa.38
http:cazamento.37
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340 

345 

350 

355 

-Queria que fosses de vergonha 


Mais tu nao gostas de ser 


Gostava eu que ninguem 


Tivesse que te diser. 


Assim hi-amos pas sando 


Sempre na aquell cegueira 


Eu ja com vinte oito anns 


Ca metidos naljubeira. 


Qualquer urn rapaz solteiro 


Que para as Dhas caminha 


Alli elle evijiado 


Como a pragada couvinha. 


Se e1le se faz serio nao falla 


Nem com todos se poem a rir: 


-Coitado tern muito vento 


A quem eque hade sahir? 


See elle falla e ri comtodos 


Que se fas dezembracado 


Dizem que eurn toleiriio: 


-Sempre 0 den te arreganhado. 39 


Se elle se mostra a todas franco 


Em festas po r 1a a lem 
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Nao sabem como ajuntou 

360 Aquelle dinheiro que tern. 

Se com ninguem se emporta 

Que mesmo nao paga a pena: 

-E aferr3odo da unha 

Aquillo eque 6 urn mizena. 40 

365 	 Quantas passadas elle d30 

Conversas que tenha, entao 

Aquillo 6 tudo junto 

E posto em rela~ao. 

Se 6 com cazada eamigo 

370 	 Se 6 com solteira eespozo 

Se ecom 130 de serta ordem 

Ainda 641 mais dificultozo. 

Muitas famas desta tinha 

Por alma de minha avo 

375 Sendo eu urn pobre tristre 

Que ate quem meaVe42 tern do. 

Para que fiquem sabendo 

Quem tudo isto passou 

Aqui VaG minhas fei~oes 

380 	 Para que saibao quem SOU. 
43 
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385 

390 

395 

400 

Alto nao sou nem soubaixo 

Preto nao sou nem sou branco 

Grouso nao sou nem delgado 

Sou tra balhador do campo.44 

De cab~a reguhir 

Boa para cha peus de moda 

Leva metro e meio 

De circumthrencia em roda. 

Bra90s compridos e grossos 

Pernas curtas e delgadas 

Dedos tern palmo e meio 

As unhas bern a paradas. 

As barbas sao muito poucaz 

Amais barbado s equaes 

Barbado como urn ovo 

Aovos que ainda tern mais.45 

Eurn corpo elegante 

Bern se ve nas suas obras 

Edo talho d'uns bemditos 

Que andao por a hi as abobras. 

o que me tern desvia do 

Que ainda nao apanhei 

Foi por estar queito com isso 

http:campo.44
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La tra tao os seus amores 

Quando epor fim de contas 

Coitado quem passa as dores. 48 

E aquelle que the aparesse 

430 	 Por outro milhor nao ter 

No resto da brincadeira 

Nao ha tempo de escolher. 

Tudo isto coisas sertas 

Vi3-emse tOOo 0 momento 

435 Mais isto nao ecomigo 

Eu ja vim fora do tempo. 

Meu pae quarenta e sinco 

Tinha casado trez vezes 

Minha mai quarenta e nove 

440 	 E bern per to de oito mezes. 

Cazaram foi por constar 

Ia so por urn triste a brigo 

Ia nao contavao conmada 

Aparceu este castigo. 

445 	 Pois nao ed'adruirar 

Andar eheio de eadilhos 

Cheguei ea ja foi na edade 

448 	 Que as mulheres nao tern filhos.49 

http:filhos.49
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Facsintile Text 
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On the Facsimile Text 

N. B. The reader will note that the order of the text in the facsimile 
edition is not the same as the order in the edited text that precedes it. 01 
initially inquiring about the poem at the Bancroft Library, we were told that the 
text was garbled and incomprehensible. After some work with our copy, 
however, we discovered that the problem derived merely from erroneous 
composition-i.e., pages had been composed in the wrong order-, and that 
when proper order was established, the text was easily readable. What we 
reproduce here is the pamphlet from which we are working and not the order 
that we have subsequently established. 
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~,o'5' 

~r(Jft Lt'b:rnry 

Vou contar 8e tiver tempo, 

Millterios com maravilhas, 

Que acontesse a08 rapazes 

Que vao d aqni para as Ilhal', 


Tudo btu coisa" serta;; 

Comigo aconte~idaa 


Sem dever furtar nemmat,\f 

AbaJei as e:lcondidas, 


Aqui a tempos pas;;adm; 

Doenca eu possuia 

Fui cansultar comomedico 

Vel' elleoq ue me dissia. 


o Clima eencapliz 
De me obrigar a Clll'arte 
Da Maneil'a que ttl est<is 
Melhor Sazias mlldarte. 

Estava en C!!go !lela;:, 1111<18 
Linco HUIlO'; de la Mra 
::)e para as llhas fosi'e hUIll 

J~u hi-a.-me jli t'mbora. 

Die-se me logo 0 douetur 
Quando lhe disse 0 Ingar 
Pode ser que tu milhorel:i 
So em passando omar. 

Pensava que hia para 0 ceu 
Mais a panhei uma ptha 
Pensava eu que era do<,;e 
Ti.n.ba muita malagueta,

-P8 S.J 
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Para ve r ;;e llJilhorava 
Da H(plelle mal que possuia 
Taobem ver nlPU pae e mae 
II,t kmp()~ qlle os nao via. 

Tinhn vinte einco annos 
Quando It tloellca Comessa 
PrOll ta acabit r comigo 
De inorrer !lao tinha eupresl:Hl. 

'Mais alii elll (lllinZE dias 
De pois do que tenho dito 
Safei·me de California 
Efui aparcer no pico. 

E uma q uadra Rizonha 
Urna a legria Floriua. 
Do ver aquellas I'l'lontanhao 
o nossa pattia querida. 

Abrcar 0 hir pa terno 
Ver 6 berco da illfancia 
De novo aprecssiar-mos 
Onos,;:o tempo de crean~a. 

Ver os que nos derao 0 ser 
Ja da velhice sercados 
Alegnir mais ullla vez 
Os n08sos euter passad08. 

Mais oh! que grande diferen~a 
Nos 110S80S olho~ ~e encontm 
Pam Tudo se esplicll r 
Ate noz causa afronta. 
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En a rir lhedisseenta,) 

0, que eu havia cheg:ir' 

Aver 0 que en estou v(,l1<h 


S6 para me nao acordar. 


Antes eu Sahir da aqlli 

Era trahalho do bradn 

Meu pae nao hia de cn~:l 


Sem me deixar accordndn. 


Mais hoije emuito p<>io!' 

Isso ate faz rir gellte 

Um homem d'essa edade 

Leve que ninguem 0 sente. 


l1Jm quanto eu nao r;:ahia 

Muito Ionje do portao 

Era de todo 0 respeito 

Emaior considera<;ao. 


Commessa um homem andar 

A fallar com raparigas 

Que e que tu foste fazer 

Deixa·te 10. de cantigas. 


Eu tinha uma namorada 

Ainda da minha infancia 

Com quem en tinha conversas 

Quando ainda era creall<.,la. 


Quando eu faHava com ella 
Erao elles de codilbo 
Boniteza nao poem meza 
ACl'lutella te meu 61ho. 
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Ji:n via de mez It mez 
}l~lla morava areva ared.lda 
Era quando aconteeb 
Ella era deseonfiada. 

Como en nail. hi-a hi 
S6 mesmo para a vt'r 
Ella andavll doente 
Semen en nucla saher. 

I.a com as suas amigas 
Com snus convel'sas altaFi 
En ca e so pelas festafl 
}i~ll AD sirvo para it!'. faltaFi. 

Ravia hi nma Festa 
POI' Septembrn II diente 
Festa muita concorrida 
Vem de fora ll1uit1l. zente. 

Vao carros com os remeiros 
A leguns levan instrumentm. 
l~ uma festa animada 
De muitas <lever timentol". 

Ella foi e eu taobem 
Calhou It hirmos osdois 
E formos ambos n urn carro 
Isto sao Cnrl'03 de hoiR. 

En levei uma viola 
.Ella sahia cllntar 
11; por meio de eantiguinhas 
~un paixfto quiz mO!:ltrar. 
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Cidades pareABem villa!' 
"illas aldeias formadas 
Ate os proprios Caminhos 
So nos paressem Cllnadas. 

Tudo 0 que alli se encontl'a 
'l'lldo tem abatimento 
Umas cois!l.s pelas Ol1t·m~ 
i\I nis de vinteemcada sen to. 

Deixemos isto de parte 
Tudo 0 que aqui tenth) dito 
N a semana da trinclade 
Foi quando cheguei ao pioo. 

Entrei do portao para deutro 
Logo minha mi'ii ell vi 
CIHlguei flem ella saber 
Que eu que andava por alli. 

Odepois ohagou mell pae 
Foi ohegando ll1uita gente 
]1j tudo ademirados 
Ell por alli c1el'epente. 

Com repeito a alegria 
Mais nao podia haver 
Qualquer em si fa;', edcia 
Segundo mequer par~er. 

Mais como en fui com prp-g!'1\ 
E levava POtiCO dinheiro 
Entao taobem me esqueceu 
De levar agoa decheiro. 
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Odepois arependi-me 
La 11 iSBo en nao fiz hem 
Tao hem nao ouzei It moda 
De sepo8to mais porem. 

Sem levar agoa decheiro 
Nem estes uzos que e d'H\O 
Mens Senhores so pareeia 
Amaricano Ronhado. 

Mais me~mo aSlOim asirn 
Com 0 meu piqueno aCQeio 
Cs meus velhinhos creQE'rao 
Ainda mais de palma e meio. 

Olha 0 nOSBO manoel 
Quem noz hovia diser 
Que agente havia chegar 
A vello Imtes de morrer. 

Foi deus eque te mandon 
POI' meio das snas guias 
POl' a nOR vires ac,)mpallhar 
No resto dOil nossos (lias. 

Levanta vito-se de manha 
E eu {kava deitado 
Gostava de estal' nil. eama 
Mesmo assim aconlado. 

Mesmo vendo ogeito d elles 
Pela Casa deagar 
'roclos no ponta do pe 
Para me !la,a nconMI'. 
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Eu COlllllle15sei a tocar 
Ella cantar d("repen te 
Pelo cantar bern se via 
Que ella que estova doeH te. 
Commessou por esta forma 
BRm a modo de se ovir 
Cantou a Seguinte quaudra 
Que azor a non repetir. 

Ella Dizme ellgmto dOB engratos 
Disme traidor dos Traidores 
Como aque pode haver 
N urn CoraQao duis \l,mores. 

En 'runao me chomes engrato 
Engrata q lIeres tu Rer 
Amar a dois a em tem po 
So tu 0 quere;; fazeI'. 

Ji~lla Emquanto (lIIO te elltreglle 
Alma vido e c()ra~ao 
Eras manBo corder l'illho 
Agora as Ulll vilio. 

Ell A n1ulher e compartida 
Afalsa matreira nluJa 
Quem nao quizer levax coi;,;etl 
Nas mataduras nao bulla. 

Ella V::mbm-me 0 tempo p,\;;a,lu 
Ainda me nao esque cell 
Que me disias sorrindo 
o meu contQao e teu. 
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}1; q lie l'ecllnlacoes lao du {~e 
Que iemhrancas saudusas 
Da que llas tlirrlas alegres 
Da qnellas hora ditozas. 

1£lla .l\Iai:> os homem !Oao toduii faltius 
Sao encapaz@s de amar 
Ainda nao amao de veras 
J~i Be querem hir gav:l.r. 

l£u Fundamento nunea liz 
Em pulavra de Inulher 
Que elias virau como 0 vento 
Finne eo emquanto quer. 

Quem desdoura. q ues vender 
Quem desdanha ques cOlllpnir 
Quem nao 16gra 0 que dezej a 
DezaMfa eUl fahir. 

Eu 111 quan Lo ltl1Jei <'(lfd 
HlIspiros e ais e dores 
Deixei de am.ir fni feliz 
Ja nao quem lllais a III ore . .;. 

l{;lla Aquella <t(Illem tndcSIH'CZUS 
Ainu:, te ama com ternllr:t 
Aimla te hila em sells tionhoti 
Nil. !;olidao da Clauzur:t. 

J~u EU!tuHtIlte e tu amante 
Qual de noz sed mais finne 
Eucomo sola buscl1l'-te 
Tu como sombra a fujirmlil. 
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Ella De que me ~ervjs ama:rte 

Trazer te no cora~ao 


Se tu vaz e viz deixarme 

Domunrl° na solidao. 


Eu voa VQU canarinho 

Gorza em maio tua edade 

Nao te queira!:l captivar 

Goza a tun. liberdade. 


Ella Ninguem soltltre feic~5t.lt:; 


Que muito se hade enguanar 

De caras a cora~ao 


Vao muitas 'legual!! anda.r. 


Eu Dentro emmeu peito veras 

No Iogar mais delicado 

E que ten ho 0 teu nome 

Com tanto mimo gravado. 


Ella Ka ma-is trist~ pedra do campI) 

Dezejar vida eu queria 

Viver meslllo a teu I,itlo 

~6 na tua cOn1pauhia. 


Eu Apressiar llao sabia;,; 

Quando eu te tinha amor 

"Me obriqas para que en seija. 

Contigo engrato 0 traidor. 


Ella meu bem nao sejas en grato 

Que os engratolS tern ma tim 

Olha que do ceu Caiu 

Urn engrato sel'afim. 


~~i Librtu:) 

http:feic~5t.lt
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l~f()rllJo:s continuando 
Al"l"im [lor toda. a viage 
Paracatltar a rapariza 
]~ra lIleiiHlO tFavantage. 

}<'ui tll ntu que:i espedida 
lWa hi-a toda ac~essa 
l'f'll,ando que aquella coiza 
H i-a calhar com EerteZll. 

Nito calhuu nem para 16. perto 
Que e que se Ihe hade fazar 
Morren commo morre pinto 
Na casca antes denasQer. 

Ella esta milhor doque eu 
Ella hoje esta cazada 
Eu ainda estu solteiro 
Nito veijo peito de uada. 

Minha mae em agonias 
Ate de noite sonhava 
E por estas brincadeiras 
Audava sem pre zangada. 

Ora com quem varscazar 
Aquill e uma cabrita 
Ella tern s6 aquelle corpo 
Cazase epar serbonita. 

Diabo leve boriiteza 
Sem fazenda nem dinheiro 
Scaminho hasde diser 
Quem se apanhasse solteiro. 
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Quando tiveres lunar I'adn 

Sem te podAres botar fll1'a 

l~ntao te hasde lemlmir 

do que eu te digo agora. 


Nao levou Ia muito tpmpn 


Vao Ihe diser com firm('zll 

Agora vai ser com outra 

Vai ser com toda a serteza. 


La comessa minha mae 

Tu tens-me sem pre engalllldil

Ja me vierao diser 

Que tu estas qUllzc cazado. 


Ten-ho te sempre hido amito 

~iais agora jli. Ilio posso 

Agora fico sabendo 

Pnciencia nao e8 nosso. 


Tu das cabo des meus dillS 

A conta e8ta quaze exzata 

Eu Ja estou com 08 pez para cOva 

Essa agora e que me mata. 


Tu podias-te cazar 

Se tens isso nil. ten<;8:o 

}i'osse com autra qualquer 

1\1ais com aqueUa e que nio. 


l\linba mii nao quer a outra 

Aquella niopode ser 

Fica hi a sua conta. 

Uma tern de me escolher. 
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'Tn eRtas-me a diser iRSO 

1\Iais iSBO nao me entra c:i 

.Ja quem te quer procurlir 

Nao te concontra se nao 1:i. 


Anda hi vai hi andando 

Que a minha tencao 88ta feitf) 

Orr chri- ai Iii urn filho 

Para dar aquella supeita. 


Sempre eu me lemhrei d'iRSO 

~fais tll estas hem amanha(h1> 

Agora e que vas saber 

Com0 a porca tort;e 0 fa ho.. 


Yao-lhe outro dia diser 

Que me vido a Llhir 

Com uma Sell hra da mOIl::\ 

Que na~ seqneria cazar. 


Que .Ill. estavao a pedaQo 

Aindo tiverao depois 

Tinhao castanhas cozidaf.\ 

Ksta van comendo os dOlfl. 


I,a comeS8a minha mae 
Atras de tempo vern tempo 
Tu peJl(~as st> que as IDl1lheres 
E que perdem eazamento. 

Minha mai nao qllerque eu eaze 
Para eu na~ led.r a croa 
Nao se em porte Ill. com i,um 
\)eixe eacar :1 ftll'OIL. 
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Queria que fosses de vergonha 
Mais tu nib gostas de ser 
Gostava eu que ninguem 
'fivesse que te diser. 

Assim hi-amos passnmlo 
Sempre nn aquell cegueirl\ 
Eu jli com vinte oito anns 
Ca metidos naljubeim. 

Qllalquer urn rapaz solteiro 

Que para. as Ilhas cl\minha 

Alii elle e vijiada 

Como a pragada Couvinha. 


Se elle se fliz serio nao falla 

Nem com todos se poem a rir 

Coitado tern miuto vento 

A quem eque hade sahir. 


See elle falla e ri comtodos 

Que se flis dezembrac6.do 

Dizem que e urn toleirio 

Sempre 0 den te arreganha!lo. 


Se elle se mostra 0 todas fran~{) 


Em festas por 16. a lem 

Nao sahem como aiuntoll 

Aquelle dinheiro que tem •. 


Se com ninguem se emporta 

Que mesmo nao paga a pena 

}4~ afemido dn. unha 

Aquillo eque e um mizena. 


http:dezembrac6.do
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QlHl.I1ta!! passadas elle (ht 
Oonversas que tenha entao 
Aquillo e tudo junto 
E posto em relaqao. 

Se e com Cazada e amigo 
Se ecom solteiro e espOzo 
Se ecom la de serto ordem 
Ainda 6 mais dificultozo. 

Muitas famas desta. tinha 
Por alma de minha av6 
Sendo eu urn pobre tristre 
Que ate quem meave tem do. 

Para que fiquem sabendo 
Quem tudo iAtO passoll 
Aqui vito minhas feic~oeB 
Para que saibao quem sou. 

Alto nao sou nem s6ubaixo 
Preto nao sou nem sou branco 
Grouso nao sou nem delgado 
Sou tra balhador do campo.· 

De Cabeca regular 
Boa para eha peus da mod a 
Leva metro e meio 
De circumfhrencia em roda. 

Bra~os Compridos e grossos 
Pernas curtas e delgadas 
Dedos tern palmo e meio 
As unhas bem a par:idas. 
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As barbas sao D:luito poucaz 
A maia barbados eguaes 
Barbado como UUl ovo 
A ovos que ainda. tem maiH. 

E um corpo elegan te 
Bem se ve nas suas obras 
E do talho d'uns bemditos 
Vue andio por a hi as abouras. 

o que me tern desvhi do 
Que ainda nao apanhei 
Ji'oi por estar q uei to com is!!o 
Que nunea e~primentei. 

Os que sao da mesma forma 
Tao bem ruidos do tempo 
Nan hi apanhando n'ellas 
Eu vou tomando exemplo. 

Vao andando desta iOfU!a 
8em ter mais rezulugao 
UIlS agora outros 16gd 
Ate vir 0 meu quillhao. 

(iue nao 0 uoto eu fora 
Por que ainda estrou solteiro 
Em eheguando eu the pego 
Como Qualquer cavalheiro. 

As mulberes tern a culpa 
Do mundo correr assim 
Se lsto ioase medi~ina 
Ja nao era para mim. 
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Pen~ando que se nao cazao 
Ja tern 0 sentido gasto 
Maia ate a morte Ii Borte 
Deus e pae nao e padrasto. 

8em pen~arem no feturo 
La tra t~o os seus amores 
Quando e por fim de contas 
Coitado quem pasl:1a as dores_ 

E aquelle que the aparesse 
Por outro milhor nao ter 
No resto da Brincadeira. 
Nao hi tempo de escolher. 

Tude isto coisas sertas 
Vil-emse todo 0 momento 
Mais iato nao e comigo 
Eu ja vim fora do tempo. 

:Meu pae quarenta e sinco 
Tinha casado trer. vez€s 
l\Iinha mai quarenta e nove 
E bern per to de oito mezes. 

Cazaram foi por constar 
Ja so por urn triste a briqu 
JIi nao contavao comnada. 
Aparceu este cadtigo. 

Pois nao ed'admirar 
Andar cheio de cadilhos 
Chequei ca ja foi na edade 
Que as mulheres nao tern filhos. 
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NOTES 

(Note: short-form bibliography is used here in the first reference to each item; 
complete bibliographical information is to be found in the "Sources and Select 
Bibliography" section at the end of this volume. Also,. bibliographical material given in 
the notes to the introductory study will not be repeated here.) 

1. 	 The opening recalls many others to be seen in this form that contain, in one of the 
fIrst stanzas, "vou contrar," "vou participar," "quero contar," or the like. More than 
any other element, such introductory language testifies to the oral, tradition-bound 
medium that underlies the poem's com-position. In fact, in Cantares de Alem-Mar, 
two anonymous poems (pp. 77-80 and 81-91) begin almost alike: 

Senhores, se edo seu gosto 

Atenyao de me escutar: 

Vma historia verdadeira 

Em versos les vou contar. 


(78) 

Senhores, se e do seu gosto 

Etenslio de me escutar 

Esta minha triste sorte 

Em Versos lhes vou contar 


(82) 

It is interesting that the first work was collected from oral recitation by someone not 
claiming authorship but rather "repetition" of a piece that was in circulation, while 
the latter was found in written form. 

It is also to be noted that some works use a similarly-phrased beginning but 
include the fact of writing; for example, 

Vou deitar mao a pena 

Mas eu tenho pouca cultura; 

No papel vou escrever 

Triste cena d'amargura 


(ibid., p. 100) 

Others even refer to the audience as "leitores" while using stereotyped oral-poetic 
opening (e.g., ibid., p. 10). On the other hand, as a sequel to its opening stanza, the 
second of the two works referred to above that begin identically, indeed-curiously
the one found in written form, goes on to represent an oral-poetic social situation, 
with depiction of a central performer-figure outside the text who controls all of the 
elements of the communication: 

Ao som da quella Viola 
Na boa sosiedade 
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Vou contar quanto sofri 
Na flor da minha idade. 

(82) 

A fascinating three-stanza opening that has much to say about the social and 
psychological functioning of such poetry is to be seen in Maria Etelvina Azevedo 
Lima's "Resposta ao Pedido de urna Carta para Esplicayao Da America" (ibid., p. 132): 

Depois dos seus versos I1!r 

Senti em mim urn fervor 

Em versos lhe responder 
Fazer como urn cantador 

Estas cantigas sao p'r6 saco 

Melhor nao sei como se faz 

Mas um cantador mesmo fraco 

Nunca quer ficar atraz 


o cantar a mim me destrai 

E e bonito desafiar 

A sua saude como vai 

A minha melhor nao pode estar 


(132) 

Equally interesting in this respect are the three initial stanzas of the 
Versos de Maria Augusta de Castro: 

Eu assim comeyarei 
Quero benzar-me primeiro, 
Vou contar 0 que passei 
Para vir p'ra 0 estrangeiro. 

Vim aqui por poucos meses. 
Mas vou botar em impressos; 
Eu ate penso as vezes 
Que nasci a fazer versos. 

Escutai que vos nao custa 
o que aqui dizer vou: 

A triste Maria Augusta 

Vai contar 0 que passou. 


(3) 

2. 	 A common line. Cf. "julguei que ia para 0 ceu," in Romanceiro Portugues dos 
Estados Unidos, "]; Nova lnglaterra," 205. 

3. 	 Cf. Versos de Maria Augusta de Castro, p. 24, first stanza. Cf. also: 

Quem tudo creou do nada 

Quem ao homem deu 0 ser ... 
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("Vida de Antonio da Silva no 
Pais Americano e na Guerra," in 
Cantares de Alem-Mar, 38) 

The use of the phrase "nos dar 0 ser" to denote God is frequent throughout the 
literature. 

4. 	 A related verbal sequence with rhetorical similarities: 

Os dias parecem anos, 

As noites, etemidades, 

As horas parecem meses 

Para quem tern saudades. 


(Revista de Portugal, Serie A, 
18, No. 120[Dec., 1953], 230) 

The next quadra in the collection, on p. 231, has the same initial verse and a similar 
motif. 

5. 	 Azoreanism for eau de cologne. Also, the phrase "vinho de cheiro" is frequent in the 
literature. 

6. 	 We are unsure of the sense of line 88. The fIrst two "words" might be transmutable 
into "disposto"-i. e., "disposta." The sense, then, may be "customarily used there," 
with "porem" functioning as a see-through rhyme for "por ali." 

7. 	 A spelling frequently encountered in immigrant and Island poetry, presumably 
indicative of pronunciation. It almost always occurs only in the adjective form. See, 
for example: 

Nao caso com rapaz verde, 

Ainda que seja bern rico 

Meu amor eamaricano 

Amaricano do Pico. 


(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 1,416) 

8. 	 Another sequence about getting up in the morning that uses some similar language is 
to be seen in the aforementioned "Vida de Antonio da Silva ...," ibid. 

9. 	 On the popular expression "deixar-se de cantigas (which is formulaically parallel to 
"deixar-se de 'grelos,' or 'historias,' or 'lerias,' or 'piques')" see Guilherme Augusto 
SimOes, Diciondrio de ExpressiJes Populares Portuguesas, 135. 

10. Cf.: 

Namorei-me da bonita, 

Nao me lembrei da riqueza: 

Quero comer, nao 0 tenho. 

Bonita, poe na mesa. 


(Revista Lusitana, 9 [1906], Nos. 3-4, 257) 
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II. 	While the overall meaning of the line is clear, we cannot decipher the word "areva," 
unless it is "a riba." 

12. 	While we have not found anything like this quadra in the literature, line 151, in 
numerous variations, is to be seen in various representations of popular speech. See, 
e.g., "Eu cli nao estou para festas," in the play "0 Cartao, " collected in Carlos 
Coutinho, Teatro de Circunstancia, 13. 

13. 	 This description is folklorically accurate. In Portugal the practice of the romaria is 
linked to music, food, courting, and the relaxation-or at least change-in social mores 
and has been so linked since at least the thirteenth century and presumably earlier. 

14. 	 The explanation may have a culturalist dimension to it in which our poet is seen 
reminding his public of Island Portugal with its ox carts. The inverse process can be 
seen at work in the tenn "carro de fogo" coined by Island Portuguese immigrants to 
the New World to describe railroad trains; see Cantares de Atem-Mar, text and note on 
p.28. 

15. 	 Lines 167-168 are a virtual admission of a process like flyting; the subsequent lines 
171-172 continue the procedure on into the "expected" emotional and linguistic 
register. Concerning the issue, see our introductory study. 

16. 	This stanza finds many near-parallels in the literature. For example: 
Como pode urn cora91io 
Querer bern a duas almas? 

(Cantos Populares do Arquiptflago A~oriano, 49) 

Nem ha cora9ao que possa 
Ser lial a dois amores. 

(Revista Lusitana, 21 (1918), Nos. 1-2, 80; 
and Poesias e Can~i5es Populares do 
Concelho de Maia, 67) 

Cor~ao queadois adora, 

Que finneza pode ter? 

S6 se for cor~ao de homem, 

De mulher nao pode ser. 


(0 que 0 Povo Canta em Portugal, 161) 

Como pode urn candeeiro 

Alumiar dois corredores? 

Como pode urn cora9ao 

Ser leal a dois amores? 


And 

Como pode urn cora9ao 
Ser leal a dois amores? 
Como te posso eu amar 
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Sem ouvir a tua fala? 
(Revista de Portugal, Serie A, 19, N. 122 
[Fev., 1954], 276) 

There are literally dozens of continuations of the first verse scattered through the 
collections and hundreds more instances of rhetorical parallels. 

17. The first line, or rather variations thereof, occurs frequently; cf. line 249 of our poem. 
Another example: 

Tu chamaste-me ingrata, 
Esse nome nao e meu ... 

(Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, 468) 

18. 	In Cantos Popuiares do Arquipelago A~oriano and also in Braga, 
Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, I, 323, we find: 

Alma, vida, cora~ao 


Ja tudo te entreguei 


Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, 403, reproduces the same two initial lines. 

In Revista Lusitana, 2 (1890-1892), 9 we find 

Cora~ao, alma e vida, 

Tudo esta na tua mao. 


A romance form also includes similar diction, albeit archaized as befits the medium: 

Muito vos quero, menino, alma e vida e cora~ao; 
s6 eu vos quero pedir que nao me ponhas a mao. 

(Romanceiro da Ilha de S. Jorge, 170) 

19. 	As regards lines 193-194: 

Diz-me la bern se te lembras 
Do nosso tempo passado . . . 

(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 1, 153) 

And 

Lembra-me 0 tempo passado, 
o tempo que ja pas sou ... 


(Ibid., 1,298) 


As regards the stanza's last line, cf. Revista de Portugal: 

Dei urn ai, tu nao me ouviste, 

Suspirei, nao deste fe; 
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o meu COra9ao e teu 
o teu nao sei de quem e. 

(Serie A, 20, No. 139 [Nov., 1955], 194) 

20. In Revista Lusitana, 4 (1896), p. 312: 

Os homens sao ingratos 

Incapazes de amor; 

Uma paixao verdadeira 

Nao a sabem apreciar. 


21. Romanceiro Portugues dos Estados Unidos, "Nova lnglaterra,fl p. 171: 

Ninguem se deve fiar 

de palavra de mulher 

Elas mudam como 0 vento, 

Sao fInnes em quanto querem. 


We have changed the presentation from two to four lines to confonn with our 
original. 

A stanza that is verbally and structurally parallel but inverts the working of the 
motif is: 

'0 donzelas, nao se fIem 

Em palavras de rapaz, 

Que e como 0 calhau miudo 

Que a mare leva e traz .. 


(Revista de Portugal, Serie A, 20, No. 
134 [Abril, 1955], 130) 

Another stanza that is relevant both to this stanza and to lines 189-192 is: 

A mulher, por natureza, 

Nao pode ter fe segura 

Quanta mais fala, mais mente, 

Quanto mais mente, mais jura. 


(Revista de Portugal, Serie A, 19, No. 125 
[Maio,1954], 371) 

22. Cf. 

Enquanto amava, sofri 

Prantos, suspiros e dores; 

Deixei de amar, fui feliz, 

Nlio quero saber de amores. 


(Cancioneiro Geral dos Aqores, 1, 156) 

23. This stanza is extremely common, appearing in a fonn exactly parallel to this in 
Braga, Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, p. 26, 0 que 0 Povo Canta em Portugal, p. 
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229, Poesia e Canr;oes, p. 67, and Vasconcellos Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, pp. 
366, 461. The first two titles also contain other partial parallels (see, e.g., 0 que 0 

Povo Canta em Portugal. 188,223). The same volume also demonstrates one of the 
myriad elaborations of the formula: 

Eu sou sombra e tu es sol; 

Qual de n6s sera mais firme? 

Eu como a sombra a buscar-te, 

Tu como 0 sol a fugirme. 

(229) 

Another we have found reads: 

Eu a teima, v6s a teima, 

Qual de n6s e mais teimoso 1 

Eu teimo como pimenta, 

V 6s como alho raivoso. 


(Revista Lusitana, 4 [1896], 294) 

And 

Eu a amar e tu a amar 

Qual de n6s sera mais firme? 

Eu, como 0 sol, a buscar-te, 

Tu, como a sombra, a fugir-me ... 


(Cancioneiro Geral dos Ar;ores, 1, 161) 

Some crossings with other verbal patterns are discussed in Revista Lusitana, 29 
(1931), Nos. 1-4, pp. 80-82. That discussion includes a bibliography. 

24. 	 Cf., for the initial line, "De que serve a mim quer-te ... 1," in Leite de Vasconcellos' 
Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, 499; the rest of the quadra Vasconcellos reproduces 
does not correspond. The general literature indeed contains many near-parallel initial 
lines but we find no parallel continuations. 

25. 	 Ct., Cantos Populares do Arquipelago Ar;oriano, 59; Braga, Cancioneiro Popular 
Portugues, 339: 

Vae ditoso passarinho, 

Gosar tua liberdade 


And 

V oa, voa passarinho, 
Goza em Maio a tua idade; 
Tua gaiola quebrou-se, 
Vai gozar a liberdade! 

(Revista de Portugal, Serie A, 19, no. 129 
[Nov., 1954], 60) 
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There are many other near-parallels in the literature. See, e. g., Cancioneiro Geral dos 
A90res, 2, 404. 

26. 	Cf.: 

Ninguem soletre fei90es, 

Que sempre se ha-de enganar 

De caras a cora95es 

Ha muitas leguas que andar. 


(Cancioneiro Geral dos A90res, 3, 138) 

27. 	 While we have not found this quadra in near-verbatim form, we have found several 
examples that parallel it in general sense as well as in many specific formulations. 
Examples, from Vasconcellos, Cancioneiro Popular Portugues, are: 

Tenho dentro de meu peito 
o que nao sabe ninguem; 

Umas letrinhas que dizem 

Quem ha-de ser 0 meu bern. 


(395) 

Numa pedra branca dura 

Meu nome mandei gravar, 

Com duas letras que dizem: 

"Eu nasci para te amar." 


(358) 

28. 	Cf. the poem by Manuel Cardoso in Cantares de Alem-Mar, 34: 

Quizera estar na mais triste pedra 

Que a ylha do Pico tern. 


29. 	 When we compare this line with lines 177, 178, 181, 182,249, and 250, it becomes 
obvious that verbal locutions around the process of calling someone "ingrato" or 
"traidor" in a love relationship have multiple formulaic connections within this 
verbal practice-obviously indicative of one aspect of "flyting," namely that of name
calling. 

30. 	 A very common quadra; it has virtually exact parallels throughout the literature. See, 
e.g., Cantos Populares do Arquipelago A9oriano, 64 and Revista Lusitana, 4 (1896), 
307. 

31. 	 Cf., again the Cardoso poem: 

Em criansa nos ralemos 

Como 0 pinto que sai do ovo ... 

(op. cit., P 28) 


The numerous turns of phrase in common between Manuel Cardoso and our 
anonymous author (also presumably named Manuel, cf., line 97 of our poem) may 
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derive from the fact that they were both picoenses and probably of relatively similar 
age. The proposition that they were one and the same, along with suggestions in 
their poems that would seem to deny that possibility, seems to be denied by the brief 
biography of Cardoso given by Eduardo Mayone Dias (p. 25). 

32. Is the first "word" "Eis caminho!"? 

33. Cf.: 

Janelas sobre janelas, 
Postigos rentes ao cha:o; 
-Casa la com quem quiseres, 
Mas ca cornigo e que niio. 

(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 1,396) 

The subsequent two examples in the same collection are variants of the same pattern. 

34. On general subject of this stanza, with certain verbal parallels as well: 

Minha mae ja me deu saias, 

Ja me quer fazer mulher; 

Agora, rninha maesinha, 

Case-me quando quiser. 


(Braga, Cancioneiro, 159) 

Also: 

Minha mae roo quer que use 
Esta moda que ande agora ... 

(Revista Lusitana, 2, 6) 

35. "Suspeita"? "Sujeita"? "Sua peta"? 

36. Line 320 is one variation of a very common popular aphorism. In quadras, cf.: 

Se fosse s6 por casar, 

Casava ate 0 diabo; 

Sustentar mulher e filhos, 

13 que a porca torce 0 rabo. 

(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 1,455) 

A variant is to be found on p. 372 of the same volume. Others are evident throughout 
the literature. 

37. For line 330, cf.: 

Nao te fa9as muito alta 

Como a espiga da cana; 

Tras de tempo, tempo vern, 
o tempo e que desengana. 
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(Cancioneiro Geral dos Aqores, 3, 136) 

For line 332: 

Estas meninas nao cantam, 

Porque tem avisamento: 

Cantem as meninas todas, 

Que nao perdem casamento. 


(Ibid., 3, 255) 

Similar lines in different contexts are to be found on pp. 72 and 256 of the same 
volume. 

38. 	 Line 329 and 333 fit, in their own way, into the thematic ambit described by notes 30 
and 31, as does line 305. The content of the stanzas that they introduce is obviously 
of a piece. Specifically on lines 333-336, for the flrst line, cf.: 

Minha mae nao quer que eu case, 

Quer que eu flque para freira, 

Mas esta tao enganada 

Como os figos na figueira. 


(Cancioneiro Geral dos Aqores, 1,408) 

The same first line is used in a quadra of a different thematic in ibid., 2, 182. 

For line 336, cf.: 

6biquera 

6 biquera 

Para lego 

Nam tem c'r6a, 

Aculp'e 

Do quardiao, 

Dexaca~ar 
A furoa. 

(Rimas e logos Coligidos no Concelko 
DIElvas, 20.) 

39. 	 On "arreganhar 0 dente," see Simoes, Diciondrio, 36. 

40. 	 For the general rhetoric of the prior four stanzas concluding here, we find a parallel in 
Manuel Alves, Versos dum Cavador, 17: 

Nao fala, tem presun~ao 


E passa por indecente; 

Se fala p'ra toda a gente 

Nao conhece a posi~ao. 


Se vai a qualquer serao 

Ha uma lingua que diz ... 

"Ela vai la porque quiz 
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Aparecer ao amante." 

41. 	 We have read "e" for "6." In so doing, however, we may be removing an interjection 
that the author, thinking in an oral, audience-reactive way, was using for emotional 
impact and may be substituting for it a more comfortable "literate" reading. 

42. 	Is "meave" "me ha-de ver It? Or, following a possibly variant line "De quem ama 
tenho d6" (Cancioneiro Geml dos A<;ores, 1, 131), is it a misset "me ama"? 

43. 	 The explicit at the end is, of course, a commonplace of popular poetic practice, dating 
at least from the highly-debated appearance of "Per Abbat" at the end of El Cantar de 
Mio Cid. Leadbelly has a line at the end of "Mister Tom Hughes's Town"-sometimes 
referred to as "Fannin Street"-that runs as follows: 

Anybody ask who compose this song, 
Tell 'em Huddie Ledbetter did it here and gone. 

("Leadbelly," Columbia) 

And perhaps the most famous explicit in American balladry comes at the end of "Jesse 
James," where the otherwise-anonymous composer alludes to himself: "This song 
was made by Billy Gashade." No one knows whether the name is historical or not, 
though much has been speculated about that textualized "author" of what may be the 
most famous ballad in the history of the United States. 

44. 	In Portuguese culture, a well-known example not usually recognized as such is the 
title Este Livro Que Vos Deixo ... that was given posthumously to the published 
collection of Ant6nio Aleixo's work. It comes from one of Aleixo's quadras, which is 
in effect a free-floating explicit: 

Este livro que vos deixo 

e que a minha alma ditou 

vos dint como 0 Aleixo 

viveu, sentiu e pensou. 


(Este Livro Que Vos Deixo ..., 87) 

Needless to say, the quadm also presents a complex of allusions to both written and 
oral cultural functions. 

The entire episode in lines 377-400-or perhaps 396, since 397-400 are 
transitional, preparing the move to another episode-may well constitute an amplified 
version of the popular practice of creating lyric sequences in identification of 
occupations. Vasconcellos, Cancioneiro Popular Portugues presents some examples, 
pp. 216-259, though not all really have the identity aspect about them. Most come 
in single quadras, though there are some in longer developments. A line like our 384 
would be quite common within that oral-practice. One example, of many possible, is: 

Sou boieiro, corto rama, 
Fa¥o belas enramadas ... 

(ibid., 218). 
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There are also what some collections refer to as "Retratos," which trade more on age 
and gender groups than on occupations. While both groups have examples with 
morphological similarities to our text, we find no passages that approach exact 
rhetorical parallel. For some "Retratos," these describing young women, see the 
Romanceiro da Ilha de S. Jorge, 152-154. Some half· lines recall lines in our text; for 
example, line 2 on p. 152 recalls our 379, both in diction and in introductory force 
and line 22 recalls the general rhetoric of our lines 381·383. 

45. 	The folk belief/motif that lack of beard equals lack of virility can be verified in a 
number of folklore studies. See esp., Revista Lusitana, 19 (1916), Nos. 1·2, 59·62. 
There is also a quadra sequence that begins: 

o homem que nao tern barba 

Nao e homem nem mulher ... 


The last two lines vary. In one version (Revista Lusitana, 20 [1917], Nos. 1·2, 219), 
they are: 


Euma sardinha assada 

Embrulhada num papel. 


Another sequence has variants relating to the following pattern: 

Azeitona galeguinha 
Qu'azeite pode render? 
E 0 homem que nao tern barba 
Que palavra pode ter? 

(Revista de Portugal, Serie A, 20, No. 134 [Abril, 
1955), 135.) 

Yet another sequence is built around the following pattern: 

Espelho que nao tern ago, 
Vira-se para a parede; 
Homem que nao tern barbas, 
Poucas falinhas com ele. 

(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 2, 41) 

46. 	 On the figure of the "s01teiro," which is part of a compound message of deviant status 
that includes the foregoing lack of beard and the following ill·fatedness, see, e. g.: 

Deus me de vida e saude 
Para vir a tomar estado; 
Que 0 viver de homem solteiro 
Eurn viver desgragado 

(Cancioneiro Geral dos A~ores, 1,379) 

47. 	While we have not found anything like this quadra in the literature, the last line, 
"Deus e pai, naoe padrasto" is to be seen as an aphorism in representation of popular 
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speech, in Jose Luandino Vieira's short story "Vav6 Xfxi e Seu Neto Zeca Santos," in 
his collection Luuanda, 16. 

48. 	Again, there is a parallel in Cardoso's aphoristic "Mas coitado de quem pasa adore" 
(op. cit., 31), though the expression is admittedly an extremely common one, in that 
sense parallel to line 320. 

49. 	The folk belief/motif of the figure who is evil-starred at birth is at work in the final 
four stanzas. It is not at all an unusual way of ending an admonitory song. See, for 
example, "Castigo, " Cantares de Alem-Mar, 74-78, or "Quem Quiser Viver Alegre," a 
short romance that contains the archaic content characteristic of the romance 
tradicional, reproduced in Revista Lusitana, 2 (1890-1892), 266-267. There are also 
quadras dealing with the matter, for example: 

Quando eu nasci ao mundo, 
Nasceram quatro num dia: 
Nasci eu e a desgra~a, 
Trlsteza e melancolia. 

(Revista Lusitana, 10 (1907), Nos. 1-2, 1240) 

Approximate parallels are to be seen in many quadra collections; see, e. g., Revista de 
Portugal, Serle A, 18, No. 120 [Dez., 1953J, 235. Also, for the rhyme 
"filhos"/"cadilhos" in popular language use, see Simoes, Dicionario, 75: "Quem tern 
filhos tern cadilhos/quem os nao tern cadilhos tern." 
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I. 


Aforismos e Desaforismos de Aparicio . fragmentos de um 
diario de Jose Rodrigues Migueis?* 

Onesimo T. Almeida 

Estes Tabl6ides (Aforismos e Desaforismos, 
ha quem diga) sao as guelras que ainda me 
consentem respirar 0 que me resta de ideias. 
OIl 0 que 0 ambiente hipertenso me faz 
exalar! 

Jose Rodrigues Migueis 

No mundo editorial anglo-americano 0 nosso conceito de "Obras 
Completas" subdivide-se em Complete Works, que pressupoo a totalidade da 
obra de um autor, e Collected Works, referindo apenas 0 conjunto dos seus 
traba1hos publicados. A edi~ao de treze volumes das obras de Jose Rodrigues 
Migueis levada a cabo pelo Cfrculo de Leitores 1 charnar-se-ia em ingles 
Collected Works, visto abranger exc1usivamente as obras publicadas ate hoje, 
saidas todas elas pela prirneira vez, em livro ou na imprensa, ainda em vida do 
autor. Mas Migueis tinha intenyao de reunir muitos dos seus textos dispersos, 
embora quase todos menores. Urn deles, A Progr0111Ofiio do Caos, esta ainda 
por organizar segundo 0 plano que 0 escritor deixou.2 Urn outro volume e 0 

* 0 presente texto constitui 0 prefacio de urn volume com este titulo reunindo os tabl6ides 
que durante dezassete anos J. R. Migueis publicou no Diano Popular, de Lisboa. Uma vez 
que a circula~ao das edi~oes do Cfrculo sao limitadas aos assinantes, pareceu oportuno dar
se conhecimento dele aos leitores da Gdvea-Brown. 

I Ao cuidado de Maria Teresa Martins Marques, que prefaciou cada urn dos volumes (Lisboa: 
Cfrculo de Leitores, 1995-6) 

2 No esp6lio de J. R. Migueis, arquivado na John Hay Library, da Brown University, 
existe uma nota enviada por Camila Migueis ao professor George Monteiro, urn dos 
responsaveis pela ida do esp6lio para a Brown University. Nessa nota a viuva do escritor 
faz a listagem dos artigos, contos e cr6nicas de Migueis que ela cre estarem ainda ineditos. 
Camila e cuidadosa na afmna~ii.o pois sabe que Migueis dispersou os seus escritos por 
imimeras publica90es, enviando lis vezes vruios textos em simultiineo cuja safda as 
redac~oes iam regrando. Podem por isso ter alguns sido publicados em qualquer jomal ou 
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destes Aforismos e Desaforismos de Aparicio, para 0 qual nao encontrei 
quaisquer indicac;5es editoriais de Migueis, excepto a de que preferia fosse este 
o titulo do volume reunindo os "Tabloides" durante sete anos publicados no 
Didrio Popular na sequenpia de um pedido de colabora<;ao do seu fidelissimo 
amigo Jacinto Baptista. E inc1usivamente entre uma serie de "tabloides" que 
Migueis revela a sua inten<;ao: 

Tambem preferia que estes tabloides se 
subordinassem a um titulo geral mais expressivo, como fosse 
Aforismos e Desaforismos de Aparicio, 0 meu comentador do 
Espelho Poliidrico. 3 

Efectivamente, em 0 Espelho Poliidrico, surgem tres con juntos de 
aforismos distribuidos ao longo do livro sob urn titulo parecido: "Aforismos & 
Venenos de Aparicio (1), (II), (ill) e (IV)!14. Aparicio ou Alipio? E que as 
vezes 0 comentador da-se pelo nome de Alipio. Nao se trata de hesita<;ao, pois 
chegam a aparecer os dois juntos; 

Diz Alipio: "Estranho contraste! Os Espanhois 
matam-se pelas suas ideias: nos, Portugueses, mentimos ... 
por meio delas!" Toma Aparicio: "Ora! Vale mais viver 
mentindo do que morrer na verdadeJ1,5 

De Alfpio, diz-nos 0 proprio Migueis num dos aforismos, que e 
"doutoral" 6. Mas e tambem "moralista" e hipocrita, capaz de, logo a seguir a 
uma tirada moralizante sobre os bons costumes, correr "a ver a Ultima 
novidade erotica no cinema do bairro". 7 Por seu tumo, Aparicio e ir6nico, 
mordaz, e de tendencias anarquizantes, mas no fundo tocado por uma 
consciencia etica que 0 leva a certa revolta interior. 0 leitor interrogar-se-a com 
legftima curiosidade: sera 0 duplo de Migueis, este Aparicio? 0 escritor previu 
a pergunta e antecipou-lhe a resposta: 

E born nao confundirmos 0 que eu escrevo como 
ficcionista (e nlio como ensafsta ou pensador) com as 
opinioes, gostos e oo<;oes dos personagens da minha 

revista sem que Migueis tivesse recebido urn exemplar, ou sequer disso tivesse 

conhecimento. 


3 J. Rodrigues Migueis, "TabI6ides", Didrio Popular, 20 de Abril de 1976. 


4 (Lisboa: Editorial Est6dios Cor, I" edil(ao,1973), pp. 79-83, 161-164, 233-236, 309
313. 


5 24 de Junho de 1979. 


6 4 de Novembro de 1977. 


7 6 de Setembro de 1977. 
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inven<;ao, como s((ja 0 Artur-Burgues das minhas Ref/exoes, 
que e caricatura. E bern possivel que eles falem ou ajam por 
vezes de acordo comigo, mas e so por acaso (ou quando eu 0 

declaro). Robotes inventados, gozam de vida propria ou de 
personalidade; dou-lhes toda a liberdade, mas nao respondo 
pelos seus actos ou palavras. Mal comparado, nao podemos 
atribuir a Shakespeare ou a Tchekhov todos os tiques, 
venetas, paixoes ou desvarios das suas cria<;oes! 8 

Num outro aforismo, alias urn dos uItimos de Migueis, no ano em que 
viria mesmo a falecer, volta aauto-reflexao sobre este seu genero de escrita: 

Dou comigo a meditar, por vezes, se 0 que escrevo 
nestes Tabloides ena realidade 0 que penso, ou se e 0 froto 
espontaneo da fantasia ficcional do escritor - isto e, 0 que 
diriam imaginarias personagens de novela! Pendo antes a crer, 
hoje, que nao devo responder pelo respectivo conteudo, a 000 
ser como obra de fic<;ao. Escrevo 0 que me acode ao bico da 
pena, automaticamente. A minha razao poderia com 
frequencia opor-se-lhe!9 

13 alias antiga esta posi<;ao de Migyeis em rela<;ao aos seus quase
heter6nimos. Jei em 1964, na introdu<;ao a EProibido Apontar, dec1arava que 
ha mais de trinta anos 0 perseguia com "confidencias e queixumes" aquele 
IIburgues Mariano-Artur, que a si proprio chamou 0 IIPeliz-Encic1opedico
Ignorante", a voz das reflexoes desse livro. Migueis afirma tratar-se de mn 
personagem de fic<;ao, IIdaquela que guarda os indeIeveis residuos da 
experiencia e idealidade do autorll "Inventei-o, e ele passou a viver sua• a 
pr6pria vida II - acrescenta. E prossegue confessando ter sido fo}'<;oso que 
simpatizasse com ele, para se dar ao trabalho de 0 por por escrito. E instrutiva 
toda essa auto-explica<;ao: 

Embora a nossa intimidade fosse tao profunda que 
por vezes nao sei onde come<;a ou acaba a nossa 
incoincidencia, nao subscrevo nem renego as suas opinioes. 
Nao euma transposi<;ao autobiografica, nem sequer 0 disfarce 
que me permita dizer 0 que, de outro modo, nao ousaria. Fu 
sei, relativamente, 0 que penso, quero e posso; tenho 0 meu 
pr6prio sistema, que as vezes consiste em nao ter sistema 
nenhum e em "deixar agir a natureza", ( ... ) Por tolerancia, 
deixo-o dizer are 0 de que discordo radicalmente. Mas as suas 

8 l6 de Mar90 de 1976. 

9 10 de Fevereiro de 1980. 
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inquieta~oes sao com frequencia as rninhas, e meus (nossos) 
os erros e deslizes de que se acusa.1O 

Nao sera necessario ir-se mais longe. Mutatis mutandis, bastarn-nos 
estas dec1ara~oes autorais para percebermos que nenhurn dos aforismos 
representa genuinarnente a pessoa de Migueis, mas no seu con junto nito 
podem deixar de nos revelar as preocup~Oes de fundo do escritor, as 
recorrentes obsessoes, os sentimentos e preferencias, e are os preconceitos, de 
urn portugues desterrado em New York, saudoso do Portugal dos seus anos 
utopicos, progressivarnente desiludido com 0 ruir das esperan~as dos Abris 
anunciados e desandados em 10ucuras de desbragada verborreia. Afastado do 
pais por sua iniciativa, 0 autor destes aforismos sente profundarnente 0 corte 
da patria, 0 esquecimento para que ele mesmo contribui por la nito ir 
regulannente e pela ausencia de cartas que provoca ao recusar-se a escreve
las. Invade-o urn crescente ressentimento, uma revolta controlada contra 0 
rumo tornado pelo Portugal que sonhara com outros futuros, a ponto de 0 
fazer desaguar nurn estado habitual de aparente anarquia contra tudo quanta lhe 
vern do outro lade do Atlantico. Aparente porque, no fundo, as mesmas 
preocupa~oes eticas (idealistas e, por vezes, merarnente teoricas) que ressaltam 
desde os seus primeiros escritos, permanecem ainda 0 leit-motiv destas 
paginas. Nao havera perigo de abusarmos das liberdades de interpreta~ao 
literana se tomannos aletra os aforismos em que 0 autor nos fala na primeira 
pessoa. Eles sao muitos, e candidarnente confessionais: 

Penso as vezes, com magoa, que 0 sentimento em 
mim predorninante ao cabo de uns sessenta anos de labor e 0 
incuravel ressentimento. Seguem-no em escala decrescente 0 
arnor, a emula~ao, 0 arrependimento, a nostalgia e a gratidao 
esta Ultima pel0 que me deram, em vez do que me deviarn ter 
dado. 11 

1)0 seu "desterroU12 ja escrevi noutros lugares13
• 1)0 seu anarquismo 

especial, movido por preocup~Oes profundarnente eticas, e 0 proprio Migueis 
que vern adrniti-Io urn ano antes de morrer: 

10 "Do Autor (com humi1dade)", introdu~ao a EProibido Apontar (Lisboa: Estlidios Cor, 

1964), pp. 1-8. 

11 6 de Maio de 1919. 


12 Num aforismo em que Migueis revela ter-se expatriado vo1untariamente nos Estados 

Unidos em 1935, acrescenta, obviamente com amarga ironia: "Eu (no dizer da revista 

Col6quio) sou ainda urn 'desterrado"'. (15 de Novembro de 1918). 


13 Veja-se 0 prefacio a Jose Rodrigues Migueis - Lisbon in Manhattan, volume das actas 

do simp6sio sobre a obra do escritor realizado na Brown University em 1981 (Providence, 

RI: Gavea-Brown, 1985), pp. 15-20 e "l R. Migueis Portugal em Manhattan", in 

L(USA)lIlndia - a Decima llha (Angra do Heroismo: Secretaria Regional dos Assuntos 


http:acusa.1O
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Proc1amei-me hoje livre. Eu, que tenho sobre a Liberdade 
urna doutrina tao eomplicada! "Je lis ton nom" - e facil de 
dizer: mas agaml.-la e outra hist6ria. Livre, e claro, dentro dos 
limiares ou parenteses de que aqui falei (na Programat;iio do 
Caos). Nem "para alem do Bern e do Maln, eomo diria 0 
loueo de genio, mal eompreendido. Anarco-etieo, em suma.

14
Eu! Ou seja, com certa moralidade.

o escritor ern auto-retrato ai esta, no seu "subito retorno a paz 
privada ll 

, a eserever 0 que lhe cIa na real gana: 

Escreverei sim (mas nao cartas!): acto puramente subjectivo, 
ainda que Voces pensem 0 contrano, na vossa perpetua charla 
psitaeo-panurgica. Para mim s6, e 0 que espontaneamente 1m 

ocorra: talvez ate 0 romance autobiogratieo-inventado que 1m 

anda ca por dentro aos tombos, a reclamar 0 parto da 
expressao! Enfim, eu proprio - ser cosmico-osmotico.1

5 

Porque afinal 0 seu pessimismo era "apenas urn optipessimismo". 
Apesar do descalabro da revolu~ao portuguesa, nao se transformara em cinico, 
apenas em anarquista arnargurado, ressentido. Portugal era uma das grandes 
causas das suas magoas: 

- Entao voce voltou doente de Portugal!? 

- Nao! Mas bastou-me ter lido ontem certo jornal portugues, 

para entrar em crise psicossomatiea! 16 


Ou ainda estoutro: 

Voltando a vaca fria: - Agora, ao menos, ha 
liberdade! - SimI A liberdade da confusao, da inepcia, da 
vaeuidade, da droga, ou da poeira lan~ nos olhos dos 
incautos !17 

Sociais I Direq:ao dos Servi~os de Emigra~ao, 1987), pp. 185-190; mas tamoom, e 
sobretudo, "Jose Rodrigues Migueis - urn estrangeirado que nunca foi", a sair este ano na 
Revista da Faculdade de Letras (Lisboa). 
14 14 de Abril de 1979. 
15 Ibidem. 
16 23 de Junho de 1979. 
17 3 de Outubro de 1978. 

http:cosmico-osmotico.15
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A confirmar a impressao de serem profundamente pessoais estes 
aforismos, pelo menos cada vez mais a. medida que os anos passam, ai 
encontramos Migueis como se tirando aos poucos a mascara que se acusa de 
ter usado durante quase toda a vida: 

Serei talvez urn destes sujeitos propensos a sofrer 
interiormente, e que no entanto, quando em sociedade, 
espalham em seu redor urn calor de bem-estar e de alegria. 
Direi mais: Dependentes do efeito que produzem na 
assistencia, e portanto da presen~a dela. Logo, porem, que 
ficam sos, caem nos abismos da depressao e do desespero. 
Penso agora quanto devem sofrer os clowns, os baletistas 
(for~ados a deixar 0 tablado aos 35 anos!), os cantores, os 
actores e outros artistas de cena, quando, chegada a idade da 
aposen~ao, se veem privados da audiencia, seu 
indispens8vel complemento! Pois assim sou eu desde os meus 
15 anos.18 

Queixa-se numa carta a Jorge de Sena em 1973: 

A expatria~ao prejudicou-me muito (embora me tenha 
salvado a vida, talvez), porque me furtou 0 material de 
observa~ao quotidiana, portuguesa, que me e indispensllvel. E 
aqui vivo totalmente isolado. Sinto-me obsoleto

19(obsolescente?). mvento formulas, jogos de palavras.

Os jogos verbais dos aforismos foram pois resultado da falta de 
assunto. Mas ia durar pouco essa situa~aq. Vinha ai 0 25 de Abril e a 
degener~ao dos iderus ate ai acalentados. E ainda com Jorge de Sena que 
Migueis desabafa em carta: 

Deixei por completo de escrever para jomais, apesar 
das solicita~5es: porque 0 esfor~o de ocultar 0 que penso 
(alias com toda a legitimidade) me torna impossivel escrever. 
Fa~o-o, no entanto, quando posso com 0 esfo~o: 
Subversividades, Ihes chamo eu, que ficam nas gavetas. 
Razao principal: ao cabo de urna vida inteira de nao adesao, de 
oposi~ao te6rica, de atitude critica, e de quarenta anos (1935!) 
de exilio amargo e duro, como you arriscar 0 que me resta de 
vida, tomando posi~ao contra - 0 que? a anarquia geral? 0 

golpe "apache" dos comi-comunistas? 0 militarismo imbecil 

18 17 de Junho de 1979. 

19 Carta de New Yode, de 20 de Julho de 1973. 
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que sempre detestei? Quem me dera poder comunicar-lhe tudo 
o que tenho pensado e 0 (pouco) que tenho escrito a respeito! 
Desde 0 come<;o, com 0 meu artigo de 26 de Maio de 74 no 
PopUlar, eu marquei urna discreta discordanda e mostrei 
preyer 0 que se passa. Mas diante do impossIvel, do sem 
remedio, de que vale teimar? ( ... ) Sofro de urna doen<;a 
ingenita, hereditaria, cr6nica, incunive1, intratavel, que se 
chama Portugal. 

20 

Migueis tinha afei<;ao a estes aforismos. Falou deles varias vezes a 
Jorge de Sena: 

Ao mesmo tempo, desejo infantilmente mostrar-lhe 0 que 
fa<;o! E it Dona Meda, que me tern lido. Nao por elogios, mas 
antes urn juizo severo. Tambem para lhes satisfazer a 
curiosidade. Que diabo teria feito em 1930-40-e-pico este 
escritor dos Sete Instrumentos? Neo-realista avant-la-lettre? 
Ate me atrevo, ja agora, a mandar-lhe todos os recortes dos 
Tab16ides que vinha publicando no PopUlar quando a 
Revulsao me interrompeu. Calei-me. Os tab16ides de agora 
seriam SUBVERSIDADES! (Nao que eu seja do Contra, ou 
antes: sou do Contra-Tudo-e-Todos, Gregos e Troianos! 
Contra Esto y Aquello ... ) Quase todos politicos, e que eu 
gostaria de intitular Aforismos e Desaforismos de Apartcio 
se esta lembrado do Poliedrico! 21 

Dois dos tab16ides sao urna critica aos vira-casacas da "revulsao ll de 
Abril. E0 desenho de urn letreiro aporta de urna loja: 

VIVA A GLORIOSA REVOLU<;Ao 

MILITAR 


00 

~ 

25 DE ABRIL DE 1974 

20 Carta de 27 de Agosto de 1975. 

21 Carta a Jorge de Sena, escrita em New York em 7 de Fevereuo de 1976. Uma c6pia CIa 
correspondencia completa de Migueis a Sena foi-me amavelmente cedida por M6cia de 
Sena. Ate M pouco, Camila Migueis opunha-se apublic~ao da correspondencia entre os 
dois escritores sob pretexto de estarem ainda vivas algumas das pessoas nela mencionadas. 
Em conversa recente com ela sugeri-lhe a publica9ao. Tanto eia como Mecia de Sena 
pensam agora que etempo de publica-Ia. 
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o outro, com identica inten~ao, e urn cartoon que ele apelida de 
"projecto de cartaz com duas faces". "Dum lade 0 homem-sanduiche empunha 
urn 1etreiro que reza: VIVA 0 COMUNISMO!" e do outro (na outra face) visto 
pelas costas, 0 homem proc1ama: E ABAIXO OS COMUNISTAS!,,22 

Nurn postal ilustrado enviado de New York, tambem a Jorge 
de Sena, em 1978, confessa mesmo: "Estou a virar francamente anarquista ou 
anti-politico!" 23 E em carta sensivelmente da mesma altura escreve: 

Enfim, virei velho-ranzina. Os meus venenos 
emp~onham-me a vida. So me tern valida os Tabloides onde 
you vertendo com cautela uma gota deles de vez em quando. 
Ja leva mais de CEM colunas no Popular. 24 

Foram estas revela~oes do escritor sobre os tabloides que Ire 

sugeriram a ideia de organiza-Ios cronologicamente, como se de urn diana se 
tratasse, embora nunca Migueis tivesse aludido a eles como pe~as diaristicas. 
Mas amedida que se aproximam do fun estes aforismos parecem-se mais e 
mais com entradas de urn diano. Ha, com efeito, sobretudo a partir de Abril de 
1974, crescentes semelhan~as entre a voz dos aforismos e a das cartas que 
Migueis escreve, a Jorge de Sena sobretudo. 

Apresentados assim cronologicamente, permitirao talvez ao leitor 
acompanhar a evolu~ao, se nao a continuidade, no sentir e pensar de Jose 
Rodrigues Migueis ate muito proximo da sua morte, a 30 de Outubro de 1980. 
A tarefa nao foi facil. Migueis datava os aforismos, mas de muitos deles so 
nos resta 0 recorte de Diano Popular. Assim, ,0 criterio seguido foi 0 de 
ordena-Ios segundo a data registada por Migueis. Na ausencia desse dado, 
useu-se ada publica~a025. Dispersos e desorganizados como estavam, embora 
num dossier, epossivel que alguns se tenham perdido. Alero disso Migueis 
enviava remessas deles para a reda~ao do jemal sem recomend~ao de ordem 
a seguir e Jacinte Baptista ia publicando quando a eportunidade surgia. Camila 
Migueis pensa que 0 escritor remeteu tabloides are muito mais perto de fun da 
vida, mas deles nae ha rasto no espolie. Outres, cortou-os ainda a censura. 
Migueis recuperou e/ou reescreveu alguns apos 0 25 de Abril. 

Ai ficam, pois, estas p~as para urn Retrato do Artista Enquanto 
Envelhece, franqueando aos leitores de Jese Rodrigues Migueis urn acesso 
simples e candido aintimidade do autor. 

22 Inclufdos numa carta de 16 de Fevereiro de 1976. Migueis era um excelente desenhador. 
o seu espolio inclui uma serie de interessantfssimos desenhos, caricaturas, auto-retratos, 

ilustrayOeS, capazes de constituirem urn born album. 


23 27 de Abril de 1978. 


24 Carta de 8 de Abril de 1978. 


25 Migueis indicou nos aforismos a data em que os escreveu. Para grande parte deles, 

porem, so dispomos da data de publicayao. 
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RECENSOES CRITICAS/ BOOK REVIEWS 


Sadlier, Darlene J. The Question of How - Women Writers and 
New Portuguese Literature. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1989. 

In the introduction to her book, Darlene Sadlier lays out parameters for her study 
of contemporary Portuguese women's fiction. Her first and last purpose, she states, "is to 
investigate what Portuguese literary women have to say about their culture;" yet the thing 
that most connects the women she foregrounds "is not politics but an almost unconscious 
reaction against traditional realist narrative." Sadlier selects for close study of women's 
writing only works that illustrate such a reaction against realist narrative, that "represent 
an interesting variety of technical approaches-experiments in montage or polyphonic 
writing, in unusual forms of literary expressionism, and in a number of smaller scale 
representational devices that affect virtually every aspect of narrative." Ironically, she 
specifically eliminates from her study Agustina Bessa-Luis, the writer who, when she first 
carne on the literary scene in the late 19508, created a furor in critical circles precisely 
because of her break with the then-prevailing narrative mode of Neo-realism. Bessa-Luis, 
she concedes, is arguably the most influential woman of letters of contemporary Portugal 
but "she tends to work from a conventional epistemology;" her writing is "conservative" 
whereas the others are all "radically transgressive." Sadlier vows also to give to the 
reader the political and social background that determined these writers' practice and 
defined their thematic interest, the "subtle forms of social control that affect the country 
as a whole and women in particular." 

The first chapter of The Question of How chronicles the genesis and history of 
the widely-acclaimed Novas Cartas Portuguesas (1972). Sadlier examines the ageneric, 
elliptical form of the Three Marias' book which is at once a response to the conditions 
under which the women wrote and a challenge to their culture's "way of seeing." She 
explores the use of epistolarity not only as a thematic connection with the book's 
intertextual antecedent, Lettres Portugaises, but as a form that permits both discontinuity 
and narrative order. She concludes: "The book is charged with dissent against an 
established order, defined in this case as the patriarchy, and it inevitably needs to explore 
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detract from Darlene Sadlier's achievement. Yet she has met her goal of making 
Portuguese women's history and fiction more accessible to an English-speaking public. 
She has contributed to the growing corpus of writings on that subject available to the 
Portuguese-speaking reader as well. 

Alice R. Clemente 
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